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OVERSIGHT OF BUDGETS OF INDIAN PROGRAMS IN
DEPARTMENTS OF HUD, EDUCATION, AND HHS

1rA31011 1, 1982

U.S. SENATE,
SELECT COMMITTEE ON INDIAN AFFAIRS,

,Washington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:43 a.m. in room 4232,

Dirksen Senate Office lluilding, Hon. William S. Cohen (chairman of
the committee) presiding.

Present: Senators Cohen and Melcher.
Staff present: Timothy Woodcock, staff director; Teter Taylor,

general counsel; Max Richtman, minority staff director; Jo Jo Hunt,
staff attorney; Mary Jane Wrenn, staff attorney;, Virginia Boylan,
minority counsel; and Elva Arquero, secretary.

Senator COHEN. The hearing shall come to order.
Today's hearing is the second in 2 days of hearings on the budget

pertaining to Indian affairs for fiscal year 1983. On FridaST, the Indian
Affairs Committee heard testimony from the Bureau of Indian Affairs
inid the Indian IIealth Service as well as numerous tribal witnesses.

Today, we are going to hear from the Office of Indian Education
within the Department of Education, the Administration for Native
Americans within the Department of Health and Human Services,
and the Indian housing program within the Department of Housing
and Urban Development.

I would like to note for the record that the Department of Labor
was invited to testify but declined on the grounds that the legislation
it is currently drafting to replace the Comprehensive Employment and
Training Act is incomplete.

The Labor Department has provided the committee with a letter
expilssing its regrets, and I would move to include it in the record at
this point.

[The letter follows I

HOR. WILLIAM S. COHEN,
Chairman, Select Committee on i n dian Affairs, Dirksen Building, Washington,

D.C.
DEAR Ma. CHAIRMAN: I appreciate your courtesy in notifying the Department

of hearings to discuss the 1983 budget of Indian ai4encies and programs and your
request for a departmental witness on Monday, March 1, 1982.

Regretfully, the Department will be unable to send a representative.As you are
aware, the Administration is proposing new employment and training legislation
to replace the Comprehensive Employment and 'Training Act when it expires
in September 1982. That legislation is still in the formUlatiye process, with the
final package to be introduced in Congress within a week or so. In contemplating
this new legislation, the 1983 budget only set out overall figures for the three com-

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR,
SECRETARY OF LABOR,

Washington, D.C., Yebruary 26, 1982.

(1)
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portents of this proposed legislation. The Special Targeted Program is to be funded
at a level of $200 million. Although Indians will be included in this portion, it may
also include migranti, seasonal farmworkers, older workers, and other identifiable
segments of the population with severe employment and training disadvantages.

I appreciate the cooperation and understanding of you and your staff with
regard to Our inability to discuss a specific level of funding sl+ ',his tinie. The De-
partment will be happy to discuss this issue at a later date when the proposed
legislation has been finalized.

Sincerely,
RAYMOND J. DONOVAN:

Senator' COHEN. Before proceeding to our first witness, Philip
Abrams, of the Department of Housing and Urban Development, I
should point out that ive will also' be hearing from the nktional Indian
organizations after the administration witnesses have cAxpleted their
presentations today.

Senator Melcher, do you have a statement you, would like to make?
Senator MELCHER, Thank you, Mr. Chairman, just briefly. On

Indian education, we are going to have to have an all-out fight for
impact aid funds.

I really am not aware of how we would be atie to finance the opera-
tion of many Indian schools without impact aid funds.

I think, perhaps, this is a blank spot that has been overlooked in the
drafting of the budgets. I am sure that all of us in Congress who are
aware of the necessity for impa`ct aid for Indian schools are going to
have to be very serious and very diligent to make sure we work that out
properly. We must be sure that elementary and secondary education
continues for the Indian schools that are dependent upon impact aid
funds and that is practically .all schools except BIA-run schools. So,
this is the most important point.

Pecond, on HUD, I wouloi just like to be reassured that HUD has
some Indian housing going and that it is going to flow, and that we are
not going to shut down all the Indian housing programs which seem
to be threatened as I understand the situation that has been unfolding
the past several months.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator COHEN. Mr. Abrams.

STATEMENT OF PHILIP ABRAMS, GENERAL DEPUTY ASSISTANT
SECRETnY FOR HOUSING, DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND UR-
BAN DEVELOPMENT, ACCOMPANIED BY PAT ARNAUDO, OFFICE
OF INDIAN HOUSING

Mr. ABRAMS. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee ; I am
pleased to appear before you to discuss HUD's Indian housing-program

The Department of Housing and Urban Development provides
assistance in both the development and management of housing for
Indian and Alaska Natives pursuant to the U.S. Housing Act of
1937, as amended.

Each Indian housing authority administers its own housing pro-
gram, which may consist of either home ownership or rental housing.

As of October 1, 1981, there were about 170 Indian housing au-
thorities operating approximately 41,400 units housing Indian families.
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In fiscal year 1981, HUD received $13.8 million for Indian housing,
and with these funds reserved about 2,000 nnits. Construction was .
started on 4,097 units and nnother 4,084 units were made available
for occupancy.

There are currently about 14,000 units in the development pipeline,
which will be available for occupancy by Indian families within the
next 2 to 3 years. The IIUD Indian field staff is Arorking to insure
that projects in the pipelinemove rapidly toward construction and
occupancy.

For fiscal 3rear 1982, the HUD Appropriations Act contained funds
for 4,000 Indian housing units. The Federal budget submitted bS, the
President to Congress on February 8 does not propose funds for 3

Indian housing in fiscal year 1983 and proposes to rescind the fiscal
year 1982 funds already appropriated for Indian, as well as for other
assised housing programs, other than the section 202 program.

I might add that the funds for community development block
grants are available and do provide funds for Indian reservations.
Those funds can be used fOr housing infrastructure as well as reha-
bilitation, and some activities performed by the Indian housing
authority.

The actions concerning the housing programs will not affect the
14,000 units in the development pipeline, which I haveindicated, can
be utilized for construction for Indian families at roughly the same
rate, 5,000 units per yefir as in the recent past.

This action on Indian housing was taken because of the high devel-
opment costs, excessive Federal reqpirements, management problems,
and the consequent need to initiate a more effective and less costly
Indian housing program. °

As most of you are aware, in the fail of 1981, OMB established a
task force on Indian housing and related programs with a mandate
to improve housing delivery mechanisms and to propose methods to
draw private capital to Indian reservations.

Kenneth Smith, Assistant Secretnry for Indian Affairs at the De-
partment of the Interior, is the chairman of the task force and I am
HUD's represmtative on the task force.

The task force and its staff are actively exploring ways of providing
different cost-effective ways of delivering Indian housing, including
mechanisms which will provide greater flexibility for tribal leadership
to operate the program without excessive Federal redtape,

'The task force is considering all feasible options, including, but
not limited to, combinations of elements which could include a.housing
.block grant program; a comprehensive general' block grant program,
which would include housing; a direct loan or loan guarantee program;
and the "certificate" approach modified to be appropriate for low-
income families in Indian areas.

The task force met last Friday. We have narrowed the alternatives.
The staffs of both BIA and HUD, with input from Farmers' Home
and the Indian Health Service, are costing out the various alternatives.
We will meet again in 2 weeks and we will, at that point, come up
with a definitive program to be forwarded to the Office of Management
and Budget so that a new Indian delivery mechanism can be included
in the fiscal year 1983 budget process. We intend to have a legislative
proposal for you this spring.
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Finally, I want to mention some of HUD's thinking about the
current program. Production costs remain one of the primary concerns
about the Indian housing program. While the Department intends to
keep its commitment to target housing assistance to those who most
need help, there is an urgent need to slow the rapid increase in the
cost of aoh housing so that more housing can be produced from
available F-mds.

In fiscal year 1981, the cost of a single Indian housing was estimated
at about $74,000. 'The 1981 development, cost average was biased
upward considerably by the fact that 25 percent ol the units were
allocated to Alaska, where most units are reserved with costs of about
$92,200.

Over a 28-year debt service period, amortization of principal and
interest on the mortgage for an "average" unit would be approximately
a staggering $166,000 at current Department of Treasury interest
rates.

The Department is in the process of implementing, as Department-
wide policy applying to all programs, a 'series of' cost containment
initiatives which will help to reduce the cost- of Indian housing.
The initiadves include: Flexibility for localities, including tribes
to use State and local codes, where they exist, instead of HUD's mini-
mum property standards as well as modifications in the minimum
property standards itself for those communities that don't have
their own codes; a development cost cap in addition to prototype limi-
tations; and revisions in processing requirements.

In addition to these policy changes, IlUD, 'through its Indian
progriim field offices, has taken steps to reduce per-unit costs for
units _currently in the development pipeline. These actions include:
Restricting amenities in projects, minimizing site development costs
by restrictmg subdivision sites to already built subdivisions and sites
with existing access loads and water and power, encouraging the
use of the turnkey construction method, encouraging reuse of archi-
tectural plans, and encouraging the use of manufactured and modular
housing.

You should be aware that we have initiated a demonstration project
in colloboration with the State of Alaska. The State of Alaska pro-
posed, and HUD approved a partnership to build a 60-unit low-
income housing project for the elderly Alaska Natives in Anchorage
through the Cook Inlet Housing Authority with the State contrib-
uting 75 percent of the development cost. This demonstration involves
a means to meet joint responsibilities to house low-income Indian
families which can be re'peated in other States which have the re-
sources to enter into such a partnership.

In the management area, the Department's goal is to have Indian
housing authorities, in conjunction with the tribes, improve manage-
ment operations and operate in a more business-like manner.

As you may be aware, a growing number of Indian housing author-
ities are plagued with high expenditures, high accounts receivables,
lund diversions and other financial troubles. For Indian housing au-
thorities which are financially troubled we have asked that manage-
ment improvement plans be developed and implemented.

For all Indian housing: authorities we have established key man-
agement policies which include: Reducing excess tenant accounts
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receivables, ultimktely to' less than 5 percent of monthly charges;
repaying delinquent debts within Creasonable period; assuring that
fiscal audits are obtained at least biannually- and promptly clear
findings.

We are not asking tribes and Indian housing authorities to bear a
heavier burden than any other HUD program recipients. Our efforts
are part of a Departikentwide initiative to invrove the administra-
tion of HUD program, Already, some Indian communities have made
substantial progress in collecting past-due rents and clearing audit
findings promptly.

HUD Indian field office staff will, of course, continue to be a,vailable
tb assist Indian communities in formulating appropriate actions to
overcome financial and management problems.

In summary, we feel HUD is pursuing effective and.efficient policies
which meet the Department's responsibilities to the American tax-
payer, and to America's Indian population.

I will be glad to answer any questions the committee may have.
Senator COHEN. Thank you very much, Mr. Abrams.
I would say for the record that I have had occasion to work with

you a number of times in the past and you have been most helpful
and- cooperative; Before --ask you- -any-questions-,--I-would like to
make some observations. As you point out in your statement, toward
the end, the average unit for Indian housing is approximately a
staggering $166,000. But, first of all, I think your ..own statement
indicates there is a bias in that if you include Alaska housing, which
is approximately 25 percent of the allocation where the units are
about $92,200, then that brings that average significantly up. And, as
a matter of fact, last year we had testimony before the committee
which indicated that if you exclude Alaska from the computations,
you will find that non-Indian housing on reservations is not much
greater than those for non-Indian housing situated in comparable
geographical areas. So, I think it is a little bitnot unfair, 13ut, at
least, not quite put in the proper perspective. Alaska has some unusual
circumstances, unusual costs involved, but when speaking about
Indian housing in a totality the average is not much different than
non-Indian housing.

Do you agree with that assessment?
Mr. ABRAMS. Compared to non-Indian public housing?
Senator COHEN. Yes.
Mr. ABRAMS. But both programs are too eXpensive.
Senator COHEN. Right.
Mr. ABRAMS. But, I agree with your statement on the bias caused

by Alaska.
Senator COHEN. Well, I just think it ought to be put in that kind

of a perspective, because Alaska does present some unusual problems
Pnd that accotints for the rather "staggering" increase. But, if you
exclude that, it rather balances out with other public housing, which,
as you indicate, is probably too high on every -level. I am a little bit
concerned about zeroing out the Indian housmg for fiscal 1982 that
is }going to be a proposed rescission, as I understand it, and you .are
going to deal solely with those items now in the pipeline. But until
such time as we see another progiamand I appreciate your saying
that we are going to see something in about the next 2 to 3 weeks as
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far as the task forge is concernedwith positive recommendations. It
seems to me that we create some otfier probleths by just zeroing mit
units for fiscal 1982.

FinallY, I think Fshare your assessment about having more flexi-
bility at a local levelthat local governments and local tribes ought
not to be bound by the minimum property .standards as issued by
HUDthat we ought to permit some local control.

I also hope that we will be able to use some local ingenuity.as f
as the de'velopment Costs in prototype limitations. You know, .comi
from the State of Maine, I always fonnd it difficult to understand
why HUD would be, giving approval to uni6 wip..re they hoie- 'pro-
moted the use of electrical heating in one of the coldest &ates in the
country, and yet would bar any ind of HUD program kit' units
that were using wood heating, ch 60 percent of the 'homes in
Maine either use wood as a pri y or secondary source of energy.
And, yet, we could not get app oval for units because they had wood
stoves. We could get it for electrical heating which wap dramatically
more expensive. So, I would hope that the sante sott of desire to move
toward flexibility ould also apply to development cost and prototype
limitations so that if, in fact, the localities decided they would want
to go even higher then the minimum HU.D standards, provided they
bore the cost, they ought to have the ability to do so without HUD
just backing away from it. It seems to me that flexibility ought to
apply across,the board if we can.

Mr. ABRAMS. I agree with'you, Senator, and I think that approach
that the task force is 'coming up with' will give ihe local tribes ttiat
kind of flexibility, not only in terms of local design requirements
but also in meeting their pwn cultural preferences and their own
priorities for the types of -housing, antl how they prefer to beat the
shelter problems.

Senator COHEi4. Can you give us any indication as to what you
*would anticipate; who would administer this new housing program?

Mr. ABRAMS. Well, the meeting`last Friday was particularly pro-
ductive because, I think everybody was able, to puit aside some of
their parochial preferences of their own bureaucracies and to try
and focus on the best funding sources and the most flexibile system
for. the good of the tribes and Indian people without narrowing in
on whether it should be a BIA program or a HUD program.

Secretary Pierce is clearly on record in wanting to continue to be
involved in, Indian housing on whatever basis the administration
recommend or whatever program Congress approves HUD would
like to participate on a minimal basis in a technical capacity, but is
prepared to participate in the lead or in support 'of the program as it
comes out.

Senator ConEN. Well, I think you indicated that there are about
170 Indian housing authorities. 'What do you propose to do with the
Indian housing authorities? .

Mr. ABRAMS. Well, we really have not gotten into those detailg.
I believe that although the Indian housing authorities have become
an effective tool for providing shelter on many reservations, they
are somewhat of an anomaly created by HUD's desire to copy the
public housing type program on reservations. I befivee that the
direction4that wb are going in is to let the local tribal government
decide whether br not .they need a housing authority, or whether
the tribe wants to handle its housing program itself.

b

')
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Senator COHEN. Would you kliaborate a little bit more in terms of
how you think we caii reduce per-unit cost? What -§ort of recommen-
dations do you think we ought to be pursui,ng?

Mr. ABRAMS. Well, there are a series of recommendations.
Senator COHEN. I n6tice for one that you refer to restricting

amenities in projects, and, you know, frankly some Of them are
pretty f) ad already, but what amenities are you referring to that
they currently have, that you wouldn'.t recommend for the future

. construction?
Mr. ABRAMS. Well; there is a great deal of money spent on amenities

such as _basements in areas where traditionally basements are not
-included in houses, or where we force different toes of design reenire-
ments to the minimum property standards that are not wanted or -0
required on the reservations. .%

The requirement for carports in areas where they:are not necessary,
as well as a general burden that HUD places in trying to conform the
Indian housing progra

i
m to other housing programs, plus the input

from the Indian. housing authorities and the tribes n asking us to
provide a higher level housing than they ask the private sector to
provide on tiluk reservations. ,

In aOwer to, your other question, one of the ways that we think
we, can cut down on costs on the reservations is to use manufactured
housing. Under the Approach that re corning to in die task force,
that would be a local decision beeille many of the tribes, as you
know, like to use stick built housitieso they can provide job trillmng

.vand use it as an employment program as well as a shelter program.
But in bernas of the tribes purchasing of shelter outside of Federal

programs, there is a great deal of activity With manufactured homes
because you can build, a manufactured house, particularly on the
western reservations even in remote locations, for about $25,000 to
$30,060 a house, and produceca three- or four-bedroom house. But,
you know, when the Federal Goverument does become involved, then
you have a certain amount of distortion created by the nature of the
involvement of the Federal Govunment..

Senator MELCHER. What is that distortion?
s Mr. ABRAMS. Well, I think, the distortion comes about in terms of

the type of funding programs that have traditionally been used for
the Indian housing program have encouraged the tribes to spend up
to the prototype costs, and instead of trying to maximize the amuunt
of shelter they can get for the dollars available, the incentives are to
spend up to the dollars available for a house. And, in fact, although
most of the housing.is single-famil3r housing, HUD has required indi-
vidual architectural plans and specifications for each house as though
there were no repetition, which is clufracteristic of'the single-family
housing-industry outside of Federal programS.

Senator COHEN. Is that brought about by HUD's ,regulations7
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes. .

Senator COHEN. I think you indicated th'at it is not,a,criticism of
the tribal---

Mr. ABRAMS. No, no. It is a HUD problem, which we are changing.
Senator COHEN. So; HUD imposes, saying that you must do this?

If ig nett that they have a reluctance to reuse architectural plans, is it
thaVIUD says you must?
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MI'. ABRAMS. No; I think it is just the Federal distortion of the
process. And if it is the judgment of Congress to not change the
Indian housing program, we will aggressively work at making the pro-
gram work effectively and do" away with those types of restrictions
that are counter-productive both for the Federal Government and to
the local government.

Some of the other factors vilich relate to the high costs are the
remote locations of the housing and the great amount of cost that is
related to site development. I believe that the progress that the Labor.
Department is making with the Davis-Bacon regulations, which at
least, in their proposed form, will Stop the practice of exporting urban
wages into.rural areas. Such proposed changes should be a very cost-

.. effective change inlerms of building on Indian reservations.
Senator COHEN. Let me say that I agree that it does not make a

good deal of sense to have one uniform' standard imposed equally
across the board. It simply, does not take into account regional differ-
ences. I think that an of us in Congress from time to time have coin-.
plained when the administration, for example, offers a 30-percent or
a.1.0-ikircent across-the-board reduction. People like myself are the

, first to complain, saying, wait a minute, we 'Ave different needs in
the Northeast. And we have to spend 40 percent of income for fuel
anti yoh do not spend any out in California and you have all that
extra money to use for other human needs. So, do not saY if you cut
us-r-you have treated us all equally, because we start from different

,/ climates, different geographical circumstances, different economic cir-
cumstancesby simply saying -that everYbody is treated equally
because you all get a 10-percent cut. I think all of us would be 'the
&St So come charging forward and saying that is not fair.

I think Shat same rule applies' in terms of mandating things from
the Federal. level. There are certain minimum requirempts, I think,

o that we probably would demand, and that is in theway of health
and safety factors: But I would support the general pcoposition that
we oiight to have enqugh flexibility that you design the kind of house
;that are most compajiible with the needs of the people in that 'region.
I do not find any.difficultrin accepting that as a general theme.

You'indicated...in sour testimony that one of IIUD's initiatives
was to strengthen the Indian.1liousing.autherities' management policies
so as to reduce the tenant .delinquericy rates. About a year ago all
>of the Indian housing projects in HUD'region VIII were frozen,
and one of the reasons giveu was that it had a very high delinquency
rate.

Region VIII, as I understand it, serves a very large number of
Indian housing authorities. What effort was made by the HUD central
office to distinguish between those housing authorities that were in
fact doing well in their tribal management policies and those which
were not? Why the general freeze in an entire region?

Mr. ABRAMS. 27 of the 28 housing authorities in the Denver region
had problems that resulted in their having to submit management
improvement plans. Eleven of the housing 'authorities have submitted

4,he plans, which are approvable; 12 have not submitted approvable
Plans,. and 4haTe not submitted any plans.

We continue .to work with the reservations. I attended a meeting
of the Indian tribes in Billings, Mont., during- the summer and dis-

4,
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cussed those problems with most of the tribes that are involved. As.
a matter of fact, we brought people in from the central office so that
we would have enough peopleHTJD Indian progTam staffAvailable
to go to any reservation that wanted to help anotprovide on the spot
technical assistance, to come up with the management improvement
plans.

Senator COHEN. That has been one of the frequent complaints,
especially on the auditing requirement, that they are in need of techni-
cal assistance and have not been getting it.

Mr. ABRAMS. I understand.
Senator COHEN. Do you see an increase in that kind of assistance?
Mr. ABRAMS. Well, m this particular region, you know, there has

been an increase in the assistancethe people we have brought in
from San Francisco on a temporary basisthe realinement of the
HUD Indian program into the six officesand many of the offices
are providing improved technical assistance. The realinement has
its good points and its bad points. We are somewhat concerned with
the fact that the Chicago office handles Indian housing in Maine;
however, if the adminstration task force proposals to restructure the
programs do not meet with success, then we will, on a parallel track,
be looking at ways to improve the delivery of the program the way
it stands, if Congress does not choose to change it.

Senator COHEN. Senator Melcher.
Senator MELCHER. Mr. Abrams, were 25 percent of the 4,000, or

roughly 4,000 units for fiscal 1981 allocated to Alaska?
Mr. ABRAMS. I am not sure how to answer your question, sir. I can

tell you that the pipeline as of September 30, 1981, for Alaska was
1,594 units:We expect to complete 844 this year, but I do not think
that is your question. I think you are asking me how the program
was weighted toward the cozt of housing for units completed in 1981.
Let me introduce Pat Arnaudo who i is n our Office of Indian Pro-
grams. Rather than repeat what she is teiline. me, I would like her to
tell you directly what she is talking about.

Ms. ARNAIJDO. After the Department allocated units in fiscal year
1981, it put a freeze on reserving only.50 percent of the units. Alaska
reserved their 50 percent of the units at very high costs very early on.
Then, as a, result of the Bartlett litigation, some of the remairing
units left in central office also had to be allocated to Alaska. So, that
resulted in Alaska getting a larger fair share of their units last year.

Indian housing units are not allocated on a fair share basis at
this point.

Senator MELCHER. Was it 25 percent?
Ms. ARNAUDO. It was approximately 25 percent, sir, as it turned out:
Senator MELCHER. Well, there are two points there. Do we have to

start lawsuits in order to get housing units in general areas? That is a
rhetorical question, I guess.

Mr. ABRAMS. lt seems to be a popular way of proceeding in most
of our programs.

Senator MELCHER. Yes. I find it most strange that you throw
around these figures of how much it costs for a housing unit and
throwing Alaska in there. Like eveuthing erse, we Separated Alaska
because it distorts any average. You admit, Mr. Abrams, that it
distorts the average, and that it is thrown around rather looseljr and

1 -"t.a. J
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vaguely on what it costs per unit housing. You mention, at the same
time in your teatimony, that housing units are high.

I would assure everybody, if you have to put 25 percent of the
housing into Alaska in any fiscal year, that the average has got to
be high simply because it is going to cost a lot more in Alaska. But
why: do it? Why not just talk about what it costs to build a house for
Indian people other than in Alaska and admit thjit it cost about the
same thing as it costs anywhere else for the same type of homer same
footage, same *quality, same type of construction, et cetera, instead of
getting into this jam about saying: Indian housing costs more than
somewhere else.

Mr. ABRAMS. Well, if I might comment on that, Senator. The cost
in the.. Denver region is actually sliyhtly higher than Alaska. The
problem is that you are not comparing apples and apples. Most Of
the houses built under the Indian housingprogram are single-family
houses. Most houses built under public housing are multifamily houses,
and, in many cases, elevator buildings in more expensive urban areas.
We should be able to deliver the Indian housing at a lower cost, as Isaid before

Senator MELCHER.What do you mean by the Denver area?
Mr. ABRAMS. The Denver regional office. The average cost in the

Denver regional office of loan authority was $87,388 per house com-
pared to Alaska at $86,103. So, yes; Alaska distorts it; so does Denver;
so do different tribes who, you know, ore having particular problems
or have particular building conditions.

1 do not mean to debate the numbers or mislead you in numbers.
The point is that if we are going to continue with this type of program,
if that is what comes out of the debate on the subject this spring
then, we feel we can deliver single-family houses on Indian reservations
on a much more reasonable baSiS without affecting the quality of
the housing, and we will be able to, with whatever funds are appro-
priated, provide more housing and more shelter that is safe and decent
for low-income Indian f amines.

Senator MELCHER. In an earlier hearing of this committee at Billings,
we received testimony that IIUD was allocating as low as $1.10 per
month for maintenance of Indian housing units in region VIII.

Mr. ABRAMS. That is $1.10 a month for maintenance?
Senator MELCHER. Yes.
Mr. ABRAMS. I do not know.
Senator MELCHER. That adds up to $13.20, I believe, for a year.
Mr ABRAMS. I am not familiar with the substance of the testimony.

I might comment that in the mutual help program the residents
are expected to do their own maintenance as their contribution to
the housing, and the housing authority is not expected to carry main-
tenance other than that which must be done by a professional crafts-
man.

Senator MELCHER. Well, the testimony was to the effect ant HUD
was only allowing the Housing Authority $13.20 per year for main-
tenance and this means that there is no maintenance.

I do not care about this, you know, sayhig they have to do their
own maintenance. We are talking about rental units.

Mr. ABRAMS. Well, mutual help units are lease purchase units
Senator MELCHER. Yes.
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Mr. ABRAMS [continuing]. But they end up eventually in ownership
for the family. Let me look into it, Senator, and I will be glad to
report to you.

Senator MELCHER. Are you not aware of this? We received this
testimony; when was it, a few months ago: December 21, 1981. You
are not aware of it yet?

Mr. ABRAMS. No, I am not aware of it, and I have asked Pat
Arnaudo and she is not aware of it. If it is a straight rental unit and
mat-a-mutual-heIp-unit, then--=

Senator MELCHER. Well, I think it was a mutual help, but what
could you do for $13.20 on a rental mutual help unit, for example in
buying a plumbing fixture? I denot know what you would get for
$1.20, but whatever it was it would shoot the whole wad for the
year. I guess you would not replace a doorknob after that?

Mr. ABRAMS. The mutual help program requires that the family do
the maintenance on the house.

Senator MELCHER. That does not mean buying the doorknob, does
it?

Mr. ABRAMS. Well, I do not know. Does it mean buying the
doorknob?

Ms. ARNAUDO. Well, if the doorknob came off, and it is a regular
maintenance item, the family would be responsible for it.

Senator MELCHER. Put it back on. I am talking about something
that is broken and has to be replaced. What can we buy for $13.20,
and to shoot the whole wad for 1 year to maintain that rental unit?

Mr. ABRAMS. From my experience, you could buy five bathroom
lock sets.

Senator MELCHER. Pardon me?
Mr. ABRAMS. For $13.25 you: could buy four bathroom lock sets.

Privacy-typc2 bathroom lock sets.
Senator MELciart. Lock sets?
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes. The doorknob combination that goes on a bath-

room privacy set. Your point is well taken, but it is, without under-
standing the specifics of the testimony, difficult to react to it.

Senator MELCHER., Well, I am discouraged because the hearing
was in December. The people who testified drew our attention to it.
We drew the, attention of the people in region VIII to it. We assumed
that having started that attention process, it surely would have been
resolved by now because that is an example of poor maintenance of
a Federal investment. It means there would not be any maintenance.
Self-help is one thing, but to have somebody who lives there make a
repair would mean that a repair could not be made because there
would not be any money to buy whatever the repair part would cost.

[Subsequent to the hearing the following information was received
for the record:]
Hon. WILLum S. COHEN,
Chairman, Select Committee on Indian Affairs,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

Dame MIL CHAIRMAN: This is in response to the question raised by SeLator John
Melcher at the Senate Oversight Hearings on Indian Housing on March 1, 1982
regarding operating subsidy levels at the Fort Belnap Housing Authority in Har-
lan, Montana. At the hearing, Senator Melcher indicated that HTJD had approved
a budget for the Fort Belnap Authority at $1.10 PIM for maintenance of rental
units, which seems to be an erroneous figure.

.4.
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The Office of Indian Housing staff discussed this problem with the Denver Office
of Indian Programs and with the Fort Beim), Authority fee accountant, Dennis
Spencer. The approved budget for the rental program for the year ending
March 31, 1982 is $234.097, which includes $9.64 PUM ($14,575) for maintenance
materials, $4.88 PUM ($7070) for maintenance contracts, and $15.75 PUM
($23,810) for maintenance salaries. The total amount budgeted for maintenance
in the Authority's approved budget is $30.06 PUM ($45,455) for the 126 rentalunits.

The approved budget for the Fort Be 'nap Authority was formulated in accord-
ance with the Performance Funding System (PFS), the Department's policy for

, providing operating subsidies to locally owned rental programs operated by Public
and Indian Housing Authorities.. There has_been_ concern expreesed_tbeutthe
appropriateness of the PFS formula for all Authority situations, as well as the
level of funding provided. The Department is currently preparing a report re-
quired by the 1982 HUD Appropriations Act, which will examine alternative
methods for providing operating subsidy to rental projects operated by Public andIndian Housing Authorities.

If we can be of further assistance, please let us know.
Sincerely,

PMLIP ABRAMS,
General Deputy Assistant Secretary for

HousingDeputy Federal Housing
Commissioner.

Senator MELCHER. Now, let us go on from that to get into this block
grant. What does a block grant on Indian housing mean to a tribe?

Mr. Amax& Well, there are a lot of variations of a. theme. It could
be a block grant through any one of the agencies that are now involved
in Indian, housing. It could be an expansion of any one of the block
grant programs that now exist providing fun-ds to the tribal govern-
ments.

Senator MELCMER. A block grant directly to the tribe
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes. What it means is that, you know, there would be

either an allocation included in an existing block grant, ora new block
grant that would be directed toward shelter, which would give the tribe
the flexibility to decide which of the various programs that currently
exist, or which new way of providing housinnhe tribe would like to
pursue in terms of meeting what it understands are its responsibilities
for providing shelter on the reservation.

I think one of the most attractive parts of What the task force is
working on it that by developing either an insurance or guarantee pro-
gram that will work on the reservation, we will bring in private capital
to the reservation.

Senator MELCHER. What type of private capital ?
Mr. ABRAMS. The same type of private capital that fmances single-

family houses off the reservation.
Senator MELCHER. All the savings and loans that I am aware of

are in trouble now. What savings and loans would want to make a loan
for housing on, sayto pick one at randomthe Fort Peck Reserva-
tion

Mr. AnaAms. The FHA program is effective because it has access
to the secondary market through the GNMA pools.

Senator Conm. Then, I should not mention savings and loans ?
Mr. Aualows. No. You certainly can, because savings and loans orig-

inate FHA loans as well as VA loans. But, they originate FHA loans
and then they sell the loans through the GNMA pools to secondary
markets.

Senator Mirtznzii. At what interest rate?
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Mr. ABRAMS. The current interest rate, or the inarest rate as of last
week was 16.5 percent. I am not aware of whether it has changed, or
whether it will change this week, but the rate changes currently de-
pending upon market conditions.

Senator MELCHER. Well, then, how would that work on an Indian
reservation ?

Mr. Ainums. It is available now on the reservations. The major rea-
son it does not work now is because the trust Iands preclude the Mort-
gagee or FHA from rights of foreclosure. We are proposing, as part
of the task force, .o come with a statutory change which would pre-
serve the right of the tribe to not have the trust lands diverte-d either
to the Federal Government through FHA or to a private mortgagee,
but would provide some kind of Federal insurance or guarantee that
would put the risk in case of a default on the Federal Government so
that private lenders would be induced to lend on the reservation.

There are, we believe, 5 to 10 percent of the families on the reserva-
tion who could afford market rate privately financed FHA insured
housing if it were available as an alternative. Currently, people who
do not qualify for the low rent Indian housing or the mutual help
housing have to pay either cash up front or deal through the tribes
in order to be able to buy their own housing on the reservation.

But if you combine that type of approach with the flexibility of a
block grant where the tribe could either buy down the interest rate, or
make a capital grant to reduce the amount of mortgage that is neces-
sary, or whatever other vehicle the tribe deems appropriate at the
same time allow the modified certificate, which is going to be the main
source of housing for low income families throughoutrAmerica to also
be a resource on the reservation, then, you would be in a position where
a low income family could have access to a privately financed FHA
insured house that lias low enough monthly payments so the certificate__
can cover it because of the facility of a block grant, or a stream of
funds through the tribe to that housing mechanism.

Senator MELCHER. Well, really, we might be talking about a very
limited number of Indian families then that could qualify under this
program?

Mr. ABRAms. No. the qualification for certificates
Senator MELCHER. No. I do not mean under section 8. I mean using

a Government-guaranteed loan through Farmers Home or the Federal
Housing Authority in a traditional way.

Mr. ABRAMS. Well, Tou are talking about a limited number that could
do it without any assistance from the tribe. If you take the stream of
funds either through a loan program or a block grant program then
that could gap tbe difference between what a private sector family
could afford and what a family with a certificate could afford.

Senator MELCHER. We have not seen much evidence so far in region
VIII that any tribes are in a position to provide that kind of financial
backing.

Mr. ABRAMS. But that is the whole purpose of some stream of funds;
from the Federal Government for either a block grant or a loan pro-
gram.

Senator COHEN. Is not the recision, which you are speaking of, an
effort to hold down the Federal budget ; a recision of funds appropri-
ated for 1982 an effort to hold down the Federal budget ?

95-922 0 - 82 - 2 t
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Mr. Amur& It certainly is, but it is also an effort to hold down long-
term budget authority programs ihat are not cost-effective and that
obligate the Government to future year Outlays and cost.

Senator MELCHER. Well, when the task force reports something iike
this, will it not still havo the same handicap of obligating the Gov-
ernment on guaranteed loans?

,Mr. ABRAMS. Well, this is a completely new approach.
Senator Mmaouza. I know it is a new approach, and I am not dis-

couraging new approaches if they are meamngful, but I do not know
how itgets us beyond_the stage of having_the_iiaveniment_guaPuit

i
ea

a loan t is trying to avoid.
Mr. Animus. The FHA Insurance Fund, or whatever other vehicle

the task force recommends to either guarantee or insure mortgages,
would, at least, in the case of the VIA insurance fund not be an out-
lay problem for the Government because that fund is self-sullicient.
In fact, the FHA fund has a considerable asset balance since its
beginning.

Senator MELCHER. Is it off budget?
Mr. ABRAMS. It is not budget. It has assets; it makes money.
Senator Mimainit. I understand that. We have a lot of things that

make money for the Government, but we were told in this budgetary
process to not make the obligation because they do not want to show
the obligation as a budget item.

Mr. Asamds. You just went one step above my capability to
respond. The FHA insurance fund that insures the type of programs
we are talking about under section 203 (b) does not receive any sub-
sidy ; does not cost the Government any money off. budget or on
budget, and in fact, has substantial assets that it has built up over the
years from profitable operations.

Senator MELCHER. Just to give you an example, the medicare trust
fund does not show any lack of stability, but there is a recommenda-
tion to cut medicare in order to hold down the budgetary item cover-
ing medicare.

Good luck on your task force recommendation, but I do not find
much comfort in expecting that it will clear the budgetary hurdle
that OMB imposed upon last year's budget, the current year's budget
or the one we are going to develop for fiscal 1983. All are designed
to hold downfoblipations of guaranteed loans.

You have been talking about a pipeline of about 13,000 or 14,000
units for Indian housintr. Put, you are saying right now that until the
task force report is finished, we do not want to obligate any of the
4,000 units for which we appropriated funds in this current fiscal
year. Is this not going to set us back in that pipeline schedule quite a
bit I

Mr. ABRAMS. Well, since the pipeline has enough budget authority
to build at the current rate, for the next 2 years, by the end of that
period the new program would be in place.

Senator MELCIIER. I want to be sure I understand you correctly,
Mr. Abrams. Does your testimony not say that you are going to ask
for a recision?

Mr. ABRAMS. Yes, sir.
Senator MELCHER. For this current fiscal year I
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Mr. Anaams. We are asking for recision of the fiscal year 1982
appropriations for Indian housing.

Senator Mk:WILE& Well, then, the point of my question is : Does that
not set you back in this so-called pipeline I

Mr. ABIUMS. It does not set us back because we have sufficient funds
in the pipeline to build housing at the level that we have been pro-
ducing Indian housing for the next '2 years:

Senator Mnixiina. Even with this recision ?
Mr. ABRAMS. les sir.
SenatorAt-4,000-3
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes, sir.
Senator Mxi.clina. I guess I had better acquaint myself with how

that works, but it sounds to me like the recision request is a request
for recision of the current funds; 1982 funds for 4,000 units of Indian
housing. That is not the easel

Mr. ABRAMS. Yes, sir. Let me try to clarify it.
Senator MELCHEIL Please do.
Mr. ABRAMS. At the end of fiscal year 1981, the Congress had appro-

priated, and IIUD had reserved, 15,261 units of housing. We expect to
build about 5,000 units in fiscal year 1982, and that would leave 10,361
units in the pipeline at the end of fiscal year 1982 to be built during
fiscal year 1983 and fiscal year 1984. That money has already been
appropriated as of the end of last rear.

Senator Almcnna. Are you talking about housing starts in fiscal
year 1982 or mat?

Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Senator MELCHER. You are talking about it?
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Senator MELCHER. So, you are saying that there will be 4,000 hous-

ing starts in fiscal year 1982 ?
Mr. ABRAMS. We estimate there will be almost 5,000.
Senator MELCHER. Almost 5,000 ?
Mr. Al3RAMS. Yes, sir
Senator MELCHER. And those are starts?
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes, sir.,
Senator MELCHER. Regardless of the recision?
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes, sir.
Senator MELCHER. On page 3 of your testimony you say the : "Task

. force intends to complete its report in the near future"-L-that is right
at the top of the page"so that a new Indian delivery mechanism
can be included 'in fiscal year 1983 budget process." Could you tell
us where it would be in the budget ?

Mr. ABRAMS. NO ; that decision has not been made.
Senator MELCHER. That will be part of the recommendation of the

task force I
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes, sir.
Senator MELCHER. Now, on the distortion you said that the regula-

tions of HUD itself are distorting the coses ?
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes, sir.
Senator MELCHER. How would this work ? You recommend, for in-

stance, construction or manufacturing of a house offsite and then de-
livery of the house to the site. Is that a distortion ? I mean, I assume it
is something you can correct if you want to, under your own regula-
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tions. I mentioned before, the Fort Peck Reservation. They used to
have modular housing construction right there on the reservation,
and then the house was delivered to the site. You have that authority
now ; do you not I

Mr. ABRAMS. Well, it is somewhat a gray area because we recom-
mend that the housing authorities follow the minimum property
standard&--- _ _ _

Senator MELCHER. Paidon me
Mr. ABRAMS. We recommend that the housing authorities follow the. .

HUI ) minimum_property standardsrand-th
standards on manufactured housing under .1-IUD's manufactured hous-
ing cOnstruction standards, or the title VI code do not meet the mini-
mum property standards because of the nature of manufactured
housing. Many of the Indian housing authoritiesmost of them
choose not to use manufactured housing, since HUD's prototype costs
allow the luxury of stick building or conventionally building a piece-
by-piece the single-family housing. Because of the amount of contract
authority and prototype costs that we allow, there is no driving force
to bring the Indian housing authority to look at manufactured housing
as an alternative since the tribe would prefer, in most cases, to have the
housing built with local labor so that they can include employment and
training goals as well as shelter goals.

Senator Datum. Well, I am all for that, but I recognize that often
the training part of it ups the cost.

Mr. Amex& Yes.
Senator Mxixxxx. There is no way of getting around that ?
Mr.-Aliums. No. Not at all.
Senator Mmoszs. Are you recommending that perhaps that should

be sacrificed
Mr. ABRAMS. Well, if you keep the program the way it is, and it is

HUD's responsibility to deliver shelteF.. I would say that we should
remove the social goals from the housing program_ and produce hous-
ingthe best possible housing at the least possible coat.

If you go to a block grant approach, then I 'would suggest, and
would prefer to have the tribe make that decision as to whether their
goal was to provide for shelter Or to combine the provision of shelter
with employment and training goals.

Senator MELCHER. You mentioned Davis-Bacon, but would buying
manufactured housing change that requirement, in any way ?

Mr. Amami. No, sir.
Senator MELCHER. I have one final question
Senator COHEN. You are going to propose changes in the Davis-Ba-

con Act though ?
Mr. ABRAMS Well, the Labor DepartL. ent changesthe proposed

rulewould preclude taking urban wages into rural areas, which is
some of the problem we have with Indian housing. However, we have
not seen the final rule.

Senator MELCHER. I am advised by my staff that, since its enactment,
Davis-Bacon has always been based on what the community pay scales
are.

Senator COHEN. Well, I can tell you, from my experience, in Maine
that is not the case. There havc been substantial increases in cost over

2
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what the ordinary labor force would receive in Maine, because the Pos-
ton recrion is used for the entire State and that is not realistic.

Mr.A.BnAms. I can tell you personally, in Maine, in my former lire
as a building contractor, building the Federal building in Waterville,
Maine, a survey was done at Kennebec County and the wages which
had previously_consisted of_BostonAmdPortland-building trade union
wages then resulted in, I think 14 out of the 17 categories, being open
shop wages.

Senator MELCHER. Well, my purpose in mentioning what Davis-
Bacon was intended to do does not, in any way, say that that is what
has been done by the Department of Labor.

Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
Senator MELCHER. I think the example you have given of applying

the Boston community of level of pay to Maine is a gross distortion of
what Davis-Bacon requires.

Senator COHEN. It is almost a direct consequence.
Mr. AneAms. But the same thing happens in Alaska.
Senator MELCHER. I think that is a lack of enforcement of DaviS-

Bacon. I think that is what that amounts to.
Mr. ABRAMS. Well, it is the current regulation. The current regula-

tions do, in effect, lead the labor department in Alaska and in many of
the western States to take the closest urban wages and require them on
the Indian reservations.

Senator MELCHER. I have one last question. What is a lend lease
proposal ?

Mr. AintAats. I am not sure.
Senator MECHER. Lend lease, or, excuse me, the lease purchase

program?
Mr. ABRAMS. The current mutual help program basically is a lease

purchase program.
Senator MELCHER. That is the mutual help ?
Mr. AnnAms. Yes, sir.
senator MELCHER. OK. Do you think it has worked well on Indian

reservations?
Mr. AnitAms. It has worked well on Indian reservations to the

extent that some families have ilea the opportunity to, over the years,
develop homeownership through their payments and through their
contribution of labor and family effort. In many cases, unfortunately,
it. is unfulfilled promise necause you tell low-income families that
they have the opportunity to own a house, and they spend many years
trying to get to that point, but their income never allows them to make
sufficient payments to get to the point where they have homeowner-
ship. And, like other HUD programsthere was one called Turnkey
IIIyou just do not have a very high rate of success. With the fami-
lies you do have successes with, it is worth the effort becanse, you
know, the end result is homeoWnership for the low-income family, but
it has been a program that has had many difficulties. And, although it
is very popular amona the Indian communities and one that they
would probably choosee'to continue under the block grant approach, it
has had pitfalls as well as successes.

enator MELCHER. It is within your regulatiom. It is simply one of,
the"bpportunities that is available under current law ?



Mr. ABRAMS. Yea? sir.
&HOAR' MELCHER. Thank you.
Senator Counr..Just one final point, Mr. Abrams.
I am told that some of the ofi-reservation, State-recognized tribes,

who have Indian housing authorities are having some difficulty with
HUD in its regulations and intervretations-a regulations that some-
how because they are off-reservation tribes, although recognized, are
sort of pushed in the direction of go find non-Indian housing or public
housing assistance and they are caught in that sort of crack because
they are pushed back, saying no, yOu have an Indian housing program
and they fall somewhere m between.

I was wondering if you would, at least, bring that to the attention of
the task force?

Mr. ABRAMS. Yes, sir.
Senator COHEN. Thank you very much for your jestimony.
Our next witness will be Dr. Gary L. Jones, the Deputy Under

Secretary for Planning, Budget and Evaluation, Department .of
Education.

I am told, Dr. Jones, that you are going to be accompanied by Dr.
iFrank Anthony Ryan, who s the Director of Indian Educacion pro-

gram and Mr. William Stormer, the Director of the Division of Im-
pact Aid, and Mr. Manuel Smith, who is a program analyst at the
Office of Planning, Budget and Evaluation.

Dr. Jones.

STATEMENT OP DR. GARY L. JONES, DEPUTY UNDER SECRETARY
FOR PLANNING, BUDGET, AND EVALUATION, DEPARTMENT OF
EDUCATION, ACCOMPANIED BY FRANK ANTHONY RYAN, MREC-
TOR OF INDIAN EDUCATION PROGRAMS; WILLIAM STORMER, DI-
RECTOR, DIVISION OF IMPACT AID; AND MANUEL SMITH,
PROGRAM ANALYST, OFFICE OF PLANNING, BUDGET AND EVAL-
UATION

Dr. JONES. Mi. Chairman, members of the committee, as you know
the Department of Education administers more than 149 programs.
Among them are a few which provide resources to Indian people
exclusively. In many others, Indian people may receive benefits be-
cause they exhibit needs similar to those in a larger universe of
students.

The two program areas which you have requested us to emphasize
today are those which provide educational assistance on the basis of
the presence of Indian children and adults.

First, there is the Indian Education Act with which you are quite
familiar. We estimate this series of programs will provide needed edu-
cational service this year to over 300.000 Indians. Altogether this fiscal
year we will spend about $71.6 million for this series of programs
authorized by the Indian Education Act.

Other programs which provide resources to public school districts
because they enroll Indian or Indian-related students are authorized
under the impact aid legislation.

The payments made under one part of the impact aid program,
maintenance and operations, are made to public school districts in

9
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behalf of children identified by their place of residence being on
Indian lands. This year we will pay 698 public school diStricts an
estimated $140 million for enrolling some 98,000 students.

Another portion of the impact aid program provides resources for
_the construction_of schooL facilities. Underthisproaram this year, we

will expend approximately $8 million for improved school housing in
six districts.

As you know, Mr. Chairman, the 1983 budget, which has been trans-
mitted to you, calls for further reduction in the appropriation for all
of these programs.

Also, the budget requests that this series of programs be moved to
other agencies; namely, the Department of the Interior and to Treas-
ury. This reduced funding and transfer of programs was requested in
compliance with the overall extensive branch -priorities and commit-
ments

We believe the premises upon which these ptoposals rest to be essen-
tial and necessary in order to appropriately guide the future of this
Nation. We will be happy to respond to your questions.

Senator COHEN. That is the quickest testimony we have had, Dr.
Jones.

Perhaps you could tell us, in gome detail, how the transfer of the
Indian Education Act to the programs of the BIA is going to work.
You do not indicate any change in the service of population, and, I
guess, the question we would have is : Does the administration intend
to reduce the service population to that of the Bureau of Indian
Affairs?

Dr. JONES. Our intentions in reviewing various programs within the
Department of Education for transfer to other agencies rested simply
upon what we thought would be the most efficient way to manage the
Government iirograms that are at the Federal level. Of the more than
149 programs in the Department we are suggesting transfer of the 28
programs to other agencies with related responsibilities.

Senator COHEN. Well, there is some concern by the rural nonreserva-
--------tior HLILidian people, or those urban off-reservation Indian people that

if the prog in fact transferred to theBureau GC Indian Affairs,
it is an inherent traditi bias.in that administration toward serving
only Indians on or near the reservation are going to be
excluded. What do.you have to say to that

Dr. JONES. Well. I am not sure that we can always arrive at- Some--
public policy decisions based upon anxieties that people may have of
past practices. We simply suggest that the best. way that these pro-
grams can be coordinated, integrated, is to do it through the Depart-
ment of Interior, and that. we think there may be some cost savings
with it. It will be a more efficient program implementation. We believe
the colleagues we have at tbe Department of Interior and elsewhere in
the Nation will be very cognizant of the needs of the students who are
now served by these Programs withir the Department of Education.

Senator COHEN. What is the purpose of the National Advisory Coun-
cil on Indian Education within the opinion, at least, of the Department
of Education: or other officials in the administration ? What function
does it. serve?

Dr. JoNms. Essentially what I think the title calls for is an advisory
committee to the Depaitmentto the Secretary.
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Senator ConEN. What is the advice that the council has given with
respect to the transfer of the Indian Education Act program ?

Dr. Jorras. Mr. Ryan, I think, may be better able to address that
question.

Mr. RYAN. My understanding is that at their list meeting in Nash- 10

ville, Tenn; an& I believe, in a previous meeting in Portland,-Oreg.,
in Se tember, the National Advisory Council on Indian Education
passed a resolution that the Indian Education Act programs be trans-
ferred into the Educational Foundation.

Senator COHEN. SO, they supported this general transfer I
Mr. RYAN. The NACIE, as it is known, has supported a transfar

of the Indian education programs info the new Education Founda-
tion as opposed to transferring them to the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

Senator COHEN. What kind of considetation was given to that reC-
ommendation I

Mr. RYAN. Well, at this point we do not have specific legislation' on
the issue, and, as I understand, everyone interested in the matter will
have an opportunity to comment and to present his or her, or that or-
ganization's opinion.

Senator COHEN. When do you propose presenting something to the .
Congress, Mr. Jones? ^

Dr. JONES. The legislation will be forthcoming very soon, Senator.
Essentially what we had to do was cto make several decisions based
upon what was our collective judgment within the administration as
to which would be the best way to get the best mileage out of the
resources available, and we thought that that would be better handled
through the Department of Interior.

We did take into consideration comments from the Indian commu-
nity, but at this juncture we are still recommending that our Office
of Indian education programs be transferred to BIA.

Senator COHEN. On Friday we had some indication, for example,
testimony coming before the committee that certain reductions in
budgets were mandated by OMB. I think Senator Melcher asked one
of The witnesses at that time, What does the Office of Management and
Budget know about Indian treaties? The answer was, "Not much."

The next question becomes, fo the extent that you do not consult
with any serious degree the recommendations from those who are clos-
est to the Indian education programs you might find yourself in the
same situation that recommendations'ior consolidation transfers are
be_ing recommended in order to reduce costs,'save money, which is the
laialble goal, but nonetheless you are remaining somewhat indif-
ferent, or not , at least, taking into serious account the kind of
recommendations coming from the Indian people themselves.

Now, how many, for example Indian employees in the Office of In-
dian Education were eliminatedthrough the recent reduction in force I

Dr. JONES. Thirty-five.
Senator COHEN. .And how many employees replaced them, any?
Dr. JONES. How many employees replaced them?
Mr. RYAN. The same number, but in the Office of Indian Education,

of the 35, I believe, only one Indian was separated. Others were af-
fected, but we only lost one employee who was a native American.

Senator COHEN. Can yon tell me, Dr. Jones, where we are on the
grant process right now? How many of your employees have experi-
ence 'with the program to be able to assist in the smooth transition?

0 4
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Dr. Jobrzs. I think Mr. Ryan can better answer that.
Mr. RYAN. There are about 20 remaining employees who have ex-

perience. in the program, and those employees are capable of assisting
in the transition.

Senator (JOHEN. Senator Melchor.
_Senator MELCHER. Dr. Jones, r understand how this type of testi-

mony works. I assume that you had-to clear this-with the Offiee-of
Management and Budget before you,gave this testimony today ?

Dr. Jorms. Yes, sir.
Senator MELCHER. Is it fair to assume that the testimony does not

necessarily reflect your judgment ?
Dr:JONES. No, sir.
Senator MELCHER. It does reflect your judgment ?
Dr. Jorms. Yes, Or.
Senator MELCHER. All &ht. This is fine then.
Now, will you tell me how 698 school districts in 23 States, who have

been receiving imp,ct aid for Indian children, are supposed to make up
the difference when you cut it 25 percent ?

Dr. JorrEs. All school districts that have been receiving .impact aid
will redeive a reductidn. However, there is one thing that we do need
to remind ourselves. What we have attempd to do is support, as fully
'as we can, the category A students. You will find, Senator, in the 1983
budget, that Indian students comprise 31 percent of the total popula-
tion serveçl under impact aid, and they are receiving 36 percent of the
dollars or $100 million.

SenaorMELcuEs. But some schools have 80 percent.Indian popula-
tion. I mean

Senator Conzw. jf you just take the averageexcuse me, Senator
Melcherit is sort 'Of like the man drowned in a pool of water that had
an average depth of 3 feet. In some ends it is 9 feet or 10 feet deep, and
in other ends it is only one. You cannot use that as saying, well, you
have got 31 percent of those receiving impact aid are getting 36 per-
cent of the money V

Dr. Joicts. I agree with that, Senator. We find it difilc,at, however,
to mike public polieLhased on exceptions. What we have tried to do
is base it on the indivictfftrlv,hildren that can he served. And these re-
ductions will impact it the local level. We do not deny that, but we

. are simply suggesting that with the dollars that we have available, we
are trying to do the best job we can to allocate those resources to cover
as many students as completely as we can.

Senator MEmitia. You mentioned that the Indian children are
classified as category A. What is new about that ? Were they not al-
ways under A ?

Dr. JONES. I am simply emphasizing, Senator, that we, as a policy
of the administration, no longer advocate supplying money, to B stu-
dents. That we want to put whatever money we dolave for impact aid
into category A students.

Senator MELCHER. Are not these category A students?
Dr. JONES. Yes, sir.
Senator MELCHER. Well, how about answering my question. What

are these school districts supposed to do when you take 25 percent of
the money away through impact aid funds?

4)
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Dr. Jor.ts. Fira of All, we are taking 25 percent of whatever per.
.cent they are receiving in Impact Aid. It may not be 100 percent of
their operating budget ;so, it
. Senator Mmour.n. No no. I am not asking about 100" percent. I

will get to that later. There are school districts where almost all the
children are Indian children ; so, me will get to that latmq

What are these school districts, in general, these 698 school districts
., supposed to do I

Dr. JoNzt. Well; I will get to that, too, sir. No. 1, what we are asking
of every local school district is to assess its own priorities. If they are
going to receive fewer Federal dollars, they obviously must sit back, as

-a school board or otherwise, and assess what they are going to do with
the dollam they have. How are they going to allocate those dollars at
the local lever!".

Senator MELcrorit. Well, let us take the Colstrip High School District
then, which has some Indian stndents. Impact aid does not begin to pay
all the cost; the average cost of those high school students. It does not
pretend to, or are you aware of that 4

Dr. Jorizs. I am quite aware of that, sir.
Senator MELCHER. SO, the Colstrip High School District is told they

are going to have a 25-percent cut on the amount available for educat-
ing Indian children from the Northern Cheyenne Reservation. What
is that schOol district supposed to do? First of all, you say, they are
going to prioritize their decisions. Maybe their priority decision is not
kaake any Indian children. Now, how does that help anybody I

Dr. JONES. Well; I am not advocating that form of public policy
certainly, Senator. I think that what we are saying here is that we only
have so many dollars to allocate. We are allocating to cover the A stu-
dents as best -we can. We are suggesting that local school districts must
sit down, look at their priorities for funding within their school system,
and if they have done that, and they still are coming up with dollars
short, then, they seek dollars elsewhere. It may be,asking for more sup-
poit from the local level. It may be askina for more support from the
State level. But the fact is the first thing tliat we expect them to do is to
take a.look at their priorities for allocation of their dollars at the local
level. ..

Senator MELCHER. Well, there are approximately 98,000 Indian stu-
dents. They are all class A. They are all called A students. .

Dr. Jow-4 Yes,-sir. . ,

Sena& MELCHER. And you are suggesting that for impact aid there
will be $100 million ?

Dr,Jorizs. For Indian children, yes, sir.
Senator MELCHER. $100 million V
Dr. Jorms. Yes, sir. .

Senator Mmcnza. Now, what is that per student I
Dr. JoNEs. $1,000 a student.
Senator MELCHER. $1,09 per student.
Now, if it is something like olstrip High School, you are suggesting

that they find other sourc o revenue to make up the difference?
Dr. Joints. Well, I do n t know what difference they would make up.

I am not familiar with that particular school system. I do not know
what the average aid is behind each child for educating a child, but 1



am suggesting that the first thing that a schOol board does at the local
level is to assess itspriorities for funding.

Senator MELCHER. Does that not say to make up the shortfall by
other sources of revenue?

Dr. Jorms. Not necessarily, sir. They may decide that they want to
put more money into One form of program and less money. into another
before they ask for additional money. They may not have to ask for
additional money. There are local

Senator MELCHER. What process are they going to ask for additional
money I

Dr. JUNEs. If they have to ask for additional money. It depends upon
the State in which those school districts are placed.

Senator MELCILER. Are you saying additional money from the Fed-
eral Government ?

[No response.]
Senator MELCHER. No; you are not.
Dr. him. I am not, sir,-no.
Senator MELCHER: When you said, "It asks for additional money,"

I thought maybe you meant asks for additional money from the Fed-
eral Government. You are not suggesting that 1

Dr. JoNEs. We stand on our budget, sir.
Senator MELCHER. Now, the primary reason for these reductions is

the President's determination to curtail Government spending and
thereby control one source of inflationary pressure on the economy,
whioh can be taken either way. I assume what you are saying is that
if you can spend less 'Federal dollars total; that helps inflation ?

Dr. JoicEs. Well, it has helped. We have decreased
Senator MELCHER. The other way you can take it is that what you are

saying is that educating children is inflationary?
Dr. Arms. No, sir. You know, there is a basic problem that we are

confronted with at the Federal level, and that is that 95 percent of the
Federal Government's dollars go to support three elements of fund-
ing : Entitlement programs which take up 70 to 75 percent of the Fed-
eral dollars ; the defense budget ; and prior year commitments. Now,
that leaves 5 percent, Senator; 5 percent of the Government dollars
at the Federal level left for discretionary programs.

Now, we have 149 programs, sir, in the Department of Education,
and 148 of those are cliscretionary programs, and therefore

Senator MELCHER. And you say this is not an entitlAment program V
Dr. JorrEs. I do say that. The Department of Educlition has one en-

titlement prograin and that is the guaranteed student loan program.
Senator MELcutit. I am just asking; you are:not classifying 'this

as an entitlement program?
Dr. JoicEs. That is correct.
Senator MELCHER. Is it a responsibility ? Is it a Federal respon

bility?
Dr. Aram Are you talking about impact aid payments ?
Senator MELCHER. I am talking about educating the Indian children.
Dr. JoxEs. We believe it is a Federal obligation because we continue

to advocate it at the Federal level. -

Senator MELCHER. We agree on that. Now, let us go back to the
school districts that have no tax- base on the reservation. What are
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they suppased to do I Let ustake Lame Deer School District. How is
the Lame Deer School District supposed to make up this shortfall 4

Dr. Jobas. Well, I am not familiar with every one of the 16,000
school districts in the Nation, Senator, I am sorry.

Senator MELOHER. Well, let us just address ourselves to the 698
school districts that are involved. There is $100 million, or whatever
it is going to be, I assume, it is going to be $121 million when you
add in the 8,000 handicapped Indian children.

Now, what is a school district, such as the Lame Deer School Dis-
trict, on an Indian reservation, supposed to do to make up this shOrt-
fall I

Dr. JorrEs, As I say, sir, first, they have to assess their priorities
within their local system.

Second, they go to the local officials. Next they go to the State
officials, and, last, they should come to the Federal officials.

Senator MELCHER. Well, Dr. Jones, you stated that this is the philos-
ophy that you believe in and that this testimony is your best judgment
on the matter, and it is not just something dictated by the Office of
Minagement and Budget. But, let me tell you what your answer*
means. Your answer means less quality education for Indian children.
The Lame Deer School District, and the rest of the school districts
that I am aware of that are on Indian. reservations and that are de-
pendent upon impact aid for a great portion of their budget, are
simply going to have to reduce the quality of education. Now, that
is what you are advocating. You are saying that there is a Federal
obligation, but the Federal obligation also means that you will advo-
cate befOre this committee a poor quality of education for those Indian
children.

Do you want to respond to that I
Dr. ,JONES. Well, I simply cannot agree with your conclusion. I

think that we
Senator MELCHER. Well, what is the conclusion then ? They do not

have_a tax base. Where aril they supposed to get the revenue V
Dr. JONES. I do not believe that they are funded 100 percent by im-

pact aid, Senator.
Senator MELCHER. I do not believe if either.

Dr. JoNn. Well, then, they do have other tax resources available.
Senitor MELCHER. Their tax resources are so limited, you can almost

put them in your ear.
Dr. JONES. Well, less than 60 percent of their tax base comes from

or their support comes from impact aid.
Senator MELCHER. Less than 60 percent I
Dr. JONES. That is right.
Senator MEI:CHER. A.nd Johnson O'Malley is part of that. You add

that to it. So; We are going to rake out the 25 percent of the 60 per-
cent, and we are going to say that they can maintain the quality of
education ? "-

Dr. JONES. No sir, 7 am suggesting that they have to decide upon
their 'priorities. rhey, nave to go ,to their local official perhaps and
ask for additional funding there. They may go to the State govern-
ment and ask for additional funding fhere. But to simply assume
because the Federal Government is cutting its budget, and, therefore,
there is going t be less' dollars' per child is simply a premature
judgment. .0'



Senator MELCHER. They can go to the State government and ask the
State government to Make up a shortfall of the Federal obligation<

Dr. JONES. 1 am suggesting that there is a Federal obligation
Sthator MEI,CHER. Is that our new federalism?
Dr. JONES. You and I agree, there is a Federal obligation, Senator,

but to what degree is another question.
Senator MELCHER. Well, do you agree that it is a primary Federal

obligation to educate Indian children on reservations?
1)r. JONes. I believe that the Federal Government has a respon-

sibility to do all it can for the Indian children.
Senator MELCHER. Well, do you think it would be advantageous,

for instance, to go backwards on these local school districts on an
Indian reservation and throw the whole burden on the BIA which
has an outstanding record for rather high per-student educational
costs ?

Dr. JONES. No, sir, and we are not advocating that
Senator MELCHER. You are not advocating that, and for obvious

reasons, because where you do have a local school district on an Indian
reservation they have done the job more efficiently, more effectively,
and with less Federal dollars; is that not correct I

Dr. JONES. That is a fair assessment.
&Tudor MELCHER. But yet, you are going to say to them, we are

going to cut the bulk of your funds 25 percent of the impact aid, but
you are still going to get quality education. The same level of quality
education I

Doctor, it just does not work that way. You know, it does not work
that way. It cannot work that way. Part of qualityeducation is money.

Thank you.
Senator COHEN. Your prepared statement will appear in the record

at this point.
[The statement follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DR. GARY L. Tonne, DEPUTY UNDERSECRETARY MR
PLANNING, BUDGET, AND EVALUATION, DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, thank you for inviting us here
today to discuss programs that affect the education of Indians. The Department
of Education currently has authority over a number of programs that benefit or
have potential to benefit Indian children and adults.

Among those that have the potential for providing direct educational services
are the compensatory, education programs of Chapter I of the Education Consoli-
dation and Improvement Act, the Block Grants' for Improving School Programs,
special programs for the education of the handicapped, vocational education pro-
grams, bilingual education, and financial aid for college students.

Another program, the Impact Aid program, does not provide direct benefits, but
rather supplieg general funds in lieu of lost revenues to public school districts
that enroll children who live on or near non-taxable Indian.lands.

Ten years ago, following a study by a special Senate Subcommittee, the Con-
gress declared that no existing prograins in the then Office of Education were
adequately or directly addressing the educational needs of Indian children and
adulth. In recognition of those special, unmet needs; the Congress, in 1972, passed
the Indian Education Act which authorized several programs, each of which is
specifically targeted to Indian people.

As you might know, the 1983 budget for education is based on the assumption
that a Foundation -for Education Assistance will be established "Ss proposed by
the President to fulfill his campaign coMmitment to dismantle the Department
of Education and to reduce the size, cost and burden of government.
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Under the proposal, the Foundation will retain selected programs and functions
currently in the Education Department. The major functions for which the
Foundation will be responsible are :

Block grants and consolidated aid for State and local educational agen-
cies, including programs that will be turned back *to the States under the
President's Federalism Initiative;

A core of information, reseurch, and statistical services ;
Student financial aid through grants, loans, and work-study ;
COmpensatory programs for the disadvantaged, handicapped, and other

groups ; and
Civil rights complaint investigations, compliance reviews, and negotiations

for voluntary compliance.
Also under the proposal, some programs will be terminated and others will be

transferred to agencies having related responsibilities. Among this latter group
are :

All the programs authorized by the Indian Education Act, which will
be transferred to the Department of the Interior ; and

The Impact Aid program, portions of which will be transferred to the
Departments of Treasury, Defense, and Interior.

The remainder of my testimony will focus on these two programs that are
proposed for transfer.

INDIAN EDUCATION ACT

As I noted earlier, the Indian Education Act was passed by the Congress in
1972 in recognition of the special educational needs of Indian children and adults.
In nine years, the number of Indian children and adults benefiting has almost
tripled. In 11)81, beneficiaries included 301,000 children ..nd youth, 11,000 adults,
and 1,021 students in higher education prograw The beneficiaries participated
regardless of whether they lived on reservations in remote rural areas, or in
urban areas where the majority of Indian people now reside.

The Indian Education Act is organized into four partsA, B, C, and D. Part,
A is the largest. Mbst of the Part A funds are allocated by formula directly to
public ,school districts, where more than 80 percent of all Indian children are
educated. Projects operated with these funds must be spe .:ncaily designed to
meet the educational needs of Indian children in the district and must have the
involvement and approval of locally elected Indian parent committees.

In 1983, $32.2 million will support projects in 1,118 school districts enrolling
308,000 Indian children.

In addition to the formula program, there is a 10 percent set-aside of Part A
funds to support special programs in Indian-controlit d shools that are located
on or npar reservations. These schools are not publi^ sehoOls. In 1983, $3.2
million will support progiams In 20 Indian-controlled schools.

In terms of scope, Part B is the most versatile and ambitious of the Indian
Education Act parts. Funds under Part B are awarded on a competitive basis
min may go directly to Indian tribes, Indian organizations, institutions of higher
education, individuals, and Stat.4 thh. 1 local educational agencies.

Some projects are designed to 'help Indian people themselves develop better
solutions for persistent problems that for years have interfeted with the educa-
tion of their children. Others are designed to train Indian people for careers as
classroom teachers, curriculum specialists, guidance counselors, and school ad-
ministrators. Through the Indian Fellowship program, awards are made directly
to Indian students to enable them to pursue degrees in six critical professional
fields. Finally, under Part B we have a network of five regional Resource and
Evaluation Centers, designed to provide expert technical assistance to grantees
and to help upgrade the quality of all our Indian Education programs.

For 1983, $9.6 million has been requested to support the programs authorized
by Part B.

Part C of the Indian Education Act authorizes programs for Indian adults, to
help alleviate problems associated with illiteracy, inadequate mastery of basic
academic skills, and lack of high school completion. Funds are awarded on a com-
petitive basis and may go directly to Indian tribes, Indian organizations, Indian
institutiOns, and State and local educational agencies.

For 1983, $3.4 million has been requested to support approximately 23 projects
in which almost 10,000 Indian adults will participate.

Part D of the Act authorizes the establishment of nn office to administer the
Indian Education programs and the President's National Advisory Council on
Indian Education. For 19,83, $2.5 million has been requested for, program admin-
istration and $195,000 for the Council.

3
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IMPACT AID

` Next, I want to address the Impact Aid Program, formally known as "School
Assistance ,,tn Federally Affected Areas," Or Public Law 81-874. For more than
30 years, POlic Law 81-874 has been a major source of Federal funds for the
basic operating Costs in public schools enrolling Indian children. Under this pro-

. gram, eligible children are identified by their residence on Indian lands.
For tho first few years of the program, Indian children benefiting from the

Bureau of Indian Affairs' Johnsn. O'Malley program were not eligible under
Public Law 81-874. This changed with a revised concept that Johnsen O'Malley
should provide supplemental or special services, leaving 874 to provide basic
support.

Over tho past decade, the number of Indian rha Wren counted for the pprposes
a Impact Aid payments has grown from 62,000 to more than 98,000. In 1980-81,
698 school districts in 23 States received payments totalling $147 million. These

o figures include 8,000 handicapped children residing on Indian lands, for whom
payments of $21 million were made. In 1983, similar numbers of children and
districts will be served with approximately $100 million. With the exception of
payments for the handicapped, which must be used for special education pro-
grams, Impact Aid payments are usually deposited in the general revenue fund
in accordance with State law and are used to meet maintenance and operational
expenses for all children attending schools in the district.

Since 1976, Children residing on Indian lands have been classified as "A"
category children in the Impact Aid Program. "A" category children are, in con-,. trast with "B" children, the administration's highest priority for Impact Aid.

As a result of the Educatioii Amendments of 1978, a public school district
receiving Impact Aid funds for children who reside on Indian lands must develop
special policies and procedures to involve Indian parents in a more active way
in planning and overseeing educational programs. In addition, the district must
adopt policies and procedures to ensure that Indian children participate equally
with non-Indian children in the district's programs. The school district is obli-
gated to communicate these requirements to the parents of the Indian children
enrolled in its schools and to the tribal leadership.

The Congress also made provisions for Indian tribes to file official complaints
on behalf of parents with the Department of Education in cases where local
public school districts are not complying with the law. Since this provision became
ellective in 1980, only three bearings have been requested and at this time, two
appear to be resolved.

The 1983 budget proposes that the entire program for "A" category children
under Public Law 81-874 be transferred, with' a budget of $275 million to the
Department of the Treasury. Of this amount, $100 million will go to school dis-
tricts enrolling children who reside on Indian lands.

The other portion of the Impact Aid program that provides benefits to Indian
populations is the school construction program authorized by Public Law 81-815.
Currently, 75 school districts have submitted applications for construction funds.
However, due to limitations of appropriations, the majority have not been funded.
For 1983, no funds have been requested because of severe budget restraints and
the postponable nature of construction programs.

The 1983 budget proposes to transfer the authority for the Indian portion of
the construction program to the Department of the Interior, where an other
Indian programs will be located.

The budget figures to which I have referred represent a reduction of about
$20.5 million, or about 29 percent from the 1982 rescission level for the Indian
Education Act programs. For Impact Aid, the reduction for programs that affects
Indians is $34.1 million, or 25 percent. The primary reason for these reductions
is the President's determination to curtail government spending and thereby
control one source of inflationary pressure on the economy.

It is our belief, however, that the size of the 1983 budget is sufficient to sustain
tlie gains made by these programs over the past decade, during which there has
been some alleviation of the severe problems that prompted the Congress to pass
the Indian Education Act in 1972.

FOrthermore, some Federally funded programs benefiting Indian children, such
as more relevant curriculum and other improvements, have been adopted over
the years by the school districts receiving Indian education funds, thereby re-
ducing the need for developmental expenditures.

We also expect that we will realize substantial savings, without a serious
reduction of services, through improved coordination of actiiities resulting from
the consolidation of all Indian education programa in one department.
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Mr. Chairman, the programs I have described today are very important to the
education of Indian people, and we believe that the interests of Indian people will
be better served through the new organizational arrangements the President has
proposed in his budget.

If you have any questions, my colleagues and I will be happy to respond.
Senator COHEN. We have one final witness this morning, Mr. David

Lester of Administration for Native Americans, Department of
Health and Human Services, Washington, D.C.

Mr. Lester, why don't you proceed

STATEMENT OF DAVID LESTER, COMMISSIONER, ADMINISTRATION
FOR NATIVE AMERICANS, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HU-
MAN SERVICES

Mr. LEsTER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I have a. formal statement, which we have submitted to your staff.
Senator COHEN. Yes; we received it. It will become a part of the

record, and you may summarize if you would like.
Mr. LESTER. Thank you.
The Department of Health and Human Services plays a very im-

portant role in fulfilling the U.S. commitment to Indian people. We
do this a number of ways. We have the Intra-Departmental Council
on Indian Affairs which is a broad based crosscutting advisory body,
which provides advice to policy decisionmakers within the Depart-
ment and assists in the coordination Of Indian programs throughout
the Department.

The largest Indian program in the Department is the Indian Health
Service, which provides health care and health services. I believe they
testified last week.

We also have within the Department a number of new programs
which are the result of recent legislation. Out of the seven block grants
enacted for the Department of Health and Human Services, five of the
block grants provided for direct funding of Indian tribes.

And, then, finally, we have the discretionary programs within the
Offiye of Human Development Services. Those discretionary programs
are the Administration for Native Americans the Indian Head Start
program in the Administration for Children, Youth and Families, and
the direct grants to Indian tribes, title VI of the Older Americans Act
administered by the Administration on Aging.

Our efforts to iMprove coordination among the various programs
have led us to our cooperative management initiati've which allows an
Indian tribe to make a single application for the three discretionary
programs in HDS.

We are presently conducting this effort with several tribes who have
ivolunteered to work with us n minimizing the local burden of ad-

ministration management anct planning that are normally associated
with applying for and operating under these three separate discre-
tionary programs.

Underlying all of these programs is the Department's commitment
to support tribal self-government and self-determination. We do this
to allow the tribe the opportunity to serve their most needy and to
chart their own course for social and human development. This, com-
bined with ANA and other efforts in economic development, can lead
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to increasing levels of self-sufficiencythe ultimate objective for the
programs that we administer.

With that, sir, I would be glad to answer any questions you might
have.

Senator Con Ex. Thank you, Commissioner.
In your prepared text,you indicate that the budget for the Adminis-

tration for Native Americans for the fiscal year 1983 is going to reduce
tofrom $28 million to $23,282,000 in fiscal year of 1982.

Would you tell us what level the ANA was funded in fiscal year
19811

Mr. LESTER. In fiscal year 1981, we had an appropriation of $33.8
million.

Senator COHEN. Could you tell us what the funding levels for ANA
were for the years, say, 1976 up to 1981 V

Mr. LESTER. From 1976 to 1981 ; roughly, it was between $32 and
$33 million.

Senator COHEN. So, it stayed relatively stable from 1976 through
1981 at roughly $33 million, right

Mr. LESTER. Yes.
Senator COHEN. Now, last year this committee prepared a report en-

titled "The Analysis of the Budget Pertaining to Indian Affairs," and
on page 21 of that report :

It was important to note that while the level of funding of ANA. appropria-
tions has remained the same for the last several years, inflation has reduced the
real value of $33.8 to less than $15 million.

Would you agree with that statement V
Mr. LESTER. Yes, sir.
Senator COHEN. And despite that, your budget last year was reduced

by 20 percent, correct ?
Mr. LESTER. Yes, sir.
Senator COHEN. And this year you are going to cut it down even

further in 1982 and 1983, so that the budget will be reduced by one-
third ?

Mr. LESTER. Roughly, sir.
Senator COHEN. How are you going to operate with that kind of

reduction ? First, you have got the effects of inflation, which give vou
about half of what the actual dollar figure was. Then you cut Chat

by 20 percent last year, and, now, you reduce it even flurther. What
does that leave you ANA?

Mr. LESTER. Well, it as left us slime very hard choices, Senator. We
have made a number o changes witRin the program.The old approach
in prior years, starting with-the transfer from the Office of Economic
Opportunity back in 1974, was providing core administration dollars ;
that is providing -dollars for tribal and. community based organiza-
tions tl) establish an administrative base. In addition, we provided a
small amount of funds to fill gaps in services.

.
Under this strategy, quite a bit of resources were mobilized, includ-

ing grant funds from other departments, as well as foundations and
other sources of funds. With the current budget reductions, we have
accelerated the vaovement of our program from one of core adminis-
tration and gap filling to one of supporting projects which address the
social and/or economic problems within the cominunity. This new di-.
rection is resulting in a greater focus on our overall mission of self-
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sufficiency and a much greater use of the discretionary aspect of the
program, that is, the review and funding of those applications that
seem to have the greatest chance to benefit the Native American com-,
munity.

Senator COHEN. How many fewer employments slots will you have
in fiscal 19831 How many do you have nova How many wi1I you have

, if, in fact
Mr. LFSTER. We had roughly 200 grantees in fiscal year 1981. We

anticipate that when we complete our furding cycles in fiscal year 1982,
we will have roughly 180 grantees, and with the dollars that are pro-
jected for fiscal year 1983, we will have about 135 grantees.

Senator Comic. Those are slots?
Mr. Lzorzo. Those are grants to tribes and community based orga-

nizations. Are you asking about personnel slots?
Senator COHEN. Right. Employment.
Mr. Lutz& In our agency
Senator Comm Yes.
Mr. LESTER. Let us see. In fiscal year 1981, we had 55 positions.
Senator Comic. Fifty-five.
Mr. LESTER. Today we have 45.
Senator COHEN. And what will it be if the 1983 request is approved?
Mr. LESTER. We anticipate that it will remain at 45.
Senator COHEN. At 45.
Now, those are slots as opposed to actual employees ; is that right I
Mr. LESTER. Yes.
Senator COHEN. How many employees do you have?
Mr. LESTER. I believe we have almost all of our positions filled. We

have four vacancies.
Senator Comic. Do yo see any reduction in functions as a result

of any of the people leavi I
Mr. LESTER. We have tàlen a number of steps to husbaild those

scarce resources. In fiscal ar 1981, we operated a far-ranging
regional program which administered our off-reservation grantee
program. 4

With the reduction in ceiling, we decided to bring the reglonal
grant administration into the central office and administer it fr
Washington. This allows us to bring additional resources and c
gate them in a way to carry out our functions with adequate staff.

Senator COHEN. Do I understand then, that you are satisfied that
with these kinds of reductions, you can still carry out an adequate
level of service within ANA; is that what you are saying?

Mr. LESTER. I believe that we can carry out our administrative
responsibilities.

Senator Comic. With the reductions I
Mr. LESTER. Yes.
One thing I might add is that in fiscal year 1978, we had 34 positions

in ANA, which means we grew from 1978 to 1981 from 34 to 55,
and we reduced back to 45.

Senator COHEN. Did you read the item in yesterday's Washington
Post which described the impact of the so-called RIF's in employment
reassignment that we are having in the Office of Human Development
Services!

Mr. Lzerrpt. Yes, sir, I did.
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Senator COHEN. And Dorcas Hardy, who, I understand is your
superior, described some of those problems.

Have you had similar types of problems within ANA?
Mr. LESTER. Any change in roles creates stress at the management

level as well as the working levels. The responsibilities and functions
as public servants, however, remain constant and tlytt is what we need
to make sure are carried out.

Senator COHEN. Let me come back and phrase it another way I
Mr. LESTER. All right.
Senator COHEN. You have a situation where you have had a con-

stantit is sort of like the same argument that Senator Melcher and I
, had to present before the Senate Rules Committee. We had to say that

we have got a situation on the Indian Affairs Committee where we
have had a relatively stable budget. We have not increased the budget
a good-deal over the years since its inception. In fact, have tried to
maintain it at roughly the same level.

Now, we find that we have an increased membership, and we have
increased staff because more and more activity is taking place with the
settlement of land claims; with the complexity of the claims involving
water rights and fishing rights, and the whole array of controversy
and conflict coming into play, and we went in to request a small in-
crease to account for that. We felt that after having maintained a
stable level of funding that this was not a dramatic request for in-
crease. It seems to me you have got aI have just been advised they
cut our budget $15,000. [Laughter.)

But, it deems to me you have got a parallel situation where you
have had a relatively stable budget; have not increased it dramati-
cally, and then yvu find the $33 million is cut in half by inflation,
and then you find you are reducing the overall total by one-third. But
what you are saying is that even notwithstanding th3 inflation, which
has cut the budget in real terms in half, and then you reduce that even
further to a third that yon can cope and provide an adequate level of
service. That is what'you are saying?

Mr. LESTER. What I mean is that in those communities where we
will have ANA grants operating, we will be able to provide I believe,
adequate Federal support. We believe that we will be able it) provide
those projeCts with suffitient. funds to carry out the objectives that
they laid ouein their project. We are left, however, with fewer stqff

o at ANA and fewer grantees.
Senator COHEN. What percentaae of the money that is appropri-

ated for ANA goes directly to the''tribes and organizations?
Mr. LESTER. All of the money appropriated under the Native Amer-

ican Programs Act is used for,grants and contracts for our program.
Our budget for . salaries and other expenses comes from the HDS
salary and expense budget that is' a separate account.

Senator COHEN. Now, last Friday the BIA testified that the elimina-
tion of the CETA programs, they expect, will increase unemployment
by some 8,000. Do you have any information as to exactly what posi-
tions these newly unemployed people are going to be leaving, and to
what extent would they have been involved in providing goyernmental
service to tribes? Do you have any information on that ?

Mr. LESTER. We have some information. However, at the present
time the analysis of the data has not been completed. We have been
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co4erating with the Department of Interior on pulling together the
information that you speak about. Roughly though, 25 percent of those
positions were dedicated to tribal acimmistration and carrying out
management functions at the tribal level. And there wpre other break-
downs into education, health, and other services. That-report has not
been released yet because the data analysis has not been finished.

Senator COHEN. Would it be fair to say that you believe that a stable
government on An Indian reservation is sort of fundamental td eco-
nomic development V ,

Mr. LEsitri. Yes, sir. In fact; that is the basis of the ANA piogram
for social and economic development.

Senator COHEN. As I understand it, yoti wete involVed in drafting a
plan to divert some $10 million to implement a new ecunomic'develop-
ment initiative on Indian reservations, right?

Mr. TRETE& I am not aware of diverting any money, although I
would certainly support any effort for Indian ecoriomic development
on reservations that would benefit the local people.

Senator COHEN. Is this plan not included in the BIA budget request
for 1983?

Mr LESTER. I understand the Bureau does have $10 million set aside
in their 1983 appropriation request for economic development projects,
although I have not seen their plan of implementing that program.

Senator Comm. You have no idea of what they have in mind as far
as that $10 million allocation ?

Mr. LESTER. No, sir, I do noehave any specifics on what theiz criteria
would be for disbursing those funds.

Senator COHEN. Last year we had a hearing in which one tribal wit-
ness testified "That the termination of the CETA programs would
deprive the tribes of our accountants, our police, our game wardens,
our this drivers, our maintenance men our nutrition program staff, our
secretaries, and our aging program slaff." If thatis the case, then, I
guess.the next question to follow is: What will the economic develop-
ment initiative do to reach these particular tribal problems? If you are
going to cut out the CETA program, and it does not workwe had
testimony last year that-you are going to have increased unemploy-
ment ; from 12,000 or higher.

Mr. LUTE& Yes.
Senator COHEN. I think the figure went up as high as 15,000 or 18,000

more. They were added to BIA. even though BIA did not request a
general increase for general assistance.

Now, we have testimony it is going to be 8,000 increased unemployed.
So, the question becomes: Well, if you ate .,;oing to lose all this tribal
infrastructure with people who are actually working to try and pro-
mote this economic development, what do we do? What would you
recommend for this new economic de elopment iniative to replace what
has obviously had its defects in the pas ?

Mr. LESTER. The success of an Indian economic development effort
has to be looked at, I think, from a much longer view than a single
fiscal year. We are seeing a lot of short-term high impact in unem-
ployment resulting in perhaps loss of serviceS\ and perhaps even more
critical in terms of, as you indicate, long-term economic development,
a weakening of the, infrastructure of tribal government. We are trying
to address that, through our program by focusing on strengthening
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tribal government, and we are allowing tribes to request funds from
ANA in their applications specifically to strengthen the ability of their
tribal -gorernment to operate and serve their membership effectively.

Senator Comic How do you strengthen tribal government?
Mr. LESTEa. You strengthen them by doing. It is similar to how do

you strengthen a muscle. It is strengthened in-doing the work that it
is intended ta do.

Senator COHEN. Well, there is the analogy that you have to have
nutrition before you canyou can exercise all you want and if you are
not healthy, the muscle is not going to grow, is it ? You have to-have
adequate education, because it cloes not matter how much you exercise,
if you do it improperly ?

mr, LESTER. That iS correct. .

Senator COHEN. SO, you have to have nutrition, education, and then
exercise right

Mr. LESTER. Yes sir. We recognize the need for both hard economic
development, as well as the need for human developmentthe develop-
ment of the potential of the individual members of the tribe.

Senator COHEN. How do you do that ? What do you do, specifically,
to say we want to encourage a stronger local tribal development
through its Government representatives? How do you do that as a
practical matter ?

Mr. LESTER. A number of the tribes have sought for, and we have
approved, for example, to use our funds to assist them in looking at
their constitution. Perhaps,- even revising their constitution to give
them a stronger organic document to carry out their functions of
goveinment. Others have used our funds to consolidate and codify
tribal codes so that they have a better handle on What laws and
ordinances they have passed. Others have used it to strengthen their
abilities to carry out the responsibilities under Indian child welfare
or others have used it to improve their management efficiencies so that
they can use fewer resources to maintain that management adminis-
trative function. Others have looked at it in terms of better organizing
their natutal.resource; be it coal, timber; or fish, and utilize those
resources in a way that assures Iong-term maintenance and develop-
ment of an economy. So, there are many ways our program directly
addresses the question of strengthening tribal government. We have
not set out a blue print of what a tribal government should look at. I
think we have learned the fallacy of that approach. Rather, what we
do is we try to respond to the tribe's own request for how they would
strengthen their tribal government. The focus that we insist upon is
how can we strengthen the tribal government which would make them
better able to carry out-initiatives that would improve the social and/or
economic conditions of tribal members in a way that would be lasting
rather than merely trying to address the Indian poverty question by
an increase in consumption without paying attention to die need to
increase production.

Senator Comic. I agree with what You are saying, in essence, but
you have the practical realities and the practical problems. For ex-
ample, we heard here this morning thdt HUD has a problem. Housing
costs are too high. One of the reasons they are too hi,gh is that Indian
tribes have been trying to train their members, and their population to
become good homebuilders. That increases costs. Therefore, we are
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going to move to., some sort of modular construction. Now, that is
directly contrary or contradicts the attempt to provide a healthier
more dynamic economy at the tribal level, I suppose, because the costs
are too high:. So, vie are going to cut that down. Then, we are going to
cut otherI guess what I am concerned about is, or at least I need
Eome answers to, islhat it is fine that we have to move in these direc-
tions, and I do not disagree With that.

Mr. LESTER. Yes.
Senator COHEN. It has been an addictive type of raationship where,

if we just continue to impose rules from Washington, or assume this
Federal responsibility, we do not give initiative to creativity and self-
sufficiency, which I think is long overdue: But, by the same token, if
you are just going to say, the budget is cut, fend for yourself, we are
going to reduce the housing and we are going to reduce this, and
reduce this, and you malie up your minds what your priorities are.
That really does not deal with tle issue does it?

Mr. Lzwrzn. Not directly, sir, no; it doesn't. In fact, I think part
of the emphasis of our Department is to implement Indian self-deter-
mination and recognize that Indian tribal governments probably have
a better handle on what their priorities ought to be and how to meet
those in a way that supports both social and-economic development. It
means meeting the needs of today while building an economic base for
brimorrow.

Senator COHEN. Is it Your personal opinion that the tribes will be
able to cope with these reCluctions in rebuilding their sense of economiC
self-sufficiency I

Mr. LESTER. I believe that the Indian tribes are going to survive, sir,
and I believe that in the long term. they will achieve their goal of self-
sufficiency. The question, I think, before us is how best can we utilize
limited Federal resources in a way that encourages and places the in-
centive toward tribal development rather than creating a continuous
subsidy which deprives the tribe of real opportunities.

Senator COHEN. Come back to the metaphor you used before, about
exercising a muscle.

*Mr. Lzerzn. Yes.
Senator COHEN. I think you pointed out, and you agreed, that edu-

cation plays a vital role in that. Now, the funding level for the Indian
Head Start program for fiscal 183; how does that compare with fiscal
1982?

Mr. LESTER. There will be a $2.5 million increase in Indian Head
Start from 1982 to 1983. This will be achieved by a transfer of some
funds that are in basically a discretionary pot into the Indian Head
Start program. As you probably are aware, there is a requirement that
there be a cost of living increase to the Indian Head Start program.

Senator Coaxx. Well, as I understand it, that increase is going to go
to cover administrative costs and salary increases?

Mr. LESTER. Yes. As well as the increased costs of food, shelter and
equiPment.

Senator Corm.. You are taking it out of the discretionary funding,
right I

Mr. Lzerza. Yes.
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Senator COHEN. SO, there is no real increase in the program I You
are taking it from the discretionary, and putting it under salaries and
administrative oYerhead, are you not ?

Mr. Lzsrma. Well, it wilt be transferred to Indian Head Start, and
what the Indian Head Start programs, along with tfihe other Head
Start projects around the country, are attempting to do is to retain
the highly qualihed staff that they have recruited and trained, basically
the majority of which are community members and are an important
element in maintaining the qual,ityrot the Mid Start pribgram during
this period of budgetary constraint. i

4' So, while it appears that it is ju. going to adminig strative costs,
these people are actively engaged in maintaining, the quality of Head
Start, which goes far beyond education. It is a child development po-
gram. It is very comprehensive.

Senator COHEN. The community service block grant program : what
is the purpose of that program ?'

Mr. LESTER. The Community services block krant is to provide fuhds
to jurisdictions in helping them combat poverty.

Senator Comic Now, this program 'was funded in fiscal 1982 at a
level.of $336.5 million, right ?

Mr. LESTER. Yes. - .
Senator COHEN. What is the request for fiscil year 1983? .. -

Mr. LEarEa. I un erstand the request is $100 million for the commu-
nity services block nt.

mSenator Com'. o, that is a 70-percent reduction ?
Mr. Im8rrEir.1 do not know what the percentage is. -
Senator COHEN. It is a 70-percent reduction.
The awards that are made to the tribes so far have not been par-

ticularly large.
Mr. LESTER. No. -
Senator COHEN. They average about, what, $10,000 ?
Mr. LESTER. Roughly, about $10,.000, yes.
Senator Cohm. I ,think the first 34 grants averaged $10,000 per

tribb. Those projected for the next 36 is about $5,000. In your judg-
ment, does an award of that amount make any significant difference,
any impact--$10,000, then down to $5,000 ? Does it have any impact
other thar iust distributing money ?

Mr. LEST1,R. I think it does, sir.
I would like to carry it through and answer your fiuestion. I think at

first the inclusion of Indian tribes, along with the States as recipients,
sets a major. milestone in. the development of Indian policy within the

.. Department of Health and Human Services. And so that is, I think,
an accomplishment and a move forward, which the tribes have sup-
ported, if not unanimously, by a very broad consensus.

Senator COHEN. What is the rule of thumb that you follow in terms
.. of awarding of grants ? Do you have a minimum standard that you

recommend V
Mr. Izerma, I believe that under the bloel grants, the decision as to

what should be a minimum grant in terms of whether it is worthwhile
for a tribe tc make an application or not should be left to the tribe it-
self. If they'see that under the formula, they are going to receive maybe

0, 4
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sejust several hundredmaybe $500they have to decide. f or em Ives
whether that is worth applying for or not.

I understand that some tribes are making application because they
want to establish, and they believe in, the principle of direct funding
to Indian tribes. So, they are proceeding to apply for the small amount.

Senator COHEN. Wel staff advises me that you have generally had
a rule of thumb yourseiito the tribes, that they should have a minimum
in the neighborhood of $50,000

Mr. LESTER. Yes. In the ANA program it is hard for us to envision
supporting a project that would be conceptualized for less than that.
However, we are providing asSistance td unrecognized tribes to stimu-
late the research needed to document their process for gaining Federal
acknowledgment and recognition. Grants for those projeCts average
$12,000. That was because there is a great deal of voluntarism on
the part of the academic world, as well as the willingness a coin-
munity people themselves, and much of the information, of course,
is housed within the community in their Bibles and in their cliumhes.
So, those projects were funded for about $12,000.

So, there are some projects that can be carried out at a small level,
but generally speaking ourgrants have not, in the last year or so, been
less than around $50,000.

On the block grants, however, a $10,000 or a $5,000 community
services block grant, because of the flexibility of the block plant, can be
an important stimulus or important supplement to the overall tribal
effort to meet the nee& of people who fall below the poverty line. It
they have, for example, an already existingand most tribes, do
some sort of human service delivery mechanism, a $5,000 supplement
may *not hire additional staff but it cawbe useful in supplementing
projects and assistance to individuals.

Senator COHEN. Mr. Lester, just so I wiU understand it cleArly
You believe that this budget, as proposed ? with the reductions through
inflation and tlirough actual reductions in authorization, you believe
you can continue to deliver adequate services to t ndian tribes
under ANA I

Mr. LESTER. Well, if we start from the premise tha n 1981 we were
providing adequate services, yes. ' -

Y
Senator COHEN. SO, in other words, 1981 is your base line?
Mr. LESTER. That is the line from which we are taking our budget

reductions, and if we agree that in 1981, Indians were receiving
adequate services, then, I believe that we will continue ton provide
adequate service.

Senator COHEN. Well, let me just go back for a minute then. Do you
think that there was an adequate level of service in fiscal year 1981 ?

Mr. LESTER. I do not believe there were enough resources devoted
to tribal development. I think there were far too many resources
devoted to continuing dependency rather than fostering self-
sufficiency.

Senator Comic And that is in the fiscal year 1981 budget ?
Mr. LESTER. Yes.
Senator COHEN. In essence, do you feel that -by restructuring and

redirecting the economic development programs that you can do more
with less?

t
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Mr. Lunt& In essence, I think we are going to have a lot more
impact with our program with the fewer dollars, yes.

Senator Coimr. So, the ultimate upshot of what you are saying, is
that you are satisfied that you are going to be able to deliver because
you are trying new ways to deliver more with less?

Mr. LESTER. Yes. And I must say that we cannot do it alone, because
unlike other agencies, we do not have employees at the local level. So,
our job is to provide a reasonable level of resources to as many grantees
as possible and they carry out and do the work. I am convinced that
the tribes are dedicated and are going to accomplish a great deal with
the resources that we are providing them.

Senator COHEN. Thank you very much for your testimony, Mr.
Lester.

Your prepared statement will be included in the record at this pointy
[The statement follows

PREPANED STATEMENT OF A. DAVID LESTER, COMMISSIONER, ADMINISTRATION FOR
NATIVE AMERICANS, OFFICE 'OF HUMAN DEVELOPMENT SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF

HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, thank you for the opportunity
to present an overview of programs administered by the Office of Human Develop-
nient Services and the Office of Community Services for the benefit of American
Indians.

The Department of Health and Human Services serves American Indians in a
variety of ways : through the policy initiatives of the Intra-Departmental Coun-
cil on Indian Affairs ; through direct funding to Indian tribes and organizations
under live of the newly established block grant programs : through the health
care services of the Indian Health Service; arid through the discretionary grant
programs within the Office of Human Development Services. These programs are :
the Native Americans Act program under the Administration for Native Ameri-
cans, the Indian component of the Read Start program in the Administration for
Children, Youth and Families, and the Administration on Aging's Title VI pro-
gram. The Office of Human Development Servjees has requested a total of
$61,934,000 for services to Native Americans in fiscal year 1983 : $23,282,000
through the Administration for Native Americans $5,252,000 through the Ad-
ministration on Aging (Title VI) ; and $33,400,000 through the Indian Head Start
program. In addition, the Community Services Block Grant, administered by the
Office of Com.munity Services, provides funds directly to Indian tribes in support
of anti-poverty and programs. $100 million is requested in fiscal year 1983 for this
block grant.

The basic funding policy of the Office of Human Development Services is to
support American Indian communities to set their own priorities, plan their
own social and economic development strategies to achieve self-sufficiency, and
take control over all the resourcesFederal as well as non-Federalwhich can
move communities toward achievement of their own goals. We seek to promote
economic growth and prosperity in order to reduce dependency. Each of, these
human service Indian programs supports these goals.

The Administration for Native Americans promotes social and economic self-
-. sufficiency for American Indians, Alaskan Natives and Native Hawaiians

throughout the United States, through the support of locally-tlatermined strate-
gies for long term social and economic development. The program operates on
two fundamental principles : first, that the local community is responsible for
determining its Own needs and priorities and for planning and implementing
programs, and second, that economic and social development are inlierrelated
and that both must be balanced if Native Americans are to achieve self-sufil-
ciency. The Administration for Native Americans funding policy to assist Indian
tribes and Native American organizations to plan and implement their own
long-term strategies for social and economic development was accelerated for
Fiscal Year 1982 to apply to all grantees and will continue in Fiscal Year 1983.
This funding approach moves the focus from increasing dependency on social
services to increasing productivity of both individuals and communities.
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TO achieve its legislated mission of promoting seltaufficiency within thefl
framework of locally-determined social and economic development strategies,
the Adniinistration !Or Native Americans has three primary goals:

1. To develop or strengthen tribal governments and Native American in-
stitutions and Native Ameriean leadership ;

2. To foster the development of stable, diversified local economies and/or
economic activities which provide jobs, promote economic well-being and
reduce dependency on social services; and

3. To suppoit local access to and coordination of programs and services
which safeguard the health and well-being of people, and which are essential
to a thilving and self-sufficient community.

Another major program office of the Office of Human Development Services
that directly serves American Indiana is the Admiuistration on Aging. Under
Title VI, Section 606(a) of the Older Americans Act of 1965 as amended, the
Administration on Aging provides grants to eligible Indian tribal otganiza-
tions to promote the delivery of social and nutrition services to older Indians.
The Title VI program provides an integral component of a tribe's overall social
and economic devehmment strategy, as it provides much needed services to
segment. of the tribal population moat at risk.

The Office of Human Development Services addresses the needs of another at
risk segment of the tribal populationthe very youngthrough the Indian Head
.Start program. Head-Start provides comprehensive developmental services de-
signed to improve the quality of life for children and their families. Intended

.primarily for preschoolers from low income families age 3-5, the program seeks
to' foster the development of children and to cuable them to deal more effectively
with both their present environment and later responsibilities in school and
community life. Head Start programs emphasize health and educational develop-
ment as well as parent involvement and social services to enable each child to
develop and function at his or her highest potential.

In accordance with the President's economic recovery plan, the level of Federal
spending for the Administration for Native Americans and the Administration on
Aging Title VI program will be reduced in fiscal year 1983. In order to provide
a legislatively mandated cost of living increase for Indian Head Start projects,
an estimated $2.5 million which formerly had been used for discretionary activ-
ities will be redirected in fiscal year 1983. This will enable Indian Head Start
projects, which serve communities facing extreme problems of poverty and which
have few alternative resources, to offset higher operating costs due to inflation
and to provide salary increases to local staff.

Under the Community Services Block Grant, Indian tribes and organizations
can be directly funded. The first 34 direct awards to Indian tribes and organiza-
tions were made February 18, 1982. These awards totalled $349,761 and repre-
sent support for the first and second quarters of fiscal year 1982. Awards to 36
additional tribes and organizations totalling approximately $170,000 (also for
the first and second quarters of fiscal year 1982) will be made within two weeks.
Up to 25 more awards will be made after certain tribes and organizations revise
their applications to meet requirements of the Community Services Block rJrant
Actverify their service areas, submit resolutions from member tribes. This
will complete the awards made to tribes and organizations in the 36 states haV-
ing federal or state recognized tribes which chose to participate in the direct
CSBG program as of the first quarter of fiscal year 1982.

Awards will be made to approximately 8 tribes from the two additional states
which opted to participate in the direct block grant program as of the second
quarter of fiscal year 1982, as soon as applications from elicible groups are
received and certified. First and second quarters awards to these tribes will total
approximately ;73,006.

In summary, while it is necessary to redirect Federal funds and reduce the
level of Federal spending, our efforts to encourage local control of resources; pro-
mote economic growth, and stimulate private sector investment in Native Ameri-
can communities and enterprise should enable Native American communities to
continue to move along the path of development toward social and econordic self-
sufficiency. In addition, a special initiative to improve the impact and efficiency
of the Office of Human Development Services Indian programs through simplified
planning and administrative processes, will ease the administrative burden on
Indian tribes and increase the impact of service dollars at the local level. Tribal

,1
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access to five of the newly established block grants, including the Community
Services Block Grant, will also serve to further the aims of American Indian
communities.

These Ihdian human services programs have a common program element of
promoting self-sufficiency for American Indians. These programs and other efforts
of the Department, such as the Block Grants which include direct funding to In-
dian tribes, support a government-to-government relationship with Indian tribes.
The programs for Indians administered by the Office of Ilumn Development
Services and the Office of Community Services are managed and operated by the
Indian tribal organizations. No Federal employees provide direct services to in-

. dividual American Indians under these programs. Rather, resources are provided
to indian tribes so that tribes can run their own programs in the best spirit of
Indian self-determination.

I appreciate the opportunity to appear before this Committee. I will be happy
to answer any questions you may have at this time.

Senator COHEN. We have a number of outside witnesses. I think it
might be more productive rather than going one by one, that we have
foveral come to the witness table.

Norman DeWeaver, information staff, Indian CETA Coalition.
Ron Andrade, the executive director of the National Congress of Amer-
ican Indians.

Steve Unger, executive director of the Association of American In-
dians of New York, and Laurence Gishey, the director of the Navajo
Division of Education, Window Rock, Ariz.

Maybe we can split up our panel so that we can all proceed as quickly
as we can.

Steve Unger, is he here ?
[No response.]
Senator COHEN. Laurence Gishey.
[ No response.]
Senator COHEN. Is Patty Marks present ?
Dr. Helen Scheirbeck, is she here ?
[No response.]
Senator COHEN. Dr. Michael Doss.
[No response.]
Senator COHEN. Well, we will proceed with the gentlemen and Patty.
I think we will go first with Norman DeWeaver.

STATEMENT OF LONNIE RACEHORSE, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
IDAHO INTERTRIBAL POLICY BOARD APPEARING ON BEHALF
OF INDIAN AND NATIVE AMERICAN CETA COALITION, WASH-
INGTON, D.C.

Mr. RACEHORSE. I am testifying on behalf of Mr. DeWeaver on the
CETA Coalition.

Senator COHEN. What is your name, sir!
Mr. RACEHORSE. My name is Lonnie Racehorse. I am the executive

director of the Idaho Intertribal Policy Board, and appear before this
committee as a coordinator for the legislative task force of the Indian
and Native American CETA Coalition.

The coalition is an informal, voluntary network of 192 tribal govern-
ments, intertribal consortia, native Alaskan and off-roservation Indian
and Native-American groups that participate directly in Department
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of Labor funded programs under the Comprehensive Employment and
Training Act.

Employment problems have again become a major concern to all
Americans, especially Indian Americans. Unemployment is big news
on almost a daily basis. In Indian country, unemployment never
stopped being a problem.

For America as a whole, an uiiemployment rate of 10 percent is con-
sidered very, very serious.

In Indian country, unemployment was last measured by the BIA as
46 percent of the available labor force.

In individual States, unemployment is considered catastrophic at =

a rate df 15 percent.
The unemployment rates were higher than that in every single BIA

area. office's jurisdiction. In the Juneau area office, covering all of
Alaska, the rate was 62 percent.

Unemployment rates in the vicinity of 50 percent among minority
group youth in the big cities are considered a threat to the social order.

Sixty-nine of 153 reservations or BIA agencies with populations of
over 500 had unemployment rates of 50 percent or above for all work-
ers, adults as well as youth. Thirty-six reservations had unemployment
rates of 60 percent or more ; 16 had rates of 70 percent or more, and 4
had rates that were actually measured at above 80 percent.

All these Indian unemployment figures are taken from BIA data
collected last spring before the funding cuts in CETA and other pro-
grams threw thousands of reservation workers out of their jobs.

CETA programs have been the most important tools which tribal
governments have had to cope with these horrendous problems. CETA
funds provided directly to the tribes by the Office of Indian and Na-
tive-American programs, OINAP, in Ihe Department of Labor, have
enabled the tribes to : Provide skill training and remedial education
to Indian workers that need them ; to provide sUpportive services to en-
able people to find, take, and keep jobs that are available ; to expose
Indian youth to real work environments for the first time in their
lives ; to provide thousands of jobs to Indian people who would other-
wise not have had them and, perhaps most important of all, to estab-
lish and implement tribally determined development plans.

On many reservations, CETA budgets cuts have meant that health
services have been curtailed. Education programs have suffered. Pro-
grams serving Indian elders and Indian youth have been hard hit .-
everywhere. Social services of all kinds have disappeared. There has
been a sharp arop in housing rehabilitation in many places.

Indian CETA programs now face a new hurdle. The autborization
for all CETA programs, Indian ones included, ends this coming
September.

Senators Quayle, Hawkins, Kennedy, and Pell have sponsored a
bill, Senate bill 2036, to revamp DOL-funded training programs. This
bill would continue Indian programs and preserve the key features of
the present law, such as direct funding, national administration
through an Indian desk in the Department of Labor, and flexibility in
designing programs to fit tribal and urban Indian labor market con-
ditions. The Indian set-aside formula in the bill would, if the bill were
fully funded, result in almost as much money for Indian programs as
is available under the current fiscal year 1982 continuing resolution.

,1 t
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We urge the members of the select committee to strongly support
the Indian provisions of the Quayle-Hawkins-Kennedy-Pell bill.

The Department of Labor has drafted its own bill. In its present
form it would threaten to end all Indian programs since it does not
conain any minimum Indian set-aside funding formula. It would end
all services outside of reservation boundaries and would saddle tribal
programs with restrictions meant for State govemmente, making the
money practically worthless to tribes.

We urge the members of the select committee to strongly oppose the
administration bill as long us it contains all these serious flaws.

Even if the Congress approves the Quayle bill, and even if it is fully
funded, thus preserving the Indian programs in their current form,
this would still not fill any of the void left by the termination of the
CETA public service employment programs.

New legislation, or at least new appropriations are needed to give
tribal governments the flexible resources that will enable them to de-
sign and manage the types of tribally controlled programs that were
supported in the past with CETA PSE funds.

Insuring that such resources are put in place has to be among the
highest priorities facing this committee.

I am available for any questions, sir.
[The prepared statement follows :]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF THE INDIAN AND NATIVE AMERICAN CETA CoALrnox,
PRESENTED By LONNIE RACEHORSE, EXECUTIVE Dniscros, IDAHO INTER-TRIBAL
POLICY BOARD

My name is Lonnie Racehorse. I am the Executive Director of the Idaho Inter-
Tribal Policy Board and appear before the Committee today as the Coordinator of
the Legislative Task Force of the Indian and Native American CETA Coalition.
The Coalition is an informal, voluntary network of the 192 tribal governments,
inter-tribal consortia, native Alaskan and off-reservation Indian and Native
American groups that participate directly in DOL-funded programs under the
Comprehensive Employment and Training Act.

Employment problems have again become a major concern of all Americans.
Unemployment is big ne*s, on almost a daily basis. In Indian Country, unemploy:
ment never stopped being a problem.

For America as a whole, an unemployment rate of 10 percent is considered very,
very serious.

In Indian Country, unemployment was last measured by BIA as 46 percent of
the available /Libor force.

In individual states, unemployment is considered catastrophic at a rate of 15
percent.

The unemployment rates were higher than that in every single BIA Area Office's
jurisdiction. In the Juneau Area Office, covering all of Alaska, the rate was 62
percent.

Unemployment rates in the vicinity of 50 percent among minority group youth
in the big cities are considered a threat to the social order.

Sixty-nine of 153 reservations or BIA agencies with populations of over 500 had
unemployment rates of 50 percent or above for all workers, adults as well as youth.
Thirty-six reservations had unemployment rates of 60 percent or more; 16 had
rates of 70 percent or more ; and 4 had rates that were actually measured at above
80 percent!

All these Indian unemployment figures are talon from BIA data collected last
spring, before the funding cuts in CETA and other programs threw thousands of
reservation workers out of their jobs.

CETA programs have been the most important tools which tribal governments
have had to cope with these horrendous problems. CETA funds, provided directly
to tribes by the Office of Indian and Native American Programs (OINAP) in the
Department of Labor, have enabled tribes to :

Provide skm training and remedial education to Indian workers that needed
them.

.1
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Provide supportive services to enable people to find, take and keep the jobs
that tre available.

Expose Indian youth to real work environments for the first time in .their
lives.

Provide thousands of jobs to Indian people who would otherwise not have
had them.

And, perhaps most important of all, to establish and implement tribally-
determined development plans.

CETA has been one of the relatively few Indian programs that can effectively
reach and serve Indian workers in urban areas, as well as on the reservations.
This means that if au Indian worher goes into a strange city in search of a job,
there is an Indian organization there that knows his or her needs and how to
help.

The moat convincing proof that CETA was doing a job has been the testimony
already laid before the Select Committee regarding what happened when CETA
funding was drastically curtailed.

All the paid employees of many smaller tribal governments and native Alaskan
villages were laid* off when the Public Service Employment (PSE) money was
withdrawn late in fiscal year 1981.

On many reservations, heitu services have been curtailed. Educatian pro-
grams have suffered. Programs serving Intuan elders and Indian youth have
been hard hit everywhere. Social services of all kinds have disappeared. There
has been a sharp drop in housing rehabilitation in many places.

One of the untold stories of tribal CETA programs Has been the extent to
which CETA has contributed to the development of tribal enterprises, and to
Indian-owned businesses generally: Twenty-sLx ol the 33 trihal grantees respond-
ing to a recent Coalition Survey reported having used CETA funds in direct
support of tribal of Indian-owned businesses. In many cases, CETA support has
been used to start businesses as part of lang term tribal economic de% elopment
efforts. Much of the money involved has come from the CETA Public Service
Employment (PSE) programs. All funding for these particular programs was
terminated last September.

DOL's own records show that when the PSE programs ended, most .Indian
participants had no place else to go. Fifty-nine percent of those terminating
from tribal PSE programs were reported as out of all training programs and
out of work.

Indian CETA programs now face a new hurdle. The authorization for all
CETA programs, Indian ones included, ends this coming September.

Senators Quayle, Hawkins, Kennedy and Pell have sponsored a bill. S. 2036,
to revamp DOL-funded training programs. This bill would continue Indian pro-
grams and preserve the key features of the present law : direct funding, national
administration through an Indian desk in DOL, flexibility in designing programs
to fit tribal and urban Indian labor market conditions. The Indian set-aside
formula in the bill would, if the bill were fully funded, result in almost as
much money for Indian programs as is available under the current FY 82
continuing resolution.

We urge the members of the Select Committee to strongly support the Indian
provisions of the Quayle-Hawkins-Kennedy-Pell bill.

The Department of Labor has drafted its own bill. In its preSent form, it
would threaten to end all Indian programs, since it does not contain any mini-
mum Indian set-aside funding formula. It would end all services outside of
reservation boundaries and would saddle tribal programs with restrictions
theant for state governments, making the money practically worthless to tribes.

We urge the members of the Select Committee to strongly oppose the Admin-
istration bill as long as it contains all these serious flaws.

Even if the Congress approves the Quayle bill, and even if it is fully funded,
thus preserving Indian programs in their current form, this would still not fill
any of the void left by the termination of the CETA PSE programs. New legisla-
tion, or at least new appropriations are needed to give tribal governments the
flexible resources that will enable them to design and manage the types of tribally
controlled programs that were supported in the past with CETA PSE funds.

Insuring that such resources are put in place has to be among the highest
priorities facing this Committee.

Senator COHEN. Patty Marks, welcome back.
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STATEHENT OF PATTY HAMS, FUN= & ASSOCIATES,
WASHINGTON, D.C.

Ms. PARKS. Thank you,Mr. Chariman. I am testifying here today
from a variety of fronts. First, two of my clients, the National Indian
Health Board and the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe have already sub-
mitted testimony. I am hoping to tie together, on behalf of a number
of my client tribes, our attitude toward the budget.

Second, I am testifying personally as a former staff vember of this
committee, because there are a couple of points I feel ar . very impor-
tant to make.

From that perspective. I personally think the most important fact
to recogUize in looking at the budget, is what I consider to be the
domino effect. Let us look at programs that have been developed in
recent years, for example : The community health representatives pro-
gram, the ambulance program of the Indian Health Service, and In-
dian education programs. For each of these in isolation a budget cut is
devastating, but what you have to look at is how they interrelate. For
example, let us look at the community health representatives program.
There are 470 emergency medical ambulance drivers funded by the
Indian Health Service. Of those, 50 ace CETA, many of which were
PSE and are already gone.

Another 204 of those are CHR's, meaning that if the CHR program
goes down, we will lose over 50 percent of the ambulance services now
provided by the Indian Health Service.

Now, this is bad enough, but let us take the third step, which is what
will happen if the CHR program is eliminated. A survey that we have
looked at indicates that the average tribal ambulance program is mak-
ing a run at a cost of approximately $35 to $50. Those same runs by
private ambulance firms will cost the Indian Health Service between
$300 and $350. This money will be paid for under contract from the
contract health care budget.

So that is a prime example of what can happen to an apparently
unrelated program.

Similar things are taking place with the adult education program,
which provides a considerable amount of the bubsidy to such programs
as the Standing Rock Community College. Now, with both the com-
munity colleges and the adult education budgets being cut, there is
going to be a very devastating impact for this community college at
the same time that they are being asked to pick over 80 new students
this fiscal year.

Looking at this budget from a former staff position, I think in many
of the bills that I was involved with, the Older Americans' Act, the
Indian Child Welfare Act, the ambulance program, we were always
forced to deal with the same sitnation on the Hill, that the Bureau
deals with at OMB. That is the fact that getting a high authorization
through the Congress for an Indian bill has always been and remains,
extremely difficult.

Therefore, somewhere in the back of our minds, we were always
considering what other alternatives were available; how a joint fund-
ing arrangement could be pulled together. A prime example of this is
the Indian Child Welfare Act. When I was working on that bill with
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Mr. Taylor of the committee's staff, we had a section in there which
dealt with construction of facilities for group homes, for alcoholism
treatment of juveniles, et cetera. When we realized that the total cost
was going to be too much money to try to get through the Hill in a
difficult year, we eliminated that-section, but, at least, in the back of
my personal thinking was the fact that the HUD construction pro-
gram was there. EDI. was there. The Bureau HIP program was going
to be expanded, and tribes could possibly pick up construction money
that way: The same thing was the Older Americans' Act.

The original authorization that we were looking atc--Mr. Abourezk
was chairman at that timewas an authorization of $Amillion.

In dealing with the Congressional Budget Office, we,'Went back and
forth negotiating that figure trying to get a budget waiver and we
finally dropped the authorization to $5 million. The reason we lowered
it was because the Bureau had the general assistance program, and .
Indian action and we, of course, always had CETA labor.

Now, looking at this at the tribal level, politics at the local level
being what it is in the United States across the board, you see a situa-
tion where the tribes are being forced to look at their limited tribal
resources and make a decision. The decision is : Do we keep these pro-
grams alive to service the people wlio are living right next door to us
and watching every move that we make, or do we take .what limited
resources we have and invest it in economic development.

I think the administration is making a very unfair push to the tribes,
in terms of telling a tribal chairman, a local politician that he, has to
take his money away from that aging program and put it into an
economic development proiect that may not show a profit adquate to
support programs until 5 or 10 years down the line.

I think it is a difficult thing to deal with. Taking, for example, the
Yakima aging program. That program 1 year ago today was provid-
ing services at five locationsit is a very large reservation-3 days a
week. The only thing that is paid for out of that aging program has
been the director's salary. the vehicle rental, and the food to actually
feed these older people. That program has now been drooped to three
locations only 2 days a week, becanse the program itself had to absorb
the CETA cut of personnel and pick un the bus driver, the cook, and
the person that actually ordered and delivered the supplies. This is
happening with every client I have. It is scratch, scratch, scratch at
the same time that we see these economic development programs being
so stressed by the administration.

I think the article that was in the Post yesterday has kind of glued
together another asnect of this, and that was the article about the RIF
situation in HHS. We have a number of very trained personnel at, for
example, the CHR'scommunity health renresentativesmany of
them have gone through a minimum of 6 month's training at Govern-
ment expense. They are the most direct form of contact in the health
area for many local neonle on the reservation. Yet. what I soe happen-
ing with the elimination of this nrogram is the same type of thing that
is happening in many of the Federal agencies. You are eliminating ex-
perienced. skilled. and trained people to bring in new, unexnerienced,
and untrained people with the expense of training coming right out of
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the Federal Treasury once again. We really have to ask : Is this a cost
saving I

I think my final point is that the administration has seen the block
grant program as a chance for tribes to pick up some fundMg.

I Would like to present you with the most vivid example that I have
seen recently of what has happened under the blocksand that is with
the Mississippi Choctaw Tribe. That tribe last year was receiving
$560,000 from the Community Services Administration. This year un-
der the block grant they are receiving $12,000 plus, and this can be
documented by the staff and by the tribal chairman.

In looking at tho block grants, I have examined a couple of options
that I think might need to be dealt with. When you look at the older
American block grmnts to the States they have traditionally had a min-
imum block grant given to smaller States; such as Idaho, Utah, Colo-
rado. I think something of this type is needed at the tribal level. A
minimum allocation for administration, and then some money over
and above. I think to expect the tribes to take a $5,000 glint and spend
$1,500 or $2,000 of it to do administrative paperwork is ridiculous.

I think that they should get the same allocation that is now con-
tinuing for the State of Idaho under Ant title III older Americans
program I think there is a severe discrepancy there.

In closing, I think that one thing is of critical concern to me ; that
is that the Appropriations Committees last year required a number of
studies of programs. Included in this list of studies are the urban
health program, the community services block grant. There is also a
study of the CHR's. One thing that I am sure of is that all of these
studies will have to be cleared by OMB before they are formally sent
to the Hill.

It is, therefore, my feeling that these studies are not going to really
show all of the accurate facts unless they are presented to organiza-
tions such as Mr. Andrade's National Congress of American Indians,
Mr. Savilla's National Tribal Chairmen's, and Mr. Whitecrow's Na-
tional Indian Health Board for review and comment. The appropri-
ate studies have to go there to allow the tribes to respond and really
give you full information on which to base your own decisions.

I thank you very much.
Senator COHEN. Thank you very much, Patty.
Mr. Andrade.

STATEMENT OF RON ANDRADE, EXECUTIVE DIRECTUR, NATIONAL
CONGRESS OF AMERICAN INDIANS

Mr. ANDRADE. I will try to move through my testimony quickly in
the interest of time. I generally draft these under the belief that I am
more long-winded, then I realize we do not have that kind of time.

Senator COHEN. Actually, that is why I Saved you for last.
Mr. ANDRADE. Well, I was kind of hopeful to bring up real concise

testimony, but it never works out that way. We are, again, coming be-
fore the committee to discuss the 1983 budget submissions.

We testified before you personally last year regarding the effects
that the budget would have on undercutting the tribal infrastructures.
Unfortunately, the 1983 budget offers no new solution to that. We make
the same statement. The budget as offered by the administration for

95-922 0 - 82 - 4t)
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1983 will even more severely.undercut the infrastructures of the tribes.
We have provided a copy, as a part of our testimony, a budget overview
which indicates to us the extentat least partial extent, the most visi-
ble eitent of the budget cuts. And those total right now $801 million.
Those are the most visible cuts. Those are cuts in HUD and in CETA
and ANA and title ICaging, IHS, and impact aid. Those are not
even the other cuts that we will see in the auxiliary programs that are
not specifically line items as Indians, such as title II, title VI of CETA,
and some of the other areas of CET.A. So, at least on the preliminary
overviewt we are showing a budget reduction of at least $801000. That
does.not include the rescissions planned by the administration in this
fiscal year, especially the rescissions planned for HUI) of the 4,000
units that were previously appropriated by the Congress, and, also, we
understand, the rescissions in title IV, education this year.

If we added those figures inwhich we do not havewe would be
well in excess of $100 million. Almost $1 billion in fiscal 1982-83 in
terms of budget loss to the tribes. Those are extensive. I think our
greatest concern at this point though, Mr. Chairman, are two other
things that are taking pYace. Our !greatest concern lies in the subtle
attempts to create divisions and racial animosity among Indian people
at this time in the budget.

The budget reductions in areas such as the Indian Child Welfare
Act, Urban Indian Health, and title IV have been framed in terms
of reservation versus off-reservation Indians. This is a divisive effort in
which the National Congress for -American Indians will not take part.

We cannot understand how various members of the administration
can believe that we would happily turn our backs on our own people.
These people whoni the budget seeks to eliminate are still our own
people. They are still our brothers and our sisters. There is not a new
type of Indian as some would think. There is no such thing as an urban
or off-reservation Indian. These are only tribal Indians who live off
the reservation.

This attempt at the divisiveness, especially this part of urban versus
reservation, or off-reservation versus urban can be seen in the Depart-
ment of Labor's version of the CETA bill. They specifically eliminate
Li the Department's bill, urban Indians or off-reservation programs.
There offer to us is, well, do not worry about them. They can go to the
State. That is really not something you should be worrying about. We
met with them to discuss their preliminary bill.

We told them then, and we wanted to say it on the record that we
oppose this idea and instead support the needs to service Indians ir-
respective of where they reside. In that, we support the Indian's CETA
coalition efforts on the Hawkins-Quayle bill..

Just as insidious, we feel, are the attempts to create racial animosity
among Indian people. Additionally, POMO Members of Congress appear
to want to fan some type of racial flames between Indians and non-
Indians.

The decision to consolidate titk IV, Indian Education, has taken
on the distinction of ' attempting to throw out the non-one-quarter
bloods who may be receiving service. This is sadly not tl-e first time
that this type of racial approach has been used to sell an Indian
education consolidation idea.
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The tribal councils in 1978 rejected a similar ides, for the same
reasons we reject this idea. Title IV serves a broader constituency
than the BIA, and a merger would destroy the uniqueness of both
nencies. As such, NCI opposes the consolidation of the title IV Indian
education programs,_ but unfortunately, we do not think that this is
going to stop some of these racial type attacks.

Two specific issues have arisen that we feel must be stopped. First,
NCAI hopes that this committee can help us finally lay to rest the
question of services under the title IV education program and the
Indian definition study.

In 1978, the U.S. Supreme Court in Martinez v. Santa Clara Pueblo
reaffirmed that the tribes and nations retained the sovereign authority
to determine their membership. Thus, it has been the NCAI's posi-
tionand will continue to bethat the Indian definition study is
unnecessary.

The Martinez ruling said it was up to the tribes to determine their
membership. We do not understand why it requires anyone else now
to go in and say, we shall define Indian memberships,

Further, the legislative history of title. IV is an acknowledgement
of the United States responsibility to all Indian tribes whether they
be federally or State recognized, or terminated tribes. The legislative
histo7 of that act speaks specifically to that. They mention terminated
tribes in the legislation. This was done because the Government recog-
nized the devastation it had caused on Indian people through reloca-
tion, assimilation, and termination, ME. as well as recognize the need
to insure that in fact Indians were receiving the planned service.

OIE attempted to clarify the eligible recipients by instituting the
506 form. We went on record last year, and the year before supporting
the Ilse of the 506 form. Unfortunately, other Members of Congress, in
particular, opposed the 506. We support their use and. instead, we
would request that this committee insure that OIE receive greater en-

\ forcement and legal authority to prosecute these school districts and
individuals who had misused this program. NCAI will lend whatever
assistance to help identify tiny fraudulent district or individual if
their complaint against tide IV is that fake Indian or non-Indians are
misusing title IV, we felt 506 could clarify it. The 506 form is a well-
designed form. It could take out, and it should take out non-Indians
who have snuck into the program.

We felt that if we could get that fOrm better implemented, then we
should be able to clean up any problems. But we would be the first to
admit we have problems in title IV, but we have only instituted the
506 forms for 2 or 3 years. GSA has been in existence since. I do not
know when, and they have bigger problems than we have which they
can not clean up ; and they keep trying every year. I mean, give us
more than 3 years is all we ore asking the Conf7ess. More than 3 years
to 'clean up, and then we will clean up that division.

In the discussion of the racial problems. racial division that is being
pronow,d ;, we would bring up something else and that is the Ancient
Indian Land Claim Settlement Act, simply to say that we believe that
this is a very improper bill. It comes ot, a time when we do not believe
that this type of racial discussion should take place. Many of the public
statements made on this bill have fanned racial animosities between
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the Indians and these States and the tribes themselves and the non-
Indians. We feel that is wrong.

We do not understand why it is that Indians should be stripped of
their rights to settlement in the courts. The only reason we can guess

,is that we are nonwhite, and, therefore, a good target for such a bili.
NCAI rejects the bill and asks that this .committee and all fair-

thinking Americans reject this Ancient Indian Claim Seqlement Act.
We bring this up, Mr. Chairman, for a very specific reason. We feel

that all of these cuts come within the same area, the same ideal, that
we fear that there may be an attempt to destroy the Federal/Indian
relationship, or that there is an attempt to destroy it. It is frightenin,g
for us that OMB, who proposes cuts in all the various agencies, is the
same agency who has propmed what we consider to be a racial division
effort by merging title IV with BIA, and at the same time OMB is also
on record as supportive of the Ancient Indian Land Claim Settlement
Act.

All three of those together make us wonder about the entire cuts that
we are taking. As I said, the cuts will have devastating effects.

I will try to move fast through this one, Mr. Chairman, in the inter-
est of time.

We do not feel that the ANA can sustain its services under the cuts
being proposed by the administration. ANA has not had an increase
since 1974 and has suffered a 25-percent reduction in just 2 years.
NCAI opposes the administration's decision to reduce the ANA
budget.

NCAI cannot understand the cuts in our aging program. The Presi-
dent has continually expressed his support of aging projects, yet aging
is due to be reduced. by $3 million in the 1983 budget. These are Indian
aging projects. We oppose this cut as wall.

We clo not understand why our Indian ela;?iy-fall below the Presi-
dent's respect for continuation. Every other aging project right now
is being more heavily supported. We feel that the 1983 budget will only
cause greater misery. We are asked to sustain greater cuts, but no alter-
natives mitigate these cats that are being offered.

We have some recommendations, Mr. Chairman, that we would like
to make. NCAI would request that this committee assist in insuring
that tribal governments be made an eligible entity for the Urban Enter-
prise Zone Act. We would request that no less than 4 of the proposed
20 projects be set aside specifically for tribes in 1983.

Mr. Watt, in our meeting of January, and the President have both
expressed their support of the Urban Enterprise Zone Act. They have
also mentioned that they thought that Indians should be included, but
there will be only 20 projects in 1983. That means that tribes must com-
pete with every other city and locality that wants an Urban Enterprise
Zone Act program.

Senator COTTEN. I am looking for a rural enterprise zone act myself.
Mr. ANDRADE. I have got to make sure. They change their titles on us.
We do not feel that the tribes will get service under that act unless

there is a specific set-aside set for the tribes.
As well. NC1AI requests that this committee call for immediate hear-

ings on the Tribal Tax Status Act before this committee and other ap-
propriate conunittees of the House and Senate. If we are to find the
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economic alternatives that the President has offered in the legislation,
then we have to have a method to get tbat.

The Bureau's own imaginative initiative or new eeory-mic develop-
ment initiative will pay only 25 percent of any new economic develop-
ment project; If we had the 75 percent to begin a project now, we
would not need the 25 percent. We do not have the other 75 percent.
We feel that the two acts could provide US that 75 percent. Those com-
bined with the Bureau's effortswith their new economic develop-
ment effort could then possibly offset the losses we are going to expe-
rience in CETA and all the others.

We feel, as I stated a few minutes ago, we do not agree with the
cuts in Indian Child Welfare Act, the title III CETA Acts and the
urban Indian health reductions.

We would ask that this committee take under consideration that we
feel that the agencies are in violation of Ruiz v. Morton and the Semi-

' nole v. U.S. cases in reducing or eliminating urban Indians, or off-
reservation Indians from services under those acts.

-Under section 202 of the Indian Child Welfare Act, it specifically
provides for urban or off-reservation programs to he serviced. The
Bureau of Indian Affairs notified us that they can amend a legisla-
tive act because of the Budget Act. This was their opinion. This was
even a verbal opinion given by the solicitor. I do not know where
they get that kind of legislative review. Our understanding is that to
amend a legislative-'act requires legislative action by the Congress:
They feel they can do it through budget. We feel that that violates
the Ruiz v. Morton decision.'

We believe the elimination of urban Indian health programs versus
the Ruiz v. Morton decision. We believe that the other cuts that are
specifically directed against the off-reservation Indian violate the Ruiz
v. Morton. We would ask that this committee reviewnotify the agen-
cies that we will not accept thir and that we expect the agencieslo live
up to the legislative language.

Under the Jrnaternal/child health block grant this administration
ihas proposed an amendment that would nclude WIC into the ma-

ternal/child health block grant. We would ask this committee, in the
tribe's behalf, to insure that tribal governments are included as direct
eligible recipients for the maternal/child health block grant. Accord-
ing to the administration, it was an oversight in last year's hearings.
The tribes are nof included. We feel it is very crucial.

We are not. though, supportive of the intent to consolidate WIC with
the .iaternal /child health block rrsnt. Currently. 31 tribes receive
Federal funding direotly to administer WIC programs on the reserva-

.. tion. These tribes have already establishek' administrative plans which
allow them to share facilities, staff, and other resources with local IHS
programs. The WIC service has greatly benefited from this. We feel
that they could cause a disruption, and we would be very cautious about
any support of the transfer to the WIC into the maternal/child health
block grants, especially sinceand, again. Mr. Chairman, since we are
not in there.

There are two final points. Mr. Chairman, and I will not take up any
more of your timeI have been saying that for a few minutes. There'
are two points. One is that the administration
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Senator COHEN. You would qualify for the Senate based upon that.
Mr. ANDRADE. Well, I am trying to do this very quickly.
Senator Cows. You are doing it very eloquently.,
Mr. ANDRADE. One of the problems of coming to Washington, D.C.,

is you learn to get long-wing:led for some reason. I do not mean that
personally, Mr. Chairman. But I have noticed other people in
testimony.

Senator COHEN. It happens to all of us.
Mr. ANDRADE. There are two proposed programs, or one in 1:Iarticu-

lar. The President and the administration Is proposing a bill that
would take much of the Federal land and sell it back to the Stites, or
sell it for revenue gaining, revenue enhancemapt, I guess. That is what
OMB calls it nowadays. It is our understanding that that would result
in $400 billion in returned assets to the Federal Government. ,

We agree with that, a return of the FederaLlands, except we think
they are returning the Federal lands to the wrong parties. The tribes
will not receive any benefit from that whatsoeder, This is land ceded by
the tribes, or taken from the tribes, oriitolen, depending upon which
words you want to use. The administration though does not discusa
what efforts the tribes have, nor have they said what tYpe of return
possibly, the Indians would receive from this sale. I cannot remembe
what Senator has the bill in there. Anyway, he didtay that he wagno
discussing Indian lands, which we agreed to, but we also feel that the
tribes should be made party to this sale, or a 1:Iarty to the return since
it would give us an opportunity to create a better economic base and
give ua more land so that we can develop our communities much
further.

The last recommendation, Mr. Chairman, is that we would request
that this committee call before it, Mr. Eliot Abrams, who is he Assist-
ant Secretary for HUmarit Rights within the State Department, to
discuss human rights in relation to the Indian people of the United
States. Mr. Abrams has made extensive statements on the human
rights violations of the Nicaraguan Indians, which we support. We are
ivery concerned about their rights being violated.
' We also feel though, that there are cert ain areas of the human rights
that are being violated in this budget. We cannot understand the cut-
back in the CHR and EMS programs which will leave our elderly and
our sick on the reservations with no service.

We cannot understand the ever increasing unemployment rate. We
cannot understand cuts in. the water and sewer systems that protect
our people from health problems due to groundwater contamination.
Those, as well, constitute human rights violation*

We would ask that this committee call before them Mr. Abrams.
Mr. Abrams has specific respOnsibilities in responding to the Helsinki
Accords in regards to Indian human rights. We think it is time that we
finally had them testify as to their position on human rights.

That is actually the end of my statement. Mr. Chairman.
We really are concerned, Mr. Chairman. the way the bud/3* has

developed, and the way it is beimg fostered on the tribes. They are
askedit is an old history for us of the tribes beinff used to fight esch
other. In the old days the Army used one tribe to fio:ht against another
tribe, and when that tribe got through fighting with those tribes, they
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banned together and fought against another tribe, and the United
States kept promising it will get better. If you help us fight this tribe,
we will help you. We will get you more land, and by the time we got
through fighting each other, there was nobody left. ,We had fought
ourselves almost to death, to extinction, and we had helped. We have
fio one to blame in our history for much of the westward expansion
except ourselves. We helped the United States expand'to the west be-
cause we kept on defeating other tribes in their behalf, but- we are not
going to accept that any further.

Any efforts by the 'United States to say, fight with us against this
group; fight with us against the urban Indian ; fight with us against
the nbnfully recognized, that the State recognized, we will not accept.
We did that too much in our past, and we cannot see them again now
offering- u*, that in 1983. I guess we look to this committee to help us
stop that.. We are tired of fighting ourselves.

Again, we ask that this committee take under consideration that all
of our people have the right to be served. All Indians have the right

. to be seryed, and that is what we ask.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator COHEN. Thank 'you very much, and thank all of you for

your testimony.
Mr. Andrade, your prepared statement will be made part of the

record at this point.
[The statement follows :1

PREPARED STATEMENT OF RON ANDRADE, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, NATIONAL CONGRESS
OF AMERICAN INDIANS

We appreciate the opportunity to appear before this Committee to present
testimony regarding the 1983 budget and its effects upOn American Indian
people.

We are called upon once again to respond to a federal budget that supposedly
offers a ray of hope because of the small percentage reduction in the BIA budget
while at the same time almost totally eliminating Indians from other federal
budget areas.

We testified in last year's bearings of the undercutting of the Tribal infra-
structure because of the adverse effects of the budget cuts.

Unfortunately, the 1983 budget offers no answer ta the problem of the declin-
ing resource to support these infrastructures. We have prepared for this testi-
mony a brief analysis of the budget areas. First, we would like to bring up some
other pressing concerns.

Our greatest concern lies in the subtle attempts to create divisions and racial
Animosity among Indian people. The budget reductions in areas such as Indian
Child Welfare Act, Urban Indian Health, and Title IV have been framed in
terms of reservation versus off-reservation Indians.

This Is a divisive effort in which the National Congress of American Indian's
will not take part. We cannot understand how various members of the Admin-
istration can believe that we would happily turn our backs on our own people.
These people that the budget seeks to eliminate are still our people brothers
and sisters. There is not a new type of Indian as some would think. There is
no such thing as an urban or off-reservation Indian. There are only tribal
Indians who live off the reservation.

This attempt of divisiveness can be clearly seen In the Department of Labor's
version of the CETA bill. This bill would totally eliminate the service to programs
providing service in the off-reservation areas. We oppose this idea and instead
support those bills that recognize the need to service Indians irrespective of where
they reside.

Just as insidious are the attempts to create racial animosity among Indian
people. Additionally, some members of Congress appear to want to fan racial
flames between Indiana and the non-Indians.
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The decision to consolidef. Title IV, Indian education has taken On the distinc-
tion a: attempting to throw-out the non-one-fourth bloods who may be receiving
service. This is sadly net the first time that this type of racial approach has been
used to sell an Indian education consolidation idea. The Tribal Councils, in 1978,
rejected a similar idea for the same reasons we reject the idea this time. Title IV
serves a broader constituency than the .BIA and a merger would destroy the
uniqueness of both agencies.

But, this will not stop the racial attacks that have begun. Two specific issues
have arisen which we feel must be stopped.

First, the NCAI hopes that this Committee can help us finally lay to rest the
question of services under the Title IV education programs and the Indian
Definition Study.

In 1978, -the U.S. Supreme Court in the Martinez i. Santa Clara Pueblo re-
affirmed that the Tribes and Nations retained the sovereign authority to deter-
mine their membership. Thus, it has been the NOAI's position that the Indian
definition study is unnecessary.

Tho legislative history of Title IV is an acknowledgement of the U.S.'s respon-
sibility to all Indian Tribes whether they be federally or State recognized, or
terminated Tribes. This was done because the Government recognized the devasta-
tion they had caused on Indian people through relocation, assimilation, and ter-
minations OIE as well has recognized the need to insure that in fact, Indians
were receiving the planned service. OIE as attempted to clarify the eligible
recipients through use of the OE 506 forms. The NCAI has supported the use of
the 506 forms. Instead of stopping this program through consolidation, we would
request that this Committee insure that OIE receive greater enforcement and
legal authority to prosecute those school disricts and individuals who would mis-
use this program. The NCAI will lend w hatever assistance to help identify any
fraudulent district or individual.

The second problem is a greater threat because it seeks racial division. The
introduction of the Ancient Indian Land Claims Settlement Act is an example of

'this type Of thinking. We can support those people who want to help settle Indian
land claims issues because Indians have been waiting 200 years for the same
thing. But, that has not been the issue in this Bill. Certain members of Congress,
particularly in the House, would rather have the issue a racial one instead of
a legal claims one. Why is it that Indians would be stripped of their rights to
settlement in the Courts? The only reason we cin guess is that we are non-white
and therefore a good target for such a Bill.

The NCAI totally rejects this Bill and we ask that this Committee and all fair
thinking Americans to reject this Ancient Indian Land Claims Settlement Act.

The NCAI has brought up these concerns because we feel that they have a
direct bearing upon how we view the 1983 budget and its impact upon Tribes.
We still do not feel that the administration has adequately reviewed the impact
of these cuts upon the Tribal structures. The fact that OMB helps in preparing
the budget and at the same time is involved in the decision to consolidate Title
IV as well as supporting the Ancient Indian Lands Bill cannot help but have us
wonder of the attempts to destroy the Federal-Indian relationship.

A brief review of our budget review will explain our concerns. Based upon the
public announcements made by the various departments, the total direct loss to
be suffered by Indian Tribes is over $801 million dollars in 1983. This breakdown
is as follows :

Title IV, OIE$26.7 million in the transfer plus an unknown recission in
1982 ;

Title 2, School Construction$8.0 million ;
HUD$700 million for 1983 plus a planned recission of all funds allocated in

1982 ;
ANA$4.3 million ;
Aging$3.0 million ;
IHSCHR--$28.0 million. Urban$9.0 million ; and
CETA, Title 111$24.0 million.
This overall figure does not represent the losses in auxiliary programs such

as Energy, EDA, CETA, Title II and VI, and others.
These cnts will have devastating effects. A program such as ANA cannot sus-

tain its services under such cut. ANA has not had an increase since 1974 and has
now suffered a 25% reduction in just two years.

The NCAI cannot understand the cuts in our Aging program. The President
has continually expressed his support of Aging projects. Are our Indian elderly
below his level of respect that we should sustain a cut?



The entire 1983 budget outline will only create greater misery within the In-
dian communities. This Administration continues to ask the Indian people to
sustain tustis without offering any alternatives to mitigate those cuts. The return
of servi to the States will not help Tribes. This is a greater danger to the
Tribes this is the Administration's hidden agenda. To drive Tribes into the
arms of the States.

The Administration must provide alternatives for the Tribes if Tribes are to
be forced to accept., further cuts. To do this we would propose the following
recommendations :

The NCAI would request that this Committee assist in insuring that Tribal
Governments be Made an eligible entity for the Urban Enterprise Zone Act. We
would request that no less than four of the proposed 20 projects be set-aside
specifically for Tribes in 1983. If Tribes are to weather these cuts then they
must have access to increased economic programming. A set-aside in the Urban
Enterprise Zone Act for Tribes would help insure that economic help.

The NCAI would request that this Committee call for immediate hearings on
the Tribal Tax Status Act both before this Committee and other appropriate
Committees of the House and Senate. This Act would provide for the Tribes a
source of economic development support not previously available.

In respect to the cuts in specific programs, we would request this Committee's
intervention in the following areas :

First, the NCAI states that the reductions in the Indian Child Welfare Act, the
Title HI CETA, and Urban Indian Health are in violation of the U.S. Supreme
Court ruling in the Ruiz vs. Morton and the Seminole vs. U.S. cases. We request
that this Committee notify the agencies and Administration that the budget sub-
missions must take these rulings into consideration. The NCAI has been informed
that it is the presumption of some federal officials that the specific legislation
authority of programs such as the ICWA which provides for Urban groups can
be amended through budget act. The NCAI rejects this belief and we call upon
Congress to demand that the legislative intent and wording of these specific acts
be complied with.

The Administration has proposed to expand the Maternal and Child Health
Block Grant to include the WIC program in fiscal year 1983. Secretary Schweiker
has described the Administration's goal in converting additional programs into a
block-grant format by noting that, under this format, "the states will have maxi-
mum flexibility to set priorities, better integrate services and delivery sites, and
meet the needs of their citizens."

Tribes have the same concerns as states in this regard. The government-to-
government relationship which led to the direct funding of tribes under five of the
HHS block grant programs in fiscal year 1982 should be extended to allow tribes
to be direct recipients of the MCH block grants in fiscal year 1983.

The NCAI does not, however, support inclusion of the WIC program within the
MCH block. Currently, 31 tribes receive federal funding directly to administer
WIC programs on their own reservations. These tribes have already established
management plans which allow them to share facilities, staff and other resources
with local HIS programs ; theii WIC services benefit greatly from these arrange-
ments. Other tribes have been able to develop effective relationships with state-
based WIC programs and would prefer not to see those existing relationships
altered at this time.

As Secretary Schweiker himself recognized in regard to the present block grant
programs, tribal members are best served by their own tribes which are most
cognizant of and sensitive to their needs. Were tribes to suddenly be excluded as
eligible WIC "state agencies" states would then have to assume the costly task
of setting up additional clinics where successful and cost-effective facilities and
staff are already in place. Or worse yet, the historic animosity of states towards
their Indian residents may preclude services being made available to Indian
women and children in those locations.

We urge that MCH be expanded to include tribal direct funding, but that WIC
be left as is with adequate funding.

There are two final specific requests we have of this Committee :
The Administration has gone on record and we understand there is proposed

legislation to sell all the federal lands to States. The idea is to gain approximately
;400 billion for the United States from this sale. The NCAI agrees with'the idea
that the lands administered by the Federal Government be released from Federal
Au thority.

The NCAI does not agree with the present proposal. NCAI would request that
the federal lands be returned to their original owners, the Tribal Governments.

4...
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The Tribal Governments should be returned the land so that they might use this
land to better develop their economies and overall governments.

Our final recommendation refers to the overall testimony we have presented.
The NCAI requests that thin Committee take an important step in recognizing

the federal government's responsibility to Indian people. NCAI requests that the
Assistant Secretary for Human Rights, Mr. Elior Abrams, be called before this
Committee to discuss Human Rights in relation to the Indian people of the United
States. Our request is based on the belief that an elimination of life saving pro-
grams such as the CHR and EMS programs, the elimination of water and sewer
planning, the reduction of programs such as ICWA that protects our children, and
an ever increasing unemployment rate is a violation of Human Rights.

During this testimony we have mentioned attempts to divide and turn our
people against one another.

The Administration may find some Indian people who are willing to go along
with this idea.

But not NCAI. This whole area is reminiscent of past times when one Tribe
was used against another in min The Tribes kept being told that the enemy Tribe
would be the only one to suffer. And when all the fighting was over, every Tribe
found themselves stripped of their freedom and land. And by the time the Tribes
had realized they had been used and had stood silently by because it was not
their Tribe being hurt, it was too late. And they realized there was no one left to
help because they had fought against anyone whom they could turn to.

So now it is our history that we turn to this Committee for help. The NCAI will
not join with those that would seek to have us fight our own people regardless of
where they live.

It is our hope that this Committee can again help to protect the rights of all
Indian people.

BUDGET OVERVIEW

/In mIllionsI

1962 1963

HUD I $700 0
CETA, title HI 3 69 $45
ANA_ 2$ 24
Title IV, OIE 7$ 51
Aging_ 9 6
IHS:

CHR 2$ 0
Urban 9 0

Impact aid 9 0. 84

I Rescinded.
3 Actual.

DEPASTMENT OP EDUCATION

The Reagan Administration proposes to dismantle the Department of Educa-
tion in 1983, and to replace it with a Foundation Assistance responsible for block
grants and consolidated aid for state and local educational agencies, student
loans and grants and other educational functions. As part of this proposal, the
Department's Indian Education Assistance program funded under Title IV of
the Indian Education Act would be transferred to .the Department of Interior,
within the BIA. The program would absorb a major cut of $26.7 million.

The Impact Aid program (Pub. L. 81-815) is proposed to be transferred to the
Department of Treasury ; however, Indian school construction on Indian lands is
proposed to be reduced from the fiscal year 1982 level of $9 million to $0.84
million in fiscal year 1983. Funding is requested only for basic administrative
cost items from completion of projects already begun under 815 moneys. No
new Indian school construction under 815 is planned for fiscal year 1983.

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION (EDA)

EDA, slated for termination last year by the Reagan Administration, is cur-
rently surviving under continuing resolution through March 31. The Administra-
tion has included no EDA authorization for fiscal year 1983, and has placed the
agency under administrative mandate to use its fiscal year 1982 funds only for
projects "in the pipeline" and for phase-out operations. The EDA Indian Desk
was terminated last year.
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HUD INDIAN HOUSING PROGRAM

As was ttft case last year, new construction starts in the HUD Indian housing
program have been targeted for elimination in this year's budget request. The
Administration has requested no new appropriations for Indian housing con-
struction contracting for fiscal year 1983. In addition, appropriations approved
for fiscal year 1982, which would have provided for starts on 4,000 units (at an
annual contracting authorization level of $25.112 million) would be rescinded
under the Presfdent's proposal. The President has announced the formation of a
Task Force on Indian Housing to review the program and to recommend policy
alternati ves.

DEPARTMENT or ENERGY (DOE) : INDIAN AFFAIRS

The DOE Indian Affairs program has been a major source of technical assist-
ance to the energy resource tribes. Under the Administration's proposal, the De-
partment of Energy would be dismantled, with major functions either terminated
or transferred to the Department of Commerce (within a proposed Energy
Research and Technology Administration), and the Departments of Interior and
Justice. There is no provision for the transfer of the Indian Affairs program to
these other Departments. In addition, major cuts in other DOE programs (e.g.,
Fossil Energy programs would be cut from $417 million to $107 million in fiscal
year 1983; Conservation, Solar Energy and Other Renewables would be cut from
$363 million to $101 million), would leave the tribes with very few alternatives
for obtaining energy assistance.

ADMINISTRATION Fos NATIVE AMERICANS

ANA is a key agency for promoting tribal economic development and self-
sufficiency, including strengthening the management capabilities of tribal gov-
ernments. The agency is targeted for an 18-percent cut next year. The Financial
Assistance grants budget of Aisa la proposed to be cut by $4.3 million next year.
ANA estimates that the number of tribal projects initiated under these grants
will be reduced to 135, compared to an estimated 179 projects supported in fiscal
year 1982.

Senator CoHEN. We have two more witnesses this morning. Mr.
Mike Doss, I believe, has arrived, and, also, a Mr. Robert Peacock,
who is the executive administrative director of the Fond du Lac Res-
ervation in Minnesota. Is Mr. Peacock in the audience ?

Thomas White, the lieutenant governor of the Gila River Indian
Community, Sacaton, Ariz.

Mike Doss, Thomas White, would you come forward, please.
Are you Mr. Peacock ?
Mr. PEACOCK. Yes, sir.
Senator COHEN. Please proceed, gentlemen, and try if you would to

summarize your testimony as best you can.
We will proceed with you, Mr. White.

STATEMENT OF THOMAS WHITE, LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR,
GILA RIVER INDIAN COMMUNITY, SACATON, ARIZ.

Mr. Wrirrn. MIT name is Thomas White and I am the lieutenant
governor of the Gila River Indian Community.

I am pleased to have this opportunity to appear before the committee
on behnlf of my people, the Pima and Maricopa Tribes of Arizona.

The Gila River Indian Community is very concerned about the
effects of the proposed budget reductions in education programs. The .
Gila River Indian Community has always considered education to be
one of the three programs most essential for the advancement of the
Gila River people.
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The proposed reductions will have a drastic impact on all levels of
education throughout the reservations. The current fiscal year 1982
budget requires the elimination of two positions and further reductions
in 1983 would render that administrative program totally ineffective.

No. 1, education programs would be without leadership and guid-
ance;

No. 2, future planning would be negligible;
No. 3, program support in the form of staff development, curriculum

development, and program development would be eliminated; and
No. 4 ; the dissemination of information would be greatly curtailed.
The Gili-River Indian Community requests Congress to insure that

funds for education administration offices on the Gila River Indian
Community become commensurate with the responsibilities and duties
of said office.

Restore the funding level of Public Law 81-874.
A proposed reduction of impact aid to the public school district on

the reservation will result in a 30-percent loss of operational funds.
The reduction of funds could possibly result in the elimination of food,
transportation, music, art, and vocational programs. Sixteen certified
staff positions may have to be eliminated as well as all teacher aid posi-
tions. Because of the adverse effects of these reductions to the Gila
River Indian Community, we respectfully request Congress to restore
the funding level of P-,blic Law 81-874.

Reduction of basic educational programs. Many of the programs
that expose Indian children to the world around them will be elimi-
nated. In some cases, the replacement r3f outdated textb-oks will be
postponed and equipment needs will not be met. Preschool programs
will be eliminated and cafeteria programs will be sharply reduced.

The Gila River Indian Community request's Congress to : No. 1, in-
sure that Indian school equalization formula provide adequate opera-
tional funds to the Bureau of Indian Affairs' schools and tribally con-
trolled contract schools; and

No. 2, that they insure pre-school funding for community educa-
tional programs.

Title I. Gila River Indian Community received a 9-percent cut in
title I funds which will require the termination of schoolteacher aide
positions. Students will suffer by not receiving the extra instructions
necessary to bring their math and reading skills up to the appropriate
level.

The Gila River Indian Community requests Congress to maintain
title I funding at the fiscal year 1981 level.

Special services. The Gila River special services program provides
educational service to handicapped students with services throughout
the reservation. The special services program has been operating at the
same level for the past 3 years and has been highly commended for its
effectiveness by Mr. Charles Johnson, acting director of Indian educa-
tion programs.

The budget reduction will result in the elimination of staff positions
and will prevent program services from being delivered to all the
schools identified as "special." Already, 20 students identified as gifted
do not receive services. If funds are not available for the special serv-
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ices program, Gila River will not be in compliance with Public Law
94-142.

Gila River Indian Community requests Congress to insure adequate
fundings to provide services which are mandated under Public Law
94-142.

Johnson-O'Malley. The reduction of Johnson-O'Malley funds for
Gila River Indian Community will cause the elimination of two proj-
ects within the tribal Johnson-O'Malley program. Students will be un-

- able to purchase the necessary textbooks required for school.
A physical education project designed to reduce the probability of

diabetes in later life will be eliminated.
Gila River Indian Community requests Congress to maintain the

funding level of the Johnson-O'Malley program at the fiscal year 1982
level.

Element ten, Public Law 93-638 contracts have been eliminated. The
elimination of these two elements and contracts will directly affect ap-
proximately 500 students annually. Four positions have been elimi-
nated and hundreds of students will be abandoned.

Gila River Indian Community requests Congress to restore the
funding of element ten, Public Law 93-638. The e,ducation of the Gila
River Indian Community members is of great concern for the Gila
River tribal leaders.

The reduction of some supplemental programs is to be expected.
However, the elimination of supplemental programs combined with
the reduction of basic nrograms cannot bc tolerated.

Gil', River Indian Community respectfully requests the President
and the Congress of the United States of America to carefully con-
sider recommendations we have presented.

Senator COHEN. Thank you very much, Mr. White. Your prepared
statement will be made part of the record at this point.

[The prepared statement follows :]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF THE GILA RIVER INDIAN COMMUNITY, SUBMITTED irr
THOMAS WHTTE, LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR

EFFECTS OF PROPOSED BUDGET CUTS ON EDUCATION PROGRAMS AT GILA RIVER IND/AN
COMMUNITY', SACATON, ARIZONA

The Gila River Indian Community directly or indirectly, provides educational
programs and services to approximately eight thousand Gila River Indian Com-
munity members. The Gila River Head Start Program, comprised of seven cen-
ters throughout the reservation, provides the initial formal educational experi-
ences for Gila River youth. One tribal contact school (Blackwater Community
School), two Bureau of Indian Affairs schools (Casa Blanca Day School, Gila
Crossing Day School); two parochial schools (St. Peters Elementary, St. Johns
Elementary), and one State-supported public school (Sacaton EJernentary) pro-.. vide elementary instruction on the reservation. In addition, eight elementary
public school districts surround the reservation Junior high school students may
attend one of the eight junior high schools in these districts or they may attend
Sacaton Junior High School. High school students may attend one of the six
public school districts that serve the Gila River Indian Community or one of the
three BIA off-reservation boarding schools. Post-secondary students have the
opportunity to receive technical training or earn an advanced degree in almost
any post-secondary institution in the nation.

In addition to the above-mentioned programs the Gila River Indian Community
also provides several supplemental programs to Gila River students. The Title I
Program, Special Services Program, Johnson O'Malley Program, Community
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Education Program, and Counseling Services Program provide additienal bui
necessary services to the youth of the Community.

The proposed budget reductions will impact heavily on the Gila River Educa-
tion Programs; not only sdpplemental programs, but administration and basic
programs as well.

The administration of the educational programs on the Gila River Indian Com-
munity is a joint effort between the BIA Superintendent of Education and the
Tribal Deputy Director of Education.

The fiscal year 1982 budget for the Bare u administrative functions, aecord-
ing to the Basic Funding Unit formula, will ot cover the cost of personnel, Which
consists of one Education Superintendent, yhe Education Specialist and one clerk-
typist. The administrative budget doesjjøf include enough funds to operate their
ofike effectively nor to provide administrative support to programs, despite the
fact that these individuals are held directly or indirectly responsible for all edu-
cational programs and activities on the reservation.

The proposed reduction of impact aid to the public school district on the
reservation will result in a 30-percent loss of operational funding for fiscal year
1984. The school district will not be able to recoup these losses through taxation
because 98 percent of the students reside on federal trust land which is not
available to the state for taxation. The only alternative method of staying
within the proposed budget is to reduce or eliminate educational prograMs
offered by the district. Possible programs to be eliminated or reduced in scope
would include music, art and vocational programs, eliminating half of the
cafeteria program, and eliminating sixteen of forty-four teacher positions. Pub,.
lie school districts surroonding the reservation will also be faced with similar
budget problems. The reduction of impact aid funds to the affected school dis-\
tricts will result in inadequate and ineffective educational programs for Gila \
River youth.

Blackwater Community School is also considering eliminating basic educa-
tional programs due to proposed budget reductions. The pre-school program
which provides the initial formal educational experience to 15 three-year-old
children will be eliminated. This action is necessitated by the elimination of BIA
pre-school funds. In addition, Blaekwater Community School could lose an
additional thirty thousand dollars in supplemental funding. The combined
impact on the budget cuts, in addition to the elimination of the pre-schionL-- --
program, could be a reduced cafeteria program, reduction of parenfarinvolve-
ment efforts, reduction in the transportation programs, staff development efforts
would be eliminated, and the Pima language and culture program would be
eliminated. The following staff adjustments would be made : elimination of a
certified teacher, elimination of a pre-school teacher, elimination of one-and-a-
half teacher aides, and elimination of a bus driver/cook's helper. The principal
position would change to a teacher/principal position, and the maintenance/
janitor position would change to a maintenance/janitor/bus driver position.
Blaekwater Community School will obviously be devastated by the proposed
reductions. Many of the outstanding programs offered at Blaekwater will be
eliminated and the task of rebuilding these programs will, at best, be slow and
tedious ; at worst, impossible.

Supplemental program funds have also been reduced or eliminated. Although
these funds provide for additional programs their importance to the students'
growth is incalculable. The Title I Program received a 9-pereent reduction in
funds. For the Gila River Indian Community this will require the elimination of
two teacher aide Positions. As a result students identified as having difficulty
`with math or reading will not receive the extra instruction necessary to bring
these skills to the appropriate level.

The Gila River Special Services Program provides a myriad of services to
handicapped students throughout the reservation. This program is mandated by
Public Law 99--142 to provide currently funded GRIC services, i.e., student
screening, referral process, evaluations, development of Individual Educational
Programs, coordination of services, training and administration. The Special
Services Program has been operating at the same budget level for the past three
years ; however, the increased cost of supplies and materials, as well as cost-of-
living increases in salary has severely limited the programs' ability to deliver
services. A budget reduction can only be absorbed by terminating of staff, an
action that will obviously have a direct effect on the children identified as need-
ing services. We will not be able to serve them. Twenty identified "gifted" chil-

1.0
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dren are not receiving services now due to budget restraints. Additional budget
reductions would cause the Gila River Indian Community to fall out of com-
pliance with the laws mandating special education srvices.

Gila River's Johnson O'Malley Program includes five areas: transportation,
counseling services, special services, parental cost, and administration. The pro-
posed budget reductions would eliminate the parental cost and all of the special
servie-es portion of the program. Two hundred twenty-three elementary children
and four hundred high school students would be directly affected by the budget
reduction. In the State of Arizona, text books, fees and other school related ex-
penses are not provided by the school. Consequently, every semester parents are
faced with the financial responsibility of paying for books, supplies and related
fee:. In many instances, parents are not financially able to meet these commit-
ments. As a result, students quickly fall behind in their school assignments. In
other instances, parents are able to purchase the required books, but only after
borrowing money or re-budgeting the family income. These actions require time,
and once again the student falls behind in school. To prevent this we need to be
able to ensure that students are provided with all the necessary books, supplies
and fees at the beginning of each semester.

Both the Tribal Council and Tribal Education Department recognize the health
and physical eqUcation needs of the Gila River IndiainCommunity. In fact, health
statistics reveal that the Pima people have the highest incidence of diabetes in the
country. Studies seem to indicate that there is a direct correlation between dia-
betes and people who are overweight. It is estimated that approximately 50-75
percent of the students in two schools located on the reservation exceed the aver-
age weight for children their height and age. By integrating a comprehensive
physical education program into the curriculum of the two pilot project schools,
an effort has been made to reduce the weight of students who exceed the national
norm. Through weight control and exercise, the probability of developing diabetes
later in life will be reduced. If the Johnson O'Malley Program is not funded at its
current level these two vital components of the program will be eliminated.

The elimination of element 10 funds from Pub. L. 93-638 contracts has had a
major impact on the reservation. Two 638 contracts have been eliminated, thus
negatively affecting approximately five hundred students annually. In addition,
the higher education counselor employed to provide direct counseling services to
post-high school youth in vocational and academic planning, as well as counseling
adjustment and achievement in institutions of higher learning has been termi-
nated. (The counselor was also responsible, for administering the funds set aside
for BIA scholarships.)

The elimination of element 10 funds will require the termination of the Gila
River Indian Community Education Program, a program which now provides a
vital link between the three off-reservation boarding schools and the Gi'a River
Indian Community. The community education coordinator provides for the proc-
essing a off-reservation residential school applications and maintains a commu-
nications link among the off-reservation schools, the home and the Community.
During the 1981-82 school year, two hundred thirty-three Gila River students
attended off-reservation boarding schools and approximately thirty new freshman
students are processed each summer. In conclusion, failure to restore element 10
funds will have a devastating-effect on the education programs on the Gila River
Indian Reservation.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The Gila River Indian Community requests the President and the Congress
of the United States of America to :

1. Ensure that the Basic Funding Unit formula for the allocation of funds to
the BIA educational administrative offices is commensurate with the responsi-
bilities and duties of said offices.

2. Restore the funding level of Public Law 81-874.
3. Ensure that the Indian School Equalization Formula provides adequate op-

erational funds to BIA schools and tribally-controllal contract schools.
4. Ensure pre-school funding for community education programs.
5. Maintain Title I funding at the fiscal year 1981 level.
6. Ensure adequate funding to provide services which are mandated under

Public Law 94-142.
7. Maintain the funding level of the Johnsou O'Malley Program at the fiscal

year 1982 level.
8. Restore the funding of element 10 Public Law 93-638 contracts.
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GILA RIVER INDIAN COMMUNITY

=SOLUTION 01-15-112

Whereas, the Gila River Indian Community Education Department has re-
sponsibly and accountably operated the Community Education/Off-Reservation
Boarding School Program contracted under Element 10, P.L. 93-638,

Whereas, the Off-Reservation Boarding School component of the tribal educa-
tion division speaks to the need of students by providing an alternative educa-
tion program whereby identified educational deficiencies and social needs (not
sufficiently or adequately met in local public schools) are met, and

Whereas, for those students, attendifirthe Off-reservation boarding schools and
their families, liaison and support personnel are necessary to execute a myriad of
coordinating and counseling services to enhance academic progress and personal
development of affected students, in addition to the financial management of the
Contract, and

Whereas, may tribes, including the Gila River Indian COmmunity, depend
solely upon the funding of this contract program (Community Education-Element
10) to operate their departmtnts of education to provide educational services to
their Indian constituents, and

Whereas, the Gila River Indian Community opposes BIA education reductions
and presently, along with other tribal groups, faces the elimination of a program
by the zeroing out of P.L. 93-638 Element 10 Contracts for fiscal year 1982 and
considers this an affront to local control of Indian education by tribes as man-
dated by P.L. 95-561 and the intent and purpose of P.L.93-638, and

Whereas, we feel that Bureau of Indian Affairs education personnel responsi-
ble for advocation for tribal education needs and priorities failed to heed tribal
education recommendations and, in our opinion, let this elimination of services
happen in spite of Congress' intent only to reduce the budget : Now therefore, be it

Resolved, That we strongly urge responsible BIA officials, Arizona congres-
sional representatives to take immediate steps and work with whomever neces-
sary to restore the funds for Element 10 93-638 Community Education Contracts
by whatever means necessary in order that vital services to Indian Communities
may continue ; and be it further

Resolved, That the Gila River Indian Community supports a position statement
concerning this matter by the NCAI and we urge that NCAI adopt a strong pos-
ture to this effect and immediate action to resolve this matter on behalf of all
affected Indian tribes.

CERTIFICATION

Pursuant to authority contained in Article XV, Section 1, (a) 1, 4, 9, 12, 18,
and Section 4 of the amended Constitution and Bylaws of the Gila River Indian
Community ratified by the Tribe, January 22, 1960, and approved by the Secre-
tary of the Interior on March 17, 1960, the foregoing resolution was adopted this
17th day of February, 1982, at a Regular Council meeting held in District Seven,
Laveen, Arizona, at which a quorum of 14 members were present by a vote of 13
for ; 0 oppose : 0 abstain : 3 absent : 1 vacancy.

Attest :

DANA R. Nossis, Sr.,
Governor.

Acting tribal Secretary.

SUPPORTING THE CONTINUED FUNDING OF FEDERAL IMPACI AID TO PUBLIC SCHOOL
DISTRICTS WITH LARGE STUDENT POPULATIONS FROM INDIAN RESERVATIONS

Whereas, the public schools of Arizona educate over 1,600 Indian students
living within the Gila River Indian Community, 800 of them attending the
Sacaton Public Schools on the Reservation and the remaining 800 attending off
reservation public schools ;

Whereas, the public schools in Arizona are supported by state taxes which
cannot be collected from Indian lands or income because the land is held in trust
by the federal government ;

Whereas, the federal government has historically met its obligation to educate
Indian children by providing federal impact aid to public schools serving Indian
students which do not have an adequate tax base because of federal trust land ;
and
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Whereas, the current federal budget reduced federal impact aid by 10 percent
and President Reagan now proposes to reduce federal impact aid an additional
59 percent for fiscal year 1983 which could result in a devastating *500,000 loss
in operating funds for the Sacaton Public Schools : Now, therefore, be it \

Resolved, That, 1. The Education Committee urges Congress to appropriate
sufficient funds to continue adequate federal impact aid funding for public schools
with large student populations from Indian reservations ;

2. The Education Committee requests the Legislature of the State of Arizona
to adopt a resolution requesting the continued funding of federal impact aid ; and

3. The Education Committee requests that the AdministrationS of the Gila
River Indian Community use its best efforts to seek continued funding of federal
impact aid.

Senator COHEN. Mr. Peacock, please proceed.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT B. PEACOCK, EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRA-
TIVE DIRECTOR, FOND DU LAC RESERVATION, MINNESOTA CHIP-
PEWA TRIBE

Mr. PEACOCK. My name is Robert B. Peacock. I am the executive
administrative director for the Fond du Lac Reservation, Minnesota
Chippewa Tribe, Minn.

I wish to thank you for allowing me the time to express the concerns
of the Fond du Lac Reservation in reference to the President's recis-
sion of 4,000 homes for fiscal year 1982 in the Indian housing program.

I request on behalf of the Fond du Lac Reservation that our com-
ments be made a part of the official record of this hearing.

Senator COHEN. Without objection, your entire statement will be
part of the record following your oral testimony.

Mr. PEACOCK. Thank you.
Fond du Lac Reservation currently has under coiv uction 50 low-

rent and mutual-help housing units. We received the progra,m reserva-
tion for these homes in April 1980, and. at present, are expecting to
receive final word on the order to start construction of 50 additional
homes delegated to us in April of 1981.

These two projects, when completed, will only meet one-third of our
current housing needs.

Our experience in finalizing both of the projects has exposed these
problem areas. No. 1, interdepartmental agreement between Indian
Health Service, HUD, and BIA. The interdepartmental agreement
has proven itself too cumbersome because of the lack of cooperation
among the agencies. For example, Indian Health Service has been un-
able to meet developmental deadlines, housing site approvals, and
ongoing inspections because of being understaffed and unable to re-
ceive adequate travel expenses.

The Bureau of Indian Affairs, Minnesota agency, backlog on road
construction for housing in our area is behind schedule by 10 years.
This, coupled with the delay in lease finalization for housing sites,
delays the project and further backlogs housing in the pipeline, and
the paperwork.

The avalanche of rules, regulations, special agency forms and
changes of same, from HITD, often means that work completed must
be done over in order to comply with new rules, regulations, special
agency corms, and future changes which. in turnit goes on and on.

No. 2, the checkerboard pattern of land ownership of the Fond du

95-922 0 - 82 - 5
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Lac Reservation and the HUD policy that all homes must be con-
structed on trust lands creates unnecessary delays. The.confusing webs
of jurisdiction ownership and tenure of land on the Fond du Lac
Reservation is the direct result of the many extreme changes in Federal
policy toward Indians during the last century.

Additnally, HUD does not provide for site purchase expenses in
Indian housing as it does in other public housing programs.

Now, a new HUD policy has surfaced. This policy states that no
future Indian homes may be built on land that is in the process of
being put into trust.

On Fond du Lac, we have pun:lased over 500 acres of former In-
dian land which was to complement our tribal land for use as future
homesites. This new policy prevents us from utilizing the land until
placing in trust status has been completed.

This problem of land ownership and jurisdiction is unique to all
Indian housing programs.

At this point, I would like to expound on the positive results of
continuing the Indian housing programs other than the obvious bene-
fit of some of the people ham& their basic. need for decent, safe and
sanitary housit g met. One of the common problems ttited in the Indian
housing prwram is the high cost of construction.

Prior to Fond du Lac receiving their housing projects, we had only
two journeymen and no apprentices in the construction trade.

Currently, we have established a Department of Labor recognized
apprenticeship program which has enrolled over 20 individuals in
the construction trades. This program has enabled us to provide jobs
and training which will result in journeymen status for our people
which would not have occurred except for the Indian housing pro-
gram.

The apprenticeship program also allows us, under the rules and reg-
ulations of the Bacon-Davis Act to reduce labor costs and provide
a local trained labor force that enables the Fond du Lac Reservation
to avoid the high cost of importing construction labor.

The development and administration of the housing proiects pres-
ently underway on the Fond du Lac Reservation has enabled us to
test and develop our administrative capabilities.

The Fond du Lac Reservation's goal of self-determination requires
the administrative ability to handle complex projects. This ability
can only be learned and tested through hands-on experience.

The Indian housing programs provide this exnerience and will pay
dividends in the future years in the provision -of reservation people
with the necessary administrative capabilities to tackle the reserva-
tion's complex problem.

To date, Indians who make up less than 1 percent of the population
have experienced more than 3 percent a -the cuts in the Federal
budget.

In hard facts, this means that to enrolled members of the Fond du
Lac Reservation, because of economic hardships : 21 percent more peo-
ple are now forced to accept fuel assistance ; 150 women and children
have been cutoff the WIC program.

More than 35 percent of the people employed by the reservation
have been terminated because of Federal budget cuts.
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Now, this administration proposes to establish the zero policy in pro-
grams providing basic needs to Indians, including: HUD section 202
elderly housing, zero and rescind fiscal year 1982 funds and liquidate
assetS.

HUD assisted housing, new ,zonstruction, zero for fiscal year 1983
and rescind fiscal year 1982 funds.

HUD CDBG to be zero in fiscal year 1984.
HUD UDAG to be zero in fiscal year 1984.
BIA new road construction, zero.
Indian Health Service sanitation facilities for new and existing

homes, zero.
People of the Fond du Lac Reservation believe that the purpose of

#4, having a democratic society is to assist the people in meeting their
basic needs. The proposed budget and rescissions will deny the people
these needs.

The Fond du Lac Reservation, Miimesota Chippewa Tribe requests
that you oppose the President's recisions and support continued and
additional funding for programs aiding Indian people.

Thank you.
Senator COHEN. Thank you very much, Mr. Peacock.
[The prepared statement follows :}

PREPARED STATEMENT OF ROBERT B. PEACOCK, EXECUTIVE ADMINISTRATIVE DIRECTOR,
FOND DU LAC RESERVATION, MINNESOTA CHIPPEWA TRIBE

Committee chairman and members Senate Select Committee: My name is RobertB. Peacock ; I am, the executive administrative director for the Fond du Lac
Reservation, Minnesota Chippewa Tribe, Minnesota. I wish to thank you for
allowing me the time to express the concerns of the Fond du Lac Reservation in
reference to the President's rescission of 4,000 homes for fiscal year 1982 in the
Indian housing program. l request on behalf of the Fond du Lac Reservation that
our comments he made a part of the official record of this nearing.

The Fond dn Lac Reservation currently has under construction 50 low-rent andmutual help housing units. We received the program reservation for these homesin April 1980, and at present are expecting to receive final word in order to start
construction of 50 additional homes delegated to us in April 1981.

These two projects when completed will only meet i6 of our current housing
needs. Our experience in finalizing both of the projects has exposed these problemareas:

1. Interdepartmental agreement between IHS, HUD and BIA. The interdepart-
mental agreement has proven itself too cumbersome because of the lack of coop-
eration among the agencies. For example, IHS has been unable to meet develop-
mental deadlines, housing site approvals and ongoing inspections because of being
understaffed and unable to receive adequate travel expenses. The BlA, Minnesota
Agency backlog on road construction for housing in our area is behind schedule
by 10 years. This, coupled with the delay in lease finalization for housing sites
delays the project and further backlogs housing in the pipeline. Paperwork : The
avalanche of rules, regulations,' special agency forms and changes of same, from
HUD, often means that work completed must be done over in order to comply
with new rules, regulations, special agency forms and future changes, which inturn, etc. . . . etc. . . .

a The checkerboard pattern of land ownership on the Fond du Lac Reservation
and the HUD policy that all homes must be constructed on trust lands creates
unnecessary delays. The confusing webs of jurisdiction ownership and tenure ofland on the Fond du Lac Reservation is the direct result of the many extreme
changes in Federal policy toward Indians during the last centry. Additionally,
HUD doe.s not provide for site purchase expenses in Indian housing as it does in
the other public housing programs. Now, a new HUD policy has surfaced. This'policy states that no future Indian homes may be built on land that is in the
process of being put into trust. On Fond du Lac, we have purchased over 500 acres
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of former Indian land which was to complement our tribal land for use as, future
home sites. This new policy prevents us from utilizing the land until placing in

trust status has been completed. (See attachment A). This problem of land own-
ership and jurisdiction is unique to all Indian housing programs.

At this point, I would like Co expound on the positive results of continuing the
Iridian Housing programs other than the obvious benefit of some of the people
having their basic need for decent, safe and sanitary housing met. One of the
common problems cited in Indian housing programs is the high cost of construc-

tion. Prior to Fond Du Lac receiving their housing projects, we had only two
journeymen and no apprentices in the construction trades. durrently, we have
established a Department of Labor recognized apprenticeship program which

has enrolled over 20 individuals in the construction trades. This program has
enabled us to provide jobs and training which will result in journeymen status
for our people which would not have occurred except for the Indian housing pro-
grams. The apprenticeship program also allows us under the rules and regulations
of the Bacon-Davis Act to reduce labor costs, and provides a local, trained, labor
force that enables the Fond Du Lac Reservation to avoid the high cost of import-
ing construction labor.

The development and administration of the housing projects presently under-

way on the Fond Du Lac Reservation has enabled US 1.3 teat and develop our
administrative caPabilities. The Fond Du Lac Reservation's goal of self-deter-
mination requires the administrative ability to handle complex projects. This
ability can only be learned and tested through hands-on experience. The Indian
housing programs provide this experience and will pay dividends in the future
years in the provision of reservation people with the necessary administrative
capabilities to tackle the reservation's complex problems.

To date, Indians who Make up less than 1 percent of the population have experi-
enced more than 3 percent of the cuts in the Federal budgets. In hard facts, this
means that to enrolled members of the Fond Du Lac Reservation, because of eco-

nomic hardships :
21 percent more people are now forced to accept fuel assistance.
150 women and children have been cut off of the WIC program.
More than 35 percent of the people employed by the reservation have been termi-

nated because of Federal budget cuts.
Now this administration proposes to establish the zero policy in programs prO-

Tiding basic needs to Indians, including : HUD section 202 elderly housing: 0 and
rescind fiscal year 1982 funds and liquidate assets ; HUD assisted housing (new

construction) : 0 for fiscal year 1983 and rescind fiscal year 1982 funds; HUD

C.D.B.G.: To be 0 in fiscal year 1984 ; HUD UDAG : To be.0 in fiscal year 1984;
BIA new road construction ; 0; IHS sanitation facilities for new and existing

homes : 0.
The people of the Fond Du Lac Reservation believe that the purpose of having

a democratic society is to assist the people in 'meeting their basic needs. The pro-

posed budget and rescissions will deny the people these basic needs.
The 'Fond Du Lac Reservation, Minnesota Chippewa Tribe requests that you

oppose the President's rescissions and support continued and additional funding
for programs aiding Indian people.

ATTACHMENT "A"

Whereas, the Indian Housing Authorities have recognized the need for a suit-
able land base for additional housing, and

Whereas, many bands have found it benefiical to place said lands in a trust
status, and

Whereas, the process of placing said lands in trust status is a lengthy process
due to the specified filing procedure which must be followed by both the Band
and the Bureau of Indian Affairs, and

Whereas. the deadline for submission of applications to H;q.D. for new housing
grants is March 30, 1982 : Now, therefore, be it

Resolved. That the Indian Housing Authorities hereby request H.U.D. to be
aware of this unique situation of trust status filing: and be ft finally resolved,
That the Department of H.IT.D. shall review the Indian Housing Authorities ef-
forts and intentions of trust status filing and not jeopardize any 1982 housing
application where the B.I.A. is making reasonable and satisfactory progress to-
ward finalizing said trust land status.

FOND Dtr LAC RESEVTATION,
010quet, Minn., February 28, 1982.
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Re Indian howting programs.
The Fond du Lac R.B.C. and the Fond du Lac Reservation Housing Authority

respectfully submit the enclosed statement of President Reagan's elimination of
the Indian Housing Program. We request that our statement be made a part of
the official record of the hearing on fiscal year 1982 and zero budget for fiscal
year 1983 Indian Housing Program Budget Reeission scheduled to be heard on
March 1 and 4, 1982. The continuing need of Indian people for decent and safe
1;ousing and the lack of any alternatives for Indian people to the Indian Housing
Programs, means we must vehemently object to the President's Budget Reels-
sion. The people of the Fond du Lac Reservation have worked hard to establish
a Housing Program that will help them to achieve decent and safe homes forthemselves and their descendants and are frustrated and angry at seeing tlAr
hopes for the present and future taken from them by the President's budgetrecissions.

Respectfully submitted,
WILLIAM J. Houtz,

Chairman, Fond du Lac R.B.C.
HAROLD DIVER,

Chairman, Fond du Lac Reaervation Houaing Authority.
Senator COTTEN. Mr. Doss.

STATEMENT OF DR. MICHAEL DOSS, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, NA-
TIONAL ADVISORY COUNCIL ON INDIAN EDUCATION, WASHING-
TON, D.C,

Dr. Doss. Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman. My name is Dr. Michael
Doss; I am a nwmber of the Crow Tribe from the State of Montana,
and I am Executive Direetor of the National Advisory Council on
Indian Education.

I would like to respond to an earlier question that you asked Dr.
Ryan, to describe the National Advisory Council on Indian Education,
if I might.

The National Advisory Council on Indian Education is comprised
of M members of Indian and Alaska Native tribes and organizations
throughout the 'United States. All members are appointed by the Presi-
dent of the United States for terms up to 3 years m length. The coun-
cil is comprised of a geographic representation of all Indian people
in the United States.

From your own State of Maine, for instance, Mr. Wayne Newell is a
NACIE representative. With regard to Senator John Melcher, there
are two members who reside in the State of Montana : Dr. Robert J.
Swan and also Mr. W. Stanley Juneau.

Now, we have representatives from just about all geographic areas
of the United States represented on our council.

The council was created by Public Law 92-318, the Indian Educa-
tion Act of 1972. which also established title IV programs, and the
Office of Indian Education, as it was formerly called. I have submitted
a copy of our brochure which describes the actual functions of our ad-
visory council. There are several, and we, for instance, submit to the
Secretary of Education a list, of nominees for the position of Director
of Indian Edueation. We concluded the selection process, for instance,
for Dr.Frank Ryan here a year ago.

We also advise the Secretary with regard to the administration of
any. prooTam in which Indian children or adults participate from
which they can benefit., and there is quite a listing there under item 2 as
to how far our authority goes.
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We review applications for assistance under title III of the act of
September 30, and others. We evaluate programs and projects carried
out under any program Gf the Department of Education in which
Indian children and adults can benefitfrom which they can benefit

and disseminate the results of such evaluation.
There are someof the functions which are identified in the

brochure, that we have not been able to accomplish like provision of
technical assistance and others that we just do not have either the
funds or the capability at the present time to accomplish.

You submit to the Congress of the United States, on a yearly basis,

an annual report, and I would like to mOition now for the record that
our annual report covering the last 2 calendar years 1980 and 1981,

will be submitted to the printer this week. So, hopefully, it will be
printed sometime in the near future and presented to the Congress.

Senator Cour.N. Do you feel your recommendations from the Na-
tional Advisory Council on Indian Education were taken into account
at all by the administration ?

Dr. boss. It did not appear, from the reaction this morning, that
some persons may have been aware of our recommendations although

we have transmitted our recommendations directly to the President of
the United States, the President of the Senate, the Speaker of the
House of Representatives and the Secretary of Education following

our Portland Council meeting this past October.
I do not know if you had a chance to take a look at all the recom-

mendations now or not.
Senator COHEN. Is this the report right here?
Dr. Doss. I believe you are referring to the last annual report, but

I was referring to the recommendations I was about to get to here.

I believe that some of the final rdcommendations contained in the last
annual report have been addressed, but not all, by any means.

If I might continue. I would like to turn now and try to summarize
my testim my in the interest of time.

-There are two parts really to my testimony. The first deals with the
1983 budget request on behalf of the Department of Education.

The National Advisory Council on Indian Education recognizes the

need for fiscal austerity in Federal Government and, however we feel

that we ascertained there would bo a 31 percent reduction in title IV
programs from 1982 to 1983. It is a very drastic cut ii Indian educa-
tion programs. Therefore, we are respectfully requesting, and have
requested before the House and Senate Interior Subcommittees on the
budget that the 1983 level of funding remain level at the 1982 level in

the amount of $77,852,000. In other words, we want to see the same
amount of money for 1983 as we had in 1982 if it is at all possible.

Also, with regard to the National Advisory Council on Indian Edu-
cation, we would like to see the same amount appropriated, $202,000

for the council for next year as we had for the year past. --
Now, as far as consequences if the budget reductions of 34 percent

are effected there are several things that would happen in my estima-
tion. There would be fewer projects funded obviously. There would be
no new starts. There will be less Indian fellowships. There will be pos-
sible closings of Indian contract schools and the overall quality of
Indian education in the United States would take a down turn.
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I think that is a very serious matter to be cutting back, and I think it
is in some respects reverses the work' of the Kennedy report of 1969,
"Indian Education : A National Tragedy, A Natione Challenge."
By the way, just for reference, you may be aware that the National
Advisory Council on Indian Education and the title IV legislation
really grew out of the findings of the Senatelearings and also of this
report.

Senator Comic What is the date of that report!
Dr. Doss. It is a 1969 report of the "Committee on Labor ahd Public

Welfare, United States Senate, Report No. 91-501."
I think it is good to go back at this point in timeand I did over the

weekendand take a look at the 60 recommendations contained therein
because they have a direct bearing on some of the cjuestions that have
been raised here today, one of whichand I was going to get to that in
my testimony nextis that the Congress in provioling for title IV, for
the first time mandated direct Indian_parental involvement in the edu-
cational processes via the Indian Education Act. They took a bold,
innovative step on behalf of the American Indian and Alaska natives.
Without these provisions in the law, Indian parental involvement in
their children's education would be minimal, and, at best, only super-
ficial. The parent advisory committees are very important and I con-
sider them to be the essence of the Indian Educ.tion Act.

In addition, I would like to point out that title IV serves Indians
wherever they reside whether they be urban or rural, reservation or
nonreservation, and whether or not they are members of federally rec-
ognized tribes, and that is another important aspect of the Indian Edu-
cation Act. If there were a transfer of our programs over to the Bureau
of Indian Affairs, would they be willing and would they be able to
.administer programs to a service population to which they have not
provided services at all in the entire history of that institution.

I know for one thing that recommendation No. 15 that was contained
in the 1969 Kennedy report referred to the fact that the Bureau of
Indian Affairs actually discouraged Indian control of Indian educa-
tion, while at the same time, the first recommendation in the Kennedy
report was that maximum participation and control by Indians in
establishing Indian education programs was to be policy of the United
States, and specifically identified public schools within that domain.

I have noted the rapid changes in the political environment within
which we have existed. They include the following: First, a change in
the organizational placement of title IV programs from a separate
organizational entity within the former Office of Education within the
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare to an Office of Indian
Education within a recently established Department of Education.

Second, a change from the Office of Indian Education tothe title of
Indian education programs within the Office of Elementary and Sec-
ondary Education. And, third, today, we are faced with another
change in organizational placement proposed in the budget of the
United States for fiscal year 1983 with the administration s proposal
to almilish the U.S. Department of Education. Indian education pro-
grams that were formerly administered by that Department .would
be transferred to the Bureau of the Indian Affairs at the U.S. Depart-
ment of the Interior.



The National Advisory Council in its meeting held in Portland,
Oreg. and via motion No. 15, and I think this will provide some clari-
fication as to where our Council stands on this matter, approved motion
No. 15 stated as follows, and I would like to read inio the record:

I move that the National Advisory Council on Indian Education recommends
to the Secretary of Education that it the U.S. Department is dismantled within
the next year that all Indian education programs, title IV, Parts A, B, C and D,
along with all programs directly benefiting Indian children and adults, including
Impact Aid, the 1 percent Indian vocational education set aside, and others,
within the U.S. Department of Education be transferred intact to an independent
agency or a foundation other than the U.S. Department of Interior.

The Council deliberated over the course of 3 days before they
arrived at that conclusion. They did have the benefit of speaking with
other Indian educational leaders that had been at the top levels of our
Government and thoroughly studied the issue.

Second, the Council recognizes the Indian education is a Federal
trust responsibility and that the primary source of educaiop of Indian
and Alaskan Native children and adults rests with the Federal Gov-
ernment and not with the States.

We contend, and have stated in a motion, No. 17, that the Federal
trust responsibility for Indian education must be fully implemented,
maintained, and upheld.

I would like to call to the attention of the committee two separate
reports that may be helpful in reviewing the Federal trust responsi-
bility to Indian education.

One was prepared by Vine Deloria, Jr., and is entitled "A Legisla-
tive Analysis of the Federal Role in Indian Education."

And the other, contained in our Seventh Annual Report to the Con-
gress, Appendix F, is a working paper prepared for the National
Advisory Council on Indian Education by the Native American
Rights Fund, Dr. Kurt Blue Di g, in 1979. I think both of those make
a pretty good case on behalf of the Federal trust responsibility to

Indian education.
I am about to conclu e my statement. It has been more lengthy than

I had intended.
Senator COHEN. It has been shorter than I anticipated.
Dr. Doss. Thank you.
Senator CozrzN. You scared me when I saw that stack of materials

next to you.
Dr. Doss. The National Advisory Council has been doing a few

things the last couple of years that I would like to bring to your at-
tention. No. 1, we conducted an administrative stuffy of the Indian
education programs at the Department of Education. And we sub-
mitted that initial report to you last February. We have conducted a
followup study and we have provided that to Dr. Frank Ryan so he
can react and restiond to the findings prior to the time it is finalized
and presented to the Congress.

In addition, we have been holding Federal hearings on the re-
authorization of the Indian Education Act for the last year and a half.
We have held six heprinps throurrhout the 'United States. We have
right now seven bound volumes of testimony that have been received,
and this testimony is from Indian and Alaskan Native people all the



way from Point Barrow, Alaska, to Florida, and all the way from
Boston, Mass., to San Diego, Calif.

They are the direct statements transcribed in the case of our first
hearing, and which have been reproduced verbatim in the case of the
others. Their direct testimony has been collated and we would like to
offer this to the subcommittee now because I think it is important to
have an opportunity to review this data which shows how important
title IV Indian education is to all Indian and Alaska Native people in
this country.

Senator COHEN. I would recommend that the staff have an opportu-
nity to review it without necessarily including all of it in the record,
but be in a position to at least extract information which would be
relevant to filing whatever report this committee will file.

Dr. Doss. In conclusion I would state that when I did my graduate
work at Harvard University, I studied organizational change, and I
guess I was studyma the wrong theories of organizational change be-
cause the changes tat we are faced with in the political environment
are somewhat different and far reaching. In my studies, prior to any
substantive change, any major change, that you had to prepare a very
thorough analysis and develop a plan about how the outcomes of the
change itself would benefit the intended recipients.

I am unconvinced at this point in time how the transfer of title IV
programs from the Department of Education to the Department of
Interior will result in improved services to Indian children and adults.
I would like to see a plan if there is one available.

No. 2, in conclusion, I feel that Indian people and Alaska native
people must be consulted directly in the event that a p_r_oposal for such
a change is to be effected by the Government of the United States.

I would like to thank you very much for the opportunity to make a
presentation today.

Senator COHEN. Thank you very much, Dr. Doss. Your prepared
statement will be entered in the record at this point.

[The prepared statement follows :}

PREPARED STATEMENT or D. MICHAEL P. DOSS, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, THE NA-
TIONAL ADVISORY COUNCIL ON INDIAN EDUCATION

Good morning Mr. Chairman and members of the Senate Select Committee on
Indian Affairs. My name is Dr. Michael P. Doss, the Executive Director of the
National Advisory Council on Indian Education. I'd like to thank you for the
opportunity to appear before the Subcommittee today to present the fiscal year
1983 budget request by the National Advisory Council on Indian Education in
support of the Indian Education Programs administered by the Indian Education
Programs Office located within the Office of Elementary and Secondary Education
at the U.S. Department of Education established by the Indian Education Act,
Title IV of the Public Law 92418, Parts A, B, C and D.

,tTHE rtscAL TEAR 1983 N CIE BUDOET BEQUEST FOE TITLE IV, PARTS A, B, C AND D

With regard to the fisca year 1983 budget request for Title IV of Public Law
92-318, Parts A, B, C and D, the Council would like to call to your attention to
the fact that the funding level appropriated by the Congress of the United States
in fiscal year 1982 was inadequate to meet the needs of Indian children and
adults in the United States. since only approximately 80 percent of the local edu-
cational agencies participated in the programs. The impact needed for continued
improvement requires increased funding for al parts of Title IV ; however, given
the need for fiscal austerity in the Federal Government, the Council would like
to request respectfully that the funding level appropriated by the Congress of

'2
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the United States for fiscal year 1983 remain stable at the fiscal year 1982 level

of funding. The National Advisory Council on Indian Education supports a fiscal

year 1983 budget request on behalf of Public Law 92-318, Parts A, B, C and D, in

the amount of 977,852,000. However, the Couucil would like to cubmit a specific
recommendation with regard to the funding level of Title IV of Parts B and C.
At the last meeting of the Council held in Nashville, Tennessee, on January 8-10,

1982, the Council recommended that the Part B and C budgets which fund plan-
ning, pilot and demonstration projects and adult education projects, respectively,
be increased for fiscal year 1982. The 'Council recognizes the need for fiscal aus-
terity in the Federal Government and, therefore, would like to request that the
funding level appropriated for the Council for fiscal year 1983 remain stable at
the fiscal year 1982 level of funding. We would like to request reepectfully that
the Council be provided 9202,000 in fiscal year 1983 for the purpose of continuing
the work of the National Advisory Council on Indian Education.

It is our deep belief that the Indian Education Act is the most significant legis-
lation passed by the Congress that has addressed positively Indian educational
needs in the United States. The Congress, in providing for direct Indian parental
involvement in the educational process via the Indian Education Act, took a bold
innovative step on behalf of American Indians and Alaskan Natives. Without
theee provisions in the law, Indian pi4rental involvement in their children's edu-
cation would be minimal and, at best, only superficial.

The National Advisory Council on Indian Education, which was established
by the P.L. 91-318, on June 23, 1972, has provided a unique service both to the
President and the Congress by reviewing the administration of Indian educa-
tional programs benefiting Indian children and adults. The Council fulfills an
extremely diverse and important role in the implementation of the Indian Edtt-
cation Act, since we are responsible for reviewing the administration of all
Title IV programs. AU members of the National Advisory Council on Indian
Education are Indians and represent distinct Indian populations redding within
the United States. Our primary responsibility has focused upon the effective
utilization of funds expended under Title IV of the Indian Education Act of
1972. These funds are administered by the Indian Education Programs Office now
located within tha Office of Elementary and Secondary Education at qv. TT.s.
Department of Education. The educational programs represented in Title IV,
and subsequent amendments, were designed to accomplish the following ob-
jectives :

1. To meet the special educational needs of Indian children ;
2. To improve educational opportunities for Indian children :
3. To provide programs of financial assistance to institutions of higher educa-

tion. Indian organizations and Indian tribes for the purpose of preparing Indian
individuals for teaching or administering special programs and projects designed
to meet the special needs of Indian children ;

4. To provide programs of financial assistance for th .e. improvement of educa-
tional opportunities for adult Indians ; and most recently ;

5. To provide a program of financial assistance to Indian students for under-
graduate and graduate study in engineering, medicine, law, business, natural
resources and related fields.

We must direct your attention to the fact that our Council had assumed far'
wider responsibilities in the immediate past in serving as the sole vehicle for
the representation of the education needs of all Indian and Alaskan Native
children, wherever they reside within the United States. Our responsibilities are
distinct from those assumed by the Office of Indian Education Programs at the
Bureau of Indian Affairs, which provides educational programs for Indian stu-
dents who are members of the Federally recognized tribes, In keeping with the
legislative mandate, and statutory authority contained in Title IV of-Public Law
92-318, our responsibilities extend to education programs for Indian and Alas-
kan Native children, wherever they reside, whether it be urban or rural, reserva-
tion or noureservation and: whether or not they are members of the Federally
recognized tribee.

The Council worked to establish an "Indian Education Coordinating Commit-
tee" in 1980, consisting of the top management of the Office of Indian Education
at the U.S. Department of Education and the Office of India,' Education Pro-
grams at the Bureau of Indian APairs, U.S. Department of tbe Interior for the
purpose of preventing duplication of services to increase coordination and to
maximize all available resources appropriated by the Congress of the United
States for Indian and Alaskan Native education. Subsequent meetings have

ek
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rsatilted'in Improved communications between theme two major agencies of the
Federal Government responsible for the education of Indian children and adults
in the United States. Several interagency agreements have been consummated
between the Department of Education and the Department of the Interior In
recent months, and increased cooperation is planned to prevent duplication of
services,

Although the Council has been working diligently to improve our effectiveness
toward fulfilling our Congressionally mandated function, we have for the past
two years been constrained by the political environment within which we are
imbedded. The rapid changes in the location of the Office of Indian Education
Programs include the following : (1) A change in the placement of the Title IV
programs from a separate organizational entity within the former Office of Edu-
cation within the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare to an Office of
Indian Education within the recently established U.S. Department of Education ;
(2) a change from an Office of Indian Educatibn to the title of Indian Education
Programs within the Office of Elementary and Secondary Education ; and (8)
today, another change in organizational placement is proposed in the "Budget of
the United States Government, Fiscal Year 1983," where under the Administra-
tion's proposal to abolish the U.S. Department of Education, Indian education
programs that were formerly "administered by the Department would be trans-
ferred to the Bureau of Indian Affairs at the U.S. Department of the Interior. To
say the least, the ability of the Council to concentrate its attention upon the
quality of Indian education has been.distracted. Constant concern with regard to
the survival of Title IV has been a pet of our organizational history, as reflected
in our last two annual reports to the Congress of the United States. Although the
Council has been greatly distracted by reorganization and placement of Indian
programs ,the National Advisory Council on Indian Education has been intent on
meeting our Congressionally mandated responsibilities, and efforts have been
continual in ensuring quality education programs and services for Indians. For
example, in February 1981, the Council submitted to the Congress of the United
States the findings and recommendations of "An Aaministrative and Program-
matic Study of the Office of Indian Education at the U.S. Department of Educa-
tion." Later, in July 1981, the Council conducted an "Implementation Review of
an Administrative and Programmatic Study of the Office of Indian Education" to
ascertain progress toward the recommendations contained in the initial stndy.
The findings of the follow-up study were presented to the Director of Indian
Education Programs at the U.S. Department of Education in January 1982. In
addition, the Council bas held six Federal Hearings on the "Reauthorization of
the Indian Education Act, Title IV of Public Law 92-318" to solicit direct input
from Indian tribes, organizations and individuals who administer these programs
or who are affected by them. All testimony received is being copied and collated
now for future presentation to the Congress. Also, two members of the Council
have been involved in the Part A, Impact Evaluation in an advisory capacity.
Furthermore, the Council has kept abreast of the additional studies of Title IV
programs conducted during the past three years.

Since the issue of the survival of the Indian Education Act, Title IV of Public
Law 92-318, is before us today, the Council will not recite the budget history of
the Council, but would like to call the attention of the Committee to several im-
portant concerns. First, the National Advisory Council on Indian Education is
opposed to the proposal to transfer the Indian Eduerdion Act programs to the Bu-
reau of Indian Affairs at the U.S. Department of the Interior, where the Council
contends they would be abolished ; second, the Council supports including the In-
dian Education Act programs in either an independent agency or education
foundation if the U.S. Department of Education is abolished by the Congress of
the United States ; third, the Council would like to see all Indian education
related programs, such as the "1 Percent Indian Vocational Set-aside Program,"
and others consolidated within the same organizational entity and be adminis-
tered by a staff of professional Indian educators ; and fourth, the Council recog-
nizes that Indian educatica is a Federal trust responsibility and that the primary
source of education of Indian and Alaskan Native children and adults rests with
the Federal Government. not with the states. This Federal tirust responsibility
for Indian education must be fully implemented, maintained and upheld. The
four concerns identified above are sbared with few minor exceptions by the othernational Indian organizations.

As in the past. Indian people now look toward the Congress of the United
States, that entity of the Federal Government which initiated the Federal In-

'
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dian trust responsiblity by treaty, for our future educational needs on behalf
of our children and adults. Via the establishment of Public L w 92-318. Title

IV of the Indian Education Act of 1972, the Congress of the United States took

a bold step toward meeting the educational needs of our children. Indian edu-
cation, as eharacteristic of non-Indian education, is an on-going process which

requires continued commitment to meeting the educational needs of children and
adults. During the past 10 years, the Indian Education Act has begun the prac-

ess of addressing the educational and cultural needs of our people. In assuming

this major responsibility, the Congress of the United States recognized accu-
rately that the educationai and cultural needs of Indian children and adults
had net been met in the past. There is strong evidence that these needs are being

met in 1982, and will continue to be met in the future If supported by the Con-

gress of the United States.

NATIONAL ADVISORY COUNCIL ON INDIAN EDUCAnON

(Motion No. 15)
Date: Oct. 11, 1981.
Location : Portland, Oreg.
Motion made by : Robert J. Swan.
Motion seconded by : John Rouillard.
I move that the National Advisory Council on Indian Education recommend

to the Secretary of Education that if the U.S. Department of Education is dis-
mantled within the next year, that all Indian education programs (Title IV, A,

B, C & D) along with all other programs directly benetitting Indian children and
adults (i.e., Impact Aid, 1% Vocational Education set-aside, etc.) within the U.S.
Department of Education be transferred intact to an independent agency or foun-

dation other than the U.S. Department of the Interior.

COUNCIL ACTION

For : 13 ; against : 1 ; abstentions : 0; temporarily absent : 0.

NanoNAL ADVISORY COUNCIL ON INDIAN EDUCATION

(Motion No. 17)
Date : Oct. 11, 1981.
Location : Portland, Oreg.
Motion made by: Robert J. Swan.
Motion seconded by : Ruby Ludwig.
I move that the National Advisory Council on Indian Education recognizes that

Indian education is a federal trust responsibility and that the primary source of

education of Indian children and adults rests with the Federal Government. Fur-
ther, the National Advisory Council on Indian Education recommends to the U.S.
Congress that this federal trust respnsibility for Indian education be fully im-
plemented, maintained and upheld.

For : 13; against : 0 ; abstentions : 0 ; temporarily absent : 1.

Senator COHEN. I think we have one more who has arrived. Lau-
rence Gishey.

STATEMENT OF LAURENCE GISHEY, DIRECTOR, NAVAJO DIVISION

OF EDUCATION, wrzmow ROCK, ARIZ.

Mr. GISHEr. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
My name is Laurence Gishey, I am the executive director for

Navajo education of Window Eock, Ariz.
First, let me thank you for this opportunity to state descriptions of

some of the issues that are facing education. This afternoon, I will
be talking about issues that relate to BIA schools, contract schools,

V and public schools.
BIA has announced plans to make a $16 million cut in the adminis-

trative budget. I believe, however, if you really analyze this proposal,

U
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and analyze the administrative costs and include it in other budget
categories, you will find that this proposed savings is, at least, at best,
overst ated.

Meanwhile the proposed budgets to direct educational programs are
very real. Impact aid for public school construction in Indian school
districts is slated for no program funds. This recommendation is very
harmful. These public school districts have little or no tax base or
bonding capacity. They have already been neglected compared to
public schools impacted by military bases.

BIA is seeking $838,000 to administer a nonfunded program.
Impact aid to public school programs for A students faces a cut of
over 30 percent below the 1981 level.

At the same time. BIA estimates project that Indian children in a
public school will increase from 177,000 plus to 181,000 during the
same period.

Many of these districts have virtually no tax base. They need impact
aid. funding to keep their schools open. I hope that you will see that
more funds are found for this program, and that it remains in the
Department of Education, or whatever is created from the Depart-
ment of Education.

The Executive budget proposes a cut of almost 40 percent in the
title IV program below the 1981 level and transfer of the program
to the BIA.

Title IV is flexible enough to let school and parents put together
the kinds of program their children need to overcome handicaps of
language and experience.

One other item that I want to mention is the forward funding of
the title IV, which is very important to school operations, especially
when you consider the different time lines and the different fiscal
period, the difference between BIA and the Department of Education.

r hope you will reauthorize this program at a more adequate level
and leave it with the Department of Education which has contributed
to the success of the program through a sensitive administration.

The .Tohnson-O'Malley, which provides other supplemental help
for Indian children, would benefit from the management initiative
to streamline the cumbersome redtape which accompanies this valu-
able program.

Although the appropriations bill for the Interior was signed in
December, we did not receive our notice of allotment until last Wednes-
day. And you can see what that does to the schools.

I hope you can appreciate how important it is for these schools to
receive their money on time with a minimum of redtape. I also hope
you will reconsider your decision in the 1982 appropriations bill to ex-
clude contract schools from eligibility, for Johnson-O'Malley funds.
These schools have the same need for supplemental funds as public
schools.

The:equalization formula, under Public Law 95-561, does not fund
these schools 'adequately to support necessary supplemental programs.

The Indian student equalization formula administered by the BIA
is still recommended for funding below the 1981 level. This is supposed
to be a result of projected school closings and decreased enrollment.
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School closing does not mean the students will disappear. Decreased
enrollment is not happening everywhere. On the Navajo reservation,
our schools have received less ISEF money this year than in 1981

despite the fact that our enrollment has gone up.
Despite the law, the BIA has not developed academic standards on

criteria for boarding facilities. I hope you will insist' that BIA follow
the law, that it develop adequate and appropriate standards for educa-
tion and boarding, and that it present to you the real cost of providing
equality education under these standards.

In regard to higher education, I will note in brief that the budget
proposal for higher education by the BIA is based on a projected drop
m demand for these scholarships. I hope you will reconsider the pro-
posal to close the Southwest Indian Polytechnic Institute and the
Bureau's continued faihire to seek vocational educational funds.

There is a note in the proposed budget that in our case, the Navajo
Community College supposedly Pick up the slack left by the closure of
SIPI in Albuquerque. However, the Navajo Community College would
not have the fwitids to pick up the extra numbers of students coming
from the closure of SIPI.

Finally, I want to bring to your attention our concern about the
relationship between the Federal Government and Indian tribe in re-
gards to education. We have always seen this relationship as a trust
relationship. From what I am hearing, Mr. Ken Smith, the Assistant
Secretary for Indian Affairs is saying that he does believe trust respon-
sibility applies to education. However, I believe education is very im-
portant. We are dealing with human resources asit should be in con-
cert with the development of minerals and economic development, a
natural resource development.

Education has always been an important one. For the Navajo, we
point to our treaty of 1868 with the Federal Government.

We believe in a government-to-government relationship with the
United States in regards to education. This relationship requires ade-
quate funding for education of Indian students. Its policy and pro-
cedures encourage tribes to govern their own affairs in education as
in other matters.

The BIA regionalization plan, which for the Navajo will put us
'in one State and education function in another, will, I think, make
more redtape for us and make it harder for us to maintain a direct
line of communication with the Government in Washington.

The inadequacy of the MA's consultation with us before making
this proposal and implementing other changes is inconsistent with the
concept of a government-to-government relationship. We believe that
better consultation with tril could produce real administrative sav-
ings and streamlining of procedures.

Let me cover our recommendation. No. 1 is to distribute budget cuts
more equitably in the Department of Interior so that Indian educa-
tion's share is proportionate.

No. 2, improve ISEF funding, and require BIA to base its TSEF
formula on education standards and other requirements of Public
Law 95-561.

No. 3, restore the massive cuts made in impact aid under Public Law
61-8Z1 and impact aid constrnction under 81-815 and retain these pro-
grams in the Department of Education, or its successor.
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No. 4, allow a trilially operated vocational rehabilitation program,
such as that administered by the Navajo tribe, to be treated the same
as a state or trust territory program for funding purposes.

No. 5, provide adequate funding for higher education according to
a formula based on population or numbers of students.

No. 6, preserve vocational education programs such as the South-
west Indian Polytechnic Institute and assure the survival of a basic
level of adult education according to a 'formula based on population
for numbers of students.

No. 7, restore excessive cuts to the title IV program and retain
itin the Department of Education or its successor.

No. 8, use an oversight procedure and budget language to eliminate
the redtape and witholding of funds which plague the Johnson-O'Mal-,
ley program. Require allocations under this program to follow the
school year more closely, as title IV does.

No. 9, assure that the special education funding will continue to be
available to reservation public schools, BIA schools, and contract
schools.

And, finally, No. 10, use oversight procedures and appropriate budg-
et language to assure that transfer of control of BIA education prp-
grams to tribes and local schools will not be accompanied by growth
of BIA redtape. or withholding of program resources. Budget lan-
guage and oversight should also be used to assure that BIA adminis-
trative funds are available to fund tribal and local administrative costs
when programs and functions are contracted.

This concludes my statement this afternoon, and I appreciate the
opportunity.

Senator COHEN. Thank you very much for your testimony. Your
premixed statement w ill be entered in the record at this point z'

[The statement follows :]

PREPAREO STATEMENT OF LAURENCE GIRHEY, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, NAVAJO TRIBE
DIVIEIION OF EDUCATION

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Select Committee, I appreciate this op-
portunity to describe some of the concerns of the Navajo Tribe about the pro-
posed fiscal year 1983 Federal budget for Indian education.

The Navajo people have long realized that education is essential to the cul-
tural and economic survival of our people. The treaty we signed with the United
States in 1868 specified that in return for accepting the limitations on our terri-
tory and way of life required by the United States, we would receive the assur-
ance of education for our children. Navajos are very adaptable people. We want
Gur children to learn. But, over the years, we have discovered that the commit-
ment of the United States to see our children are taught rises and falls with
changes in political emphasis.

With the change in politicahemphasis to the "New Federalism", the commit-
ment of the United States to educate our children is again in question. The rela-
tionship between the Federal -government and an Indian nation is not the same
as the relationship between the Federal government and a state. There is talk
under the "New Federalism" of returning to the states the power that once was
theirs. If you returned to the Indian people the power that once was theirs, the
United States would go back to being a few settlements on the Atlantic coast,
some' French trading posts and an occasional Spanish mission. I don't think
that y )u want to do that, and we don't expect it. What we do expect is that the
terms of our historical relationship with the United States will be honored.

OUR EDUCATION BUDGET IS ABSOBRING TOO MANY CUT8

The proposed budget for the BIA and the budgets of Indian programa that
are or were in the Department of Education suggest that Indian education will
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absorb a disproportionate share Of budget cuts this year. The BIA in its official

statements says it is cutting costs by cutting BIA administration. This is sup-
posed to be creating a $16 million saving. Actual figures in the budget show the

BIA's budget for general administration was raised artificially high before the
"overhead cost reduction" was imposed. This "overhead cost reduction" is one Of

these "management initiatives" which many financial analysts have laredicted

will slip away once appropriation se.ison is over. Indeed, if the BIA's most
recent block funding proposal, with its two bureau committees to review every

move trihes make is any example, it will take more BIA employeeir to do less

under BIA plans for reorganization. Education, on the other hand, in programs
slated to be controlled by the BIA, is experiencing a proposed reduction of almost
$63 million from 1981 levels. (This is in addition to the cut of over $20 million
proposed far the Impact Aid program under Public Law 81-814.) In many of the
programs scheduled for serious cuts or elimination of program appropriation,
the amount of money going to the BIA for overhead remains virtually the same.

BesiC EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS NEED AN ADEQUATE LEVEL Ole SUPPORT

I believe you have had testimony from a Navajo controlled public school
regarding Impact Aid funding and from the Navajo Area School Board Associa-
tion regarding funding under the Indian School Equalization' Formula (ISEF).
I do not want to duplicate what they have told you. I do want to stress that
these basic programs for public schools with large Indian student populations,
for BIA schools and for Contract schools, are a top priority of the Navajo
T be. Supplemental programs form an important part of the education program
of these schools, but these basic funds keep the doors open. Both Impact Aid

and 'ISEF have experienced funding reductions this year below the 1981 level.
Impact Aid is scheduled for a further drastic cut this year bringing Impact Aid
funding for "A" students more than 30 percent below the 1981 level. ISEF is still
below its 1981 level, while being asked to absorb the effects of other program
cuts. I would ask you to reconsider these budget recommendations. I also
question the move of tbe Impact Aid program to the Treasury, which has no
experience with education. I would prefer to see it remain in the Department
of Education or its successor.

Public School enrollment of Indian students is expected to rise at the same
tiMe Impact Aid funding is cut. No Impact construction funds are sought to
accommodate these students (although the BIAjleeks over $800,000 to administer
no funds). This is true despite the fact that study after study has found Indian
school buildings to be inadequate, unsafe and antiquated. Many school districts
on the Navajo Reservation are on the top of the priority list for construction.

The ISEF budget request is based on a model of reduced student enrollment.
Yet tilt BIA and Contract schools on the Navajo Reservation have had to par-
ticipate in budget cuts under the program at the same time that their enrollments
hare increased. Failure of the BIA to adopt standards under Public Law 95-561,
or to even follow that law in setting the formula, make it impossible to relate

Itho ISM` appropriation to the actual cost of running BIA and Contract schools.
II can tell yon, however, that BIA and Contract schools on the Navajo Reserva-
tion are suffering very much from tbe reduced budgets and high fixed costs. We
aro also suffering from the consequences of the BIA ban on new school starts.
This policy stifles the flexibility which is necessary in any educational system to
Meet changing needs. You have heard about all these matters in more detail from
other speakers, but I want to stress to you the central importance of these pro-
gPams in meeting the Federal Government's fundamental obligation to Indian
peopleto provide for the education of their children.

INDIAN PEOPLE WANT TO EDUCATE AND REHABILITATE THEIR OWN HANDICAPPED

Another major concern of the Navajo Division of Education is our handicapped
chhdren and adults. I do not know if these programs will come before this Com-
mittee. but you should be awsre of two areas which concern Indian /people.

the first is the vocational rehabilitation program. The Navajo Nation has a
vocational rehabilitation program run by the Navajo Division of Education, serv-
ing about 500 handicapped Navajos. It does for our Navajo people what State
vocational rehabilitation programs do for handicapped people in the States. It
does' not duplicate State programs. Its clientS are not served by State vocational
rehabilitation programs. Each year, the program must qualify for a special proj-
ect grant. We ask that this program be'funded at an adequate level to do the job
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and that ,provisions be made in the appropriation for vocational rehabilitation
to treat Tribal programs such as ours the same as programs of States and trust
territories for purposes of basic grants.

Our second concern is special education. Special education funding to reserva-
tion public, BIA and Contract schools has made it possible for Indians to educate
their handicapped children among their own people. We urge you to assure that
the special education money available to our public schools and to the Depart-
ment of Interior for BIA and Contract schools remains sufficient to keep these
children at home with their people.

EDUCATION PROGRAMS FOIL YOUNG INDIAN ADULTS ARE NECESSARY slat ECONOMIC
GROWTH

In this year's budget justification the BIA emphasizes an encouragement of eco-
nomic growth for Indian nations. I applaud this. Indian people need to develop
their own economic base. How reatistic, however, can any plan for economic
growth be which neglects the education of the people? Who will be the edu-
cated professionals and the skilled workers of this new economy? Cutbacks are
proposed in the higher education program, a major means of educating young
Indian professionals. The rationale for these cuts is a zeduction in demand. We
have experienced no reduction in demand. Yet Navajo higher education has been
cut too. This past year we have had to turn away over 8,000 of our young people
who sought our help in going to college. Since we have required students seeking
Tribal scholarships to exhaust college-based assitance first, and since severe cuts
are planned for college scholarships- and loans, we will have more demand for
less money in the coming year. We will 1103 experience funding cuts in our
local Tribally controlled community colleges which will increase scholarship de-
mand. We will have to turn even more students away. If these cuts are really
based on decreased demand, a formula should be developed to direct the monies
where the students are.

There is virtually no Federal commitment to postsecondary vocational educa-
tion for young Indians. One 'program which was very important to the Navajo,
the Southwestern rndian Polytechnic Institute, is scheduled for closure. Why?
Where will the skilled technicians for Navajo economic development come from?

Adult education is also scheduled for major reductions. Yet, due to past fail-
ures in Indian education.policy, we have many adults whose education was inade-
quate or nonexistent when they were children in the 1950's and 1960's. These
adults can only hope to catch up, to acquire basic English skills and a minimal
level of academic skills, through adult education. There is no place for an illi-
terate in a modern economy.

.
SUPPLEMENTAL PROGRAMS NEED TO DE CONTINUED AND EFFICIENTLY ADMINISTERED

Supplemental programs euch as Johnson-O'Malley and Title IV give our
schools money to meet the needs of Indian students that arise from differences
in culture and language and from poverty. They are important to our, efforts
to pass on our culture to our children. A recent GAO Study found no evidence
of duplication between these two programs.

Title IV is scheduled for massive cuts. Yet, this program is extremely popular
with the schools in our area. It is a very flexible program and both schools and
parent committees find that they can fashion programs within Title IV guidelines
which are straighthirward and effective in providing the supplemental help whieh
the Indian children in a particular school need. Cuts on the level proposed in the
executive budget will require the abandonment of many successful programs.
Children needing these programs will fall behind.

One thing you should be aware of is that any significant increase in BIA
schools opting to become contract sche-ls under the,Indian Self-Determination
Act, as will occur if the Navajo Tribe succeeds in contracting BIA administrative
functions into a Tribal educational agency, may result in a large increase in
demand for Title IV funds from eligible schools. Provision for this eventuality
should be made in the budget so that there is enough money to.go around.

School personnel I have spoken with are very upset with the proposed move of.
Title IV to the Department of Interior. They have experienced too much red tape
in the BIA's administration of the Johnson-O'Malley Program (JOM). The JOM
program is also an excellent program, but our experience with it in the Navajo
Area has been unnecessarily difficult. Money arrives late. It is encumbered with
much paper bueiwork. It arrives so late in the school year that much of the money

95-922 0 - 82 - 6
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has to be carried over. Then we are accused Of having a large carryoveri'This
year there was again a large JOM carryover. We used it to provide fundIgg.to
the more than 20 schools we serve because we did not have our 1982 notice of
allotment. Then, after the carryover money was fully obligated, we were told
that it was frozen. Despite the fact that the 1982 Interior Department appropria-
tion bill was enacted in December, we did not receive our JOM notice of allot-
ment until February 24 of this year. Meanwhile, programs for over 37,000 chit-
"dren were subject to chaotic administrative insecurity. This is completely Un-
necessary. 4 ask you to assure that JOM is freed of its administration shackles and
that Title IV does not suffer a similar fate. I would also ask you to reconsider the
decision to make Contract schools ineligible for JOM funds. These schools have
the same' need for supplemental programs as public schools. The ISEF formula
does not provide Contract schools enough money to justify the distinction being
made in the Program.

,,/
RESOURCES FOR LOCAL AND TRIBAL ADMINISTRATION Or PROGRAMS MUST BE FREED

FROM THE BIA ADMINISTRATION BUDGET

Many of the admipistrative problems I refer to could be alleviated if a real
commitment were made to.local and tribal control of Indian education. This

,can be done'if the BIA is made to give up some of its turf to the tribes and to
local schools. When individual programs in education are contracted to the tribe
or to local schools these programs are often subjected to overmonitoring. Per-
haps this is because there is nothing left for the BIA to do but look for holes
in our programs. Red tape increases. This results in delays in receiving funds.
The public Wames the tribe or the schools. We blame the BIA. I am not con-
vinced that BIA proposals for regionalization will solve this problem. By plac-
ing the intermediaries we must work with farther away, and in two different
cities (Albuquerque lor Contracts ; Phoenix for education programs), given re-
strictions in -travel money, the program risks delays in decison making, com-
munications problems, and more red tape. We fully support a reduction of BIA's
administrative overhedd, but we believe more effective savings can be recognized
by simplifying procedures and shortening lines of communication.

Administrative money for tribal contracts remains a problem. The BIA is
not willing to transfer part ()tits, own administrative budget when it transfers
a function to the tribe or to a local school. So there Is "no Money" for tribal
administration of a school.system. There is not enough moaey for local adminis-
tration of a Contract school. There is still no formula for administrative funding
for educational programs. This has resulted in lower levels of funding for pro-
grams in the Navajo Area. When programs suffer for lack of adequate adminis-
tration, the ,tribe or the community- is charged with the failure. I urge you to
make some provision through oversight hearings and appropriation language to
assure that tribth and local self-govetnment in education is not sabotaged by
BIA's refusal to provide'tribal contracts administrative money, or by the imposi-
tion of new levels,of red tape on local and tribal programs. I also ask you to as-
sure that all monies appropriated for,Indian education programs are actually
spent for Indian Education. This has not been our experience for the past two
years.-The,administration's own budget flgures show Indian education programs
outlay consistently below appropriation.

There are other matters I should also mention here. These include the impor-
tance of Title I program and the danger of sending to states programs in which
tribes have participated without a specified ,mechanism of setaside for tribes as
block grants. These will be adlressed by others, I am wire. The matters dis-
cussed above cover the major concerns of the NDOE in regard to the appropria-
tion proposals for Indian education. I am including with this testimony a num-
ber of fact sheets dealing in more detail with different aspects of the Indian
education budget and administration of the-e funds. I have also summarized
below.our major recommendations. I hope you will flnd them useful.

RECO M m ENDATIONS

1. Distribute budget cuts more equitably in the Interior Dept tment budget,
so that Indian education's share is prbpartionak

2. Improve ISEF funding, and mink(' BIA to base IN Ism' formula on educa-
tion standards and the other requirements of Public Law 95-501.

3. Restore the massive cuts made in Impact Aid under Public Law -81-874
and Impact Aid construction under Public Law 81-815, and retain these pro-
grams in tbe Department of Education or its successor..

.S(
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4. Allow a tribally-operated Vocational Rehabilitation program, such as that
administered by the Navajo Tribe to be treated the same as a state or trust
territory program for funding purposes.

5. Provide adequate funding for higher education according to a formula based
on population or numbers of students.

6. Preserve vocational education programs such as the Southwestern Indian
Polytechnic Institute and assure the survival of a basic level of adult educetion
according to a formula based on population or n imbers of students.

T. Restore excessive cuts to the Title IV program and retain it in the Depart-
ment of Education or its successor.

8. Use oversight procedures and budget language to eliminate the red tape
and withholding of funds which plagues the JOM program. Require allocations
under this program to follow the school year more closely, as Title IV does.

9. Assure that special education funding will continue to be available to
reservation public schools, BIA schools and contract schools.

10. Use oversight procedures and appropriatIr budget language to assure that
transfer of control of BIA education programs to tribes and local schools will
not be accompanied by growth of BIA red tape, or withholding of program
resources. Budget language and oversight should also be used to assure that
BIA administrative funds are available to fund tribal and local administrative
costs when programs and functions are contracted.

APPENDIX A

IMPACT AID FACT SHEET

The following facts are relevant to a discussion of proposals for funding of
Impaet Aid (Public Law 81-874) and Impact Aid School Construction (Public
Law 81-815 ), and the impact of these proposals on the Navajo Reservation.

1. Impact Aid, provided on the basis of the presence of Indian trust land is
provided to :

A. ARIZONA

Forty-five School Districts : Serving approximately 22,950 Indian students
( based on ADA ). Receiving in 1981 approximately $32,937,439. :0. Seventy per-
cent of this figure would he approximately $23,056,207. Thirty-two of the 45 dis-
trh.ts receiving Impact Aid have 50 percent or more Indian students. Twenty-four
oe these districts have 90 percent or more Indian students. These districts may
be presumed to have a tax base which varies from completely inadequate to
virtually nonexistent. They cannot support themselves out of property taxes.

B. NEW MEXICO

Twenty-three Districts: Serving approximately 17,853 Indian students (based
on ADA ). Receiving in 1981 approximately $20,782,564.07. Seventy percent of this
figure would be approximately $14,547,794. Twelve of the 45 districts receiving
Inipact Aid have 50 percent or more-Indian students. Seven of these have 90 per-
cent or more Indian students.

C. UTAH

Five Districts : Serving approximately 1,800 Indian students (based on ADA).
The majority of these students are in San Juan School District on the Navajo
Reservation (1,221.75) ; receiving in 1981, $2,125,172.76. Seventy percent of this
figure would be approximately $1,487,620.

2. DIA estimates contained in the 1983 budget project the following increases
In public school enrollment by Indian students:
1981 177, 822
1982 179, 500
1983 181, 000

Despite these projected increases in enrollment, budget requests and allocations
for Impact Aid are as follows for "a" children :
1981 $390, 500
1982 345, 000
1983 275, 080

3. While we do not have exact figures, based on our JOM figures, there are at
least 36,000 Navajo children in schools receiving Impact Aid. The Navajo Nation
stands to he the largest loser In the planned reductions in Impact Aid.

#6.
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APPENDIX B

EACT SHEET ON IMPLEMENTATION OF PUBLIC LAW 95-561 AND THE INDIAN STUDENT

EQUALIZATION FONMULA (IBEF)

ISM' is required by Title XI of Public Law 95-561. Ti at law requires the
Secretary of Interior to establish a formula for the funding of BIA schools and
Contract schools. It is apparent from reading the requirements of the law that
this formula is meant to be a means of determining the actual cost of operating
these schools and funding them based on their actual costs. In order to make the
formula real, the Secretary of Interior is under strict time limits to develop:

1. Academic standards for the basic education of Indian Children.
2. Criteria for boarding arrangements for Indian students, including adult-

child ratios, needs for counsellors, space, and privacy.
3. Plans for bringing all schools, dormitories and other facilities up to state

And federal health and sanitation standards.
Once the Secretary has developed these standards, he is supposed to include

with each budget request an estimate of the actual cost of meeting the minimum
academic standards he has developed, the cost of meeting the criteria for boarding
arrangements, and the cost of meeting relevant health and sanitation standards.

The deadlines for setting standards and criteria I) lve passed. No standards
or criteria have been formally proposed. It is widely understood that standards
and criteria have been developed, but they have been found to cost money. As a
result, it is impossible for the secretary to include with his budget request a
realistic estimate of the cost of meeting relevant academic standards or dormi-
tory criteria. This means that it is impossible to anal5ze the budget request for
ISEF in terms of the actual 'cost of providing an appropriate education to the
children in BIA and Contract schools. With federal funds to public schools with
significant Indian populations undergoing a massive cut, it will not belfiassible
to use a comparison with Federal funds provided to public schools in the same
area as a measure of the real cost.

ISEF is recommended for funding at below the 1981 level.

1981 $185, 724

1982 176, 106

1983 179, 841

The reductions are predicated upon closing of Intermountain and Mount
Edgecumbe boarding schools. The proposed transfer of schools to the public
school system in Alaska does not appear to be slated for completion this year,
and carries some financial costs an3ihow. No analysis is made of the increase in
enrollment of students in the BIA schools on the Navajo Reservati.m that is
likely to result after the closure of Intermountain School. Therefore, the
projected savings from closing this school are undoubtedly overstated.

The cuts are justified from the projected decrease in enrollment in BIA and
contract schools. However, figures from the schools within the Navajo Area
School Board Association, an association of BIA school boards reveals that
enrollments in these schools have been increasing at the same tone that ISEF
funding ims been decreasing.

BIA figures for the 5 agencies on ele Navajo Reservation show a net in-
crease of approximately 600 students between November of 1a80 and Novem-
ber of 1981. At the same time, the 21 NASBA schools show a net decrease in
ISEF funding of $465,341.00. This clearly demonstrates that the budget cuts
that are being justified to Congress as a result of decreased enrollment, are in
fact resulting in funding reductions for school with increasing enrollment. Pres-
ent enrollment in BIA and Contract schools on the Navajo Reservation is ap-
proximately 17,500 students. This figure is expected to increase in coming years.

The BIA has a policy of disallowing any new school starts under the present
funding situation. While this policy may seem understandable given the budget, it
robs the BIA funded system of the flexibility needed to respond to changing
educational needs of Indian students. For example, a group of con.2erned young
adults on the Navajo Reservation have developed a model program for an in-
tensive vocational high school program for young people who have trouble witb
the regular education system. These are students who the BIA has a legal obliga-
tion to educate. But they are not thriving in regular school. The proposal would
use an existing BIA facility in Continental Divide, New Mexico, a facility for
which the BIA has no further use. It is a very cost-effective proposal. It would
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serve students referred by the court, school dropouts and students wanting to
take advantage of the accelers-ad, 3-year program. The program has been en-
dorsed by the Education Committee and Judiciary Committee of the Navajo
Tribal Council and by the District Court Judges Association of the Navajo Tribe.
There is no comparable facility available to the tribe. In fact, district court judges
often have no community placement to which to refer teenagers appearing be-
fore the court. Nonetheless, this BIA policy could prevent this needed project
from getting off the ground. The result will be students who the BIA has an
obligation to educate being unreached by the education system.

APPENDIX C

FACT SHEET ON JOHNSON-O'MALLEY FUNDS TO NAVAJO Timor

The Navajo Tribe Division of Education has a contract with the Bureau of
Indian Affairs to administer the Johnrton-O'Malley Program on the Navajo
Reservation and in those schools near the reservation borders with large numbers
of Navajo schoolchildren. In fiscal year 1981, the Division (NDOE) administered
26 subcontracts. These subcontracts provided Johnson-O'Malley funds to 28
schools, including 8 contract schools (community controlled Indian schools with
funding through the BIA). These schools provided educational services to over
37,500 Navajo schoolchildren.

The fiscal year budget for the Navajo Tribe's Johnson-O'Malley program was
$11,145,658.17. This was an unusually large budget. It was the result of carry-
overs from fiscal years 1977, 1978, and 1980. A major amount of the carryover
was derived from 1977 and 1978. It had occurred because certain invoices trans-
mitted by the Tribe to the BIA's contract officer's representative (COR) had not
been passed on to the BIA's central office. Therefore, the invoices were not paid
by the BIA in a timely manner. The Navajo Tribe extended much time and effort
in getting the matter straightened out. As a result, these invoices were paid and
the payments treated as carryover in the 1981 fiscal year. The funds were credited
to the individual schools whose invoices had been involved. Of the money carried
over into 1981 and the money appropriated for 1981, $6,253,899.40 was spent and
$4,365,751.00 was carried over into 1982.

1982 was a difficult year. No notice of allotment was received for the Navajo
Tribe's Johnson-O'Malley program until February 24, 1982. As a result; for the
bulk of the school year, the Navajo Tribe and its subcontractors were dependent
on the carryover funds and on money loaned by the Tribe from its general fund.
The Tribe made loans of over a million dollars to the Johnson-O'Malley program,
including over $34,000 to the contract schools. Although no exclusion for contract
schools lind been included in the continuing resolution, contract schonls were ex-
cluded frcm participation in the Johnson-O'Malley program in the Interim. De-
partment appropriation bill passed in December. These schools were required by
the BIA in December to immediately dtscontinue any JOM program funding.
Most of those that had programs which had been funded through the Johnson-
O'Malley program have been forced to discontinue these programs in mid-year.
It is unlikely that resources will be available to repay the loan from the Tribe.
( As stated in the main testimony, the a ssumption behind the exclusion of con-
tract s(llools from JOM funding, namely that the ISEF formula provides funding
for these supplemental programs, is not born out by the experience of our contract
schoola.)

On January 29, 1982, the acting director of the Office of Indian Education Pro-
grams signed a letter freezing all carryover funds in the "B3112" account. Initial-
ly, the Tribe was informed by a BIA official in the central office that this freeze
applied only to carryover funds in the contract school accounts. Then, the Tribe
was told that the freeze applied to carryover funds in all schools (this from a
BIA official in Gallup). Next, local BIA official claimed that the freeze applied to
the entire 1981 budget of $11,145,658.17!

The Tribe's JOM program was in the p ocnss of warning all subcontractors
that all funds must be considered as frozen until the matter was setled when
the notice of allotment arrived on February 24, 1982. In the meantime, many
schools had been requited o cut back their program in midyear, lay off
employees, let supplies run out. The exact status of the freeze is not clear at the
time of this writing (March 1, 1982).

This history is described to give some example of the extreme difficulty which
can be created by administrative snarls, budget insecurity and late-arriving
funds. The school year begins in August. It ends in May. There has been a lot of
exasperation with the Johnson O'Malley Program this year.
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APPENDIX D

TESTIMONY OF NASA.10 TRIBE VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION PI0GUAM

The primary objective of the Navajo Vocational Rehabilitation Program
(NVRP) is to provide VR services to eligible handicapped clients of the Navajo
Nationservices which are local and relevantlinguistically, culturally, and
environmentally ; and to erovide these services on a guaranteed continuous basis
for the establishment of sIability and permanency.

An appropriations recision is being considered which, for the NVRP, may mean
a possible financial cutback of up to ;162,500. What does this mean in terms of
eervices?

In comparison, ;140,000 of our budget is earmarked for training of clients for
entrance into gainful employment. This fiscal year our goal is to have 50 clients
rehabilitated and successfully employed. Expenses are incurred on all clients
whether they are successful or not with the initial expenditure being the estab-
lishment of their eligibility. We have a current caseload of over 450 clients, and
we anticipate an increase of this figure as'a result of expanding our services to
the More severely disabled population.

The jurisdictional boundaries of our service area enconipasses a vast and
remote territory, thus, making personal contact the mc..t reliable, and in the
majority of cases, the only method 0 communication, therefore, a substantial
portion of our budget is devoted to travel or related line items. Some of these
travel cost are consumed for transporting clients to training locations away from
the reservation.

Salary cost to staff NVRP is budgeted at $305,000. Some of these Maff mem-
bers are assigned to the task of developing, establishing, and expanding local re-
habilitative resources such as economic development, job placement, facilities
coordination, etc. Along the same lines, an emphasis is being placed on in en-
hancing local resources.

The NVRP supports the concept of block granting as long as the grants are
categorical. In the same light, the NVRP wishes to be treated as a trust territory
for funding purposes such as Guam, Virgin Islands, etc., who receive Basic State
Grants. Preeently, our program operates under a one year Special Project Grant
renewable each year. This does not ensure stability or continuity.

Some of the component programs 0 the NVRP are also funded by special
project grants. Hogan Naa Nish identifies potential VR clients in high schools
and provides a transitional program for them to enter VR services, thus, more
effective services can be provided to them. Handi-Rec has provided recreational
activities for handieapped individuals on a localized basis where none were avail-
able before. If fUnding is withdrawn for these developmental programs, services
to handicapPed Navajo people would be less than comprehensive and would seri-
ously retard or interrupt any developmeatal programming.

In the interest 'of comprehenMve programming for the handicapped oue of
which has been vocational education. To our knowledge there is no set aside
targeted for vocational -education of handicapped Indians. Over the past three
years we have submitted a proposal each year to fund a vocational education
program. These proposals were submit ted in competition with other voca tional
education projects not specifically targeted for the handicapped. None 0 our
attempts were successful. Any reduction of funds in this area will, adversely
effect our minimal chances for receiving monies to finance such a project. A sep-
arate set aside for vocational education programs for handicapped Indians is
recommended.

The "Educalon of all Handicap Act" of 1973 (11.blic Lay 94-142) has pro-
moted special education for Indian children immedlately. L f negative action
upon this piece of legislation would seriously impede the delivery of educational
services to the handicapped Navajo child, and current programs operating under
monies from this legislation would suffer a severe sec back.

Senator COHEN. I would only say for myselfI think it is shared
by the other munbers of the committeethat perhaps second only to
health would come education. You have to have health first, but second
you have to have education, above and beyond anything else in the
budget for my concern, even above "'lousing, even above economic devel-
opment because if you start impacting upon the educational opportuni-
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ties of the young people of this-country, including those in the tribes,
then what you are doomed to t4ee is an existence of poverty and disad-
vantage in perpetuity. It does not make any difference if you have good
houses or you have nice buildings if you have an uneducated population
who cannot cope with the changes that are coming in the future.

I think it would be fair to say that most of the members of this com-
mittee, and I would suggest most Members of the Congress, would
place one of the highest priorities upon education.

Mr. GISHEY. I appreciate the comment. That is exactly what I am
trying to say ; that there is so much emphasis on economic development
and natural resource development, but we should not forget education.
Unless you have education, those developments could be held out
indefinitely.

Senator COHEN. Thank you very much.
Mr. GisnEY. Thank you.
Senator COHEN. That concludes the testimony for the committee.
The hearing stands adjourned.
[Whereupon at 12 :55 p.m., the hearing was adjourned.]
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Testimony presented to Senator William S. Cohen, Chairman,
Senate Select Committee on Indian Affairs, March 1. 2982.
by Delfin J. Lavato, Chairman, All Indian Pueblo Council.

Mr. Chairman, my name is Delfin J. Lovata, and I am the &airman of

the All Indian Pueblo Council. The AllIndiar. Pueblo Council (AIPC) was

formei by the nineteen Pueblos of New Mexico over three centuries ago for

purposes of mutual survival and benefit.

First off, I want to express my gratitude to you. Mr. Chairman, and

this Committee for allowing me to express my veiws,on the activities of

the Bureau of Indian Affairs, (BIA), Department of the Interior.

Because of the enormity of the activities conducted by the BIA, it is

difficult to adequately address each aspect of its activities. This is

esptclally mad, more difficuft by the fact that the Indian leadership has

been kept in the dark about the proposed reoranization of the BIA. We

have only heard of a broad concept as to what is being proposed,put we

have not seen the related'costs, or savings, or other ramifications, which

wi,i result in order to help us understand whether the suggested plan will

re*ult in better servicea to Indian people. Gi-ven this background then, I

believk that it would be useless to attempt to'second guess whatever is

being contemplated within the BlA.

At this point in time. I believe the only alternative we have is to

recommend that this ,Committee work to assure that appropriations for the

1983 Fiscal Year, not be redt,ced below the 1982 level in all areas of

Indian Programs, whether in Interior or otherwise. At least, our belt-

tightening experiences due to reductions in FY 1982, would not be repeated

in the manner tha: we have had to meet the cuts. Our people have already
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been penalized more severely than other Americans by increasing unemploy-

ment and by decreasing social and economic programs.

Moreover, I need not remind this Committee that the economic infra-

stracture necessary to accommodate the Administration'S idea of private

sector participation on Indian reservations is unworkable. liecau'se most

4 reservations are situated away from population centers, industrial areas

and so forth, which is not conducive to enticing "profit interests" entites

to invest in areas where investment returns are largely unkawn.

In order to assist Indian tribes in a positive fashion, new ideas need

to be implemented, especially ideas which specifically aim at overcoming

the lack of business infra-structures on Indian reservations. I think that

in order to examine this problem, a task group may need ta,be formed within

this Committee which would allow for participation of selected tribal leaders

a role in designing a new mechanism or new legislation to address

this issue.

i have made these comments as a result of my concern and my interest
V

in seeing the National Indian community's social and economic conditions

not being further exacerbated. I believe, being poorest of the poor, that

the Indian community's share of budget cuts are disapportionately higher

than all other Americans. It is my hope that this Committee will lead in

championing "no more cuts for Indians."

As far as "Pueblo Coultry" is concerned, I want to discuss ourconcern

regarding the proposed C.osure af the SoLthwest Indian Polytechnic Institute,

(SIPI). Again, lacking svcific informati.on, it is difficult to talk about.

However, I wish to inform the Committee that the Pueblos are interested in

seeing.the continued operation of SIPI.

I



Five years ago, the AIPC contracted operation of the Albuquerque Indian

School (AIS) which subsequently was moved to Santa Fe. We have overcome

many problems and are now achieving success with our educational programs.

especially as verified by National test criteria. We are continuing to

experience problems, however, probably due to our not being a BIA operation

and consequently not getting the full consideration for priority in funding

and participation in other programs.

For example:

1. The Bureau of Indian Affairs has made an administrative

decision that tribally controlled contract schools are

not eligible for Johnson-O'Malley funds.

2. There is a lack of basic financial support from the

Bureau of Indian Affairs for Plant Management and for

major alterations and improvements to campus facilties.

J. We are unable to participate in the U.S.D.A. commodity

and hot lunch program because the State government is

not able to define how a tribally controlled contract

school fits into the Federal rules and regulations

governing these programs.

4. Public Law 957561 (The Indian School Equalization Program)

sets the budget for contract schools. This year in a

time of soaring' inflation, the allotMent shows a 3%

reduction over last year.

ks ndian people, committed to Self-Determination, we cannot continue

o soc:essful educational program without adequate financial support:

A

0
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Because the BIA has made decisions detrimental to operations of our

school, we believe a directive to the BIA is essential to assure that con-

sultation and decision-making must be a partnership endeavor between MA

and AIPC.

We have heard too, that the Administration plans to place the Office

of Indian Education Programs, Department of Education, in the BIA. Just

last week we listened to testimony presented by the=Assistant Secretary.

for Indian Affairs regarding his decision to close a dumber of off-

reservation BIA schools. The factors brought mit at that hearing indicated

to us and this Committee, that the decision to close the schools were based

on relatively little factual information or cost analysis. It was made

abundantly clear that the management ills this Committee and other committees

of the Congress have attempted to rectify within BIAstill permeate that

organization. We believe that the Office of Indian Education Programs should

remain within the Department of Education so that it can continue to function

without the taint of mismanagement.

Another item I wish to bring to the attention of this Committee is that

of the trust responsibility of the Federal Government. We are hearing that

a review is on-going to examine whether education, and perhaps other areas,

are encompassed in this "trust responsibility." The fact is that the people

in whom we place our trust in, to actvocate for Indians, seemed to have

abdicated this trust and are now simply marching to the Administration's

tune. We a// know that the trust responsibility of the Federal Government

is girdr-d in laws, Federal Court decisions and ESecutive Orders. It is, in

my opinion, a very serious breach of trust, when the highest officials

charged with guarding and carrying out services to Indian people, which
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emanate from "agreements" between Nations, are questioning the validity

of these,agreements. We have never experienced this overt attitude or

action in previous years. I hope this Committee will work to protect the

validity of these treaties and so forth, to assure that America is

sensitive to carrying out its end of these agreements to their fullest

intent.

With regard to all other areas of activities of the NIA, the AIPC is

concern that no decision has been made to assist that many small tribes,

like the Pueblos, who are served by what are termed "multi-tribal agencies."

That Is, eight Pueblos are served by one agency and ten Pueblos by another

agency. The funds, stecf, equipment, etc., are shared one-eighth or one-

tenth. Because funds are further limited in such situatinns, a funding

mechanism separate from the single agency - one tribe situation needs to

be implemented. Only in this fashion can substantial rather than super-

livial assiA.uwil. be rcallzed.

In closing I want to reiterate that American Indians are the poorest

of the poor, and we carry no big political clout. We depend on the senSe

of justice and fairness of each member of Congress to assure that we will

someday truly share in what most Americans take for granted.
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STATEMENT OF THE CHEYENNE RIVERISIOUX TRIBE
BEFORE THE SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON INDIAN
AFFAIRS REGARDING OVERSIGHT OF;THE INDIAN

HOUSING PROGRAM

March 1, 1982'`

This statement is submitted by the Cheyenne River Sioux

Tribe regarding the future direction of the Indian housing

program. In general, the Tribe believes that, while the

Indian housing program has been quite successful in reducing

the number of Indian families who live in substandard housing,

HUD 'continues to misunderstand the nature of public housing

.on an Indian reservation., If Indian housing authorities are

parifin tto operate effectively, a number of s .hangeft mist be

made in our national policy concerning Indian housing,

At the creation of Indian Housing Authorities in the

1960's, about eighty-five 0 ninety percent of our Indian

people lived in substandard housing. By contrast, the U.S.

Bureau of Indian Affairs estimated that sixteen peráent of

the Cheyenne Riirer Sioux lived 'in substandard housing in

1980. I believe that estimate to be iow siOce our people

tend to over-crowd.their units -- especially during the

winter months when the occupants utake-in" their less,fortu-

nate relatives. During the taking'of the 1980 Census, there

are several instances of recording as many as fifteen people

living in one three-bedroom home. Since over-crowding a
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dwelling unit is a violation of the dwelling lease with

the Cheyenne River Housing AUthority, it is uniikely that

most low-rent occupants will admit to such practices.

The important point, however, is that the Cheyenne

River Housing Authority has been responble for the con-

.

struction, under U.s. Department of Housing and Urban

Development programs, of 590 low-rent dwelling units --

from one-bedroom units for the elderly to four-bedroom

units for large families. The Cheyenne River Houiing

Authority has built and administers 209 units which will

ultimately be owned by the occupant/purchasers. HUD pro-

grams have been instrumental in reducing the level of

substandar0 housing from over eighty percent to approxi-

mately twenty percent.

The economics Of attempting to operate a very large

public hoasing authority -- in comparison to the total

resident Reservation population -- in a totally rural area

under a program originally developed to meet the housing

needs of the urban poor are impossible. There is no doubt

that HUDIhas been successful in providing housing for the

poor on Indian reservations, particularly in the Northern

Plains, iput the capability of the Cheyenne River Housing

AuthoritT to mEiintain and protect the iniidal investment

has been over-taxed. For the fiscal year ending March 30,

1982, the Cheyenne River Housing Authority budgeted a total

of $1,09i!,000, of which $546,495 was to be provided from

HUD as subsidy. Other federal programs offering employment

4 4
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incentives have in the past peovided substantiql assistance

to the Housing Authority in meeting manpower requirements

for maintenence and for transporta,tion costs. As many as

five maintenanCe positions, and two security officer positions,

with transOortation costs for private vehicles, have been added

to the noimal operating 'staff of nine maintenance' workers and

five Housing Authority-owned, maihtenance vehicles. Two of

the nine CRRA maintenance meniwere "lost" last spring becabse

of a HUD subsidy reduction o6fourbeen and a half percent

within the 1981-82 CRRA budgeti year.

HUD d6es not utilize a "zero-')ased" budget, requiring

justifications of need, but utilizes a complicated formula

based on "performance factors," the formula for which.sis

developed in Washington, D. C., on the basis largely of

urban housing authority needs. Under this,forMula the

oCheyenne River Housing Authority is not giveri,gufficient

funding to operate maintenance vehicles which may be driven',,

150-200 miles daily on a routine basis or hire sufficient

men to travel fifty miles between repair jobs. Although each

of our maintenance men is expected by HUD to take care of abo4t

eighty-five individual units, the fact ie that they cannot

time and mileage factors intrude.

Congress needs to be aware of the fact tHat in terms

of total investment, HUD and the Cheyenne Fiver Housing

Authority must maintain an investment, including both eepro-

ducible structures and finance costs, of sliglAly more than

4 .

95-922 - 82 - 7
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$80 million. Because HUD construction standards are less

stringent than °custom° home construction standards, care

and maintenance must be More frequent and costly merely to

protect the $80 million investment. A failure of more than

a couple of years -- the CRHA does not have that time allow-

ance because we have never been able to maintain structures

at a reasonable levei -- will result in serious deteriora-

tion of the dwelling. Poor people -- of any race at any

time -- have difficulty knowing how to care for property.

This simply makes r.he task of the Housing Authority tougher.

The Federal government is in a position similar to an indi-

vidual who purchased a house fifteen years ago: he no longer

wants the house, but can find no buyer: and he is still in debt

for fifteen more years on the mortgage. No reasonable, thinking

man would quarrel with the goal of eliminating unneeded HUD

subsidy expense, as the Administration promised to do. The

loss of a total of probably $50,0 million in Indian Reservation

dwelling real estate throughout the Northern Plains among

Indian Housing Authorities is simply not good business.

Congress also needs to understand the impact of public

housing On Indian Reservations, which is totally different from

its impact among non-/ndian people. 'Indian reservations are

rural islands of poverty. The only asset available to /ndians

is land -- most of which was not desirable historically for

non-Indian use. The land, however; is held in trust by the
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*Federal government for the use of the Indians and may not

be "edcumbered." Thus, there is no means for obtaining

credit for home construction, and without collateral, no

private entrepreneur can be attracted to build on Indian

reservations. Because of the initial severe need for ade-

quate housing on reservations, more than fifty percent of

all Indians on the Cheyenne River Indian Reservation live

either in low-rent or mutual self-help housing. In the

non-Indian and urban communities less than five percent of

the total population live in public housing. It should be

noted that without FHA guaranteed mortgages, many non-Indians

would not have adequate housing. HUD, in effect, assumed

the entire load of providing housing on Indian reservations.

In the non-Indian community other governmental instrumental-

ities responded to the housing needs of the population.

Thus, the impact of HUD budget reductions on Indian reserva-

tions is disproportionate to what happens in American society

generally.

The U. S. Bureau of Indian Affairs has concened itself

with Indian housing ip the past, but B1A's best efforts scarcely

"scratched the surface." Currently under the Bureau's Housing

Improvement Program (HIP), in a "big" year as many as five or

ten new houses may be constructed. . If the current sixteen

percent needing housing were to be helped, the Bureau could

get the job done in ten or twelve years. The Cheyenne River

Housing Authority and HUD currently have 100 new lcw-rent
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units "in the pipeline" ready for bid. Essentially, the

current needs of Cheyenne River will be "caught up" with

this last project.

A great dealf diffibulty has developed in recent

years in the local regional office of HUD -- Region VIII

in Denver, Colorado. Although each of the local Indian

housing authorities is willing tq accept part of the blame

for the problems of Region VIII, as is the Cheyenne River

Housing Authority, at least half the blame has to be laid

at ,the feet of the Regional office and staff.

For over ten yearethe total Regional commitment was

to "production -- the construction of new housing. Each

of the Indian Housing Authorities became adept at development

mild construction of new housing Projects. At the same time,

however, little effori was expended on developing housing

management skills. As the emphasis on construction introduced

large amounts of capital into the situation, all kinds of

wasteful management techniques became common -- not at all

unlike ''cost-plus" defense spending contracting practices.

Now, with the number of projects going to construction de-

creasing, and the "management belt" of HUD being tightened

nationally, the Indian Housing Authorities have been found

to be lax and inefficient.

The instrument for bureaucratic chastisement, budget

reduction, has brought each of the Indian housing authorities

to the brink, and past the brink in some instances, of finan-

.jj
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cial insolvency. Most Indian housing authorities are just

now learning how to keep tenant accounts receivable in bal-
,

ance and to reduce delinquent accounts. However, even if

all accounti were inoorder, the loss of HUD subsidies drives

the IHA's farther "into the red." Since all reservations

are relatively isolated, the costs of utilities, i.e., pro-

pane and REA electricity, continue to rise. On the Cheyenne

River Reservation, utility costs for the average unit of

Oublic housing are about $135. The total cost operation

for an a0erage dwelling unit is about $195 a month. But,

the monthly rent averages about $95 a month -- based on

tweniy-five percent of available income for a family. Be-

cause HUD subsidies must cover over fifty percent of the

total operating costs, the loss of one HuD dollar in subsidy

is very important to the IHA. Utility costs cannot be re-

duced; insurance costs are fixed. The only items left are

maintenance and administration, and HuD tells us our houses

are not being properly maintained and that we are not making

enough effort in icollecting rents and services fees.

There is no doubt that many Indians are individually

and collectively angry with HUD. The Tribes recognize

that, as.far as meeting housing needs are concerned, HUD

is "the only game in town." HUD seems intent, currently,

in attempting to cajole the Indian Tribes into assuming

the HUD debt. Indian Tribes, however, have no tax base --
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all the resources are trust property and non-taxable. Even

those services commonly provided by munitipal and county

governments are the responsibility of BIA; where Tribes do

provide these services, they do so under P.L. 638 "Indian

Self-Determination" contracts paid for by the Bureau and

the Indian Health Service. The Indian housing duthorities

°were created as semi-autonomous governmental entities, char-

tered by Tribal Councils. The debts of the IHA are not

debts of the Tribes.

To summarize: First, HUD has done quite a good job of

alleviating substandard Indian housing conditions. Second,

HUD seems not to have concerned itself with "housing Manage- 'e

_

ment" by the.Indian housing authorities. The present eifort

of HUD-to reduce expenditures leads me to my third Poine

that a "penny.wise, pound foolish" attitude now endangers

the investment in housing that the.Federal government has

made. Fourth, HUD eleems incapable of understanding the .

nature of the Indian reservation housing situation; I sue-
t

pect that all rural public housing situations are in a similar

condition. If there is a need to move the Indian housing

effort to trOme other agency to achieve improved effectiveness,

the Indian Health Service by virtue of its commitment, already

evident, to providing utility service, i.e., Wat'er and sewers,

to all Indian public housing, is better able to understand and

effectively solve Indian reservation housing problems.

Thank you.

iLL

.90
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STATEMENT OF AL AUBERTIN, CHAIRMAN
COLVILLE BUSINESS COUNCIL

HEARIWS ON BUDGET OVERSIGHT
SENATE SELECT CCMMITTEE ON

INDIAN AFFAIRS

February 25, 1982

Mr. Chairman,

The Confederated Tribes of the Colville Reservation in Washington State
urge that the Committee on /nterior and Insular Affairs recommend to the Budget
Committee that it approve budget ceilings and an economic policy that will al-
leviate the sevet '? socio-economic problems the Tribes are presently experienc-
ing. These ploblems are aggravated by the ooMbined effects of recession, high
interest rates, inflation, and the FY 1982 cut-back in essential Federal spend-.
ing.

The following is a rcport showing sore of Che major impacts current nation-
al economic policy is having on the Colville Reservation.

COLVILLE TRIBAL ECONOMICS

Timber

The Colville Reservation is 95% depende- 4pon the'Sale of timber for its
income. The Forestry Program on the- Colvin, Reservation is managed on a sustainea
yield basis with 120 M board feet planned to be cut annually. The sustained yield
cut is based on a ton-year average.

By January 1982, timber sales in the Pacific Northwest have cone to a virtual-
standstill. Records indicate that the thrher business is at its worst and lowest
levels in fifty years. The-Crown ZellerbaCh plant in °mak, the Boise Cascade
plant in Kettle Falls, and two smaller mills in Republic and Tbnasket have cur4
tailed all of their operations until further notice. These are the mills that-

serve reservation timber.

Tae Colville tribal forestry inoome, volume cut, and average price paid per
thousand for stumpage for the past four years is as follows:

Year Income VOlume PriceYMBF

FY 79 $24.7 M 141.9 MBF $174.66

FY 80 $15.3 M 93.0 MBF $164.38

FY 81 $17.4 M 111.7 MBF $155.70

FY 82 $ 8,4 M 61.0 MBF $1s7.00

The future looks bad, with the average price per thousand dnopping Sharply and
the annual cut off by more than 501. Tribal income will be extremely low for 1982,

with inflation adding to the problem.

The fact that purchasers of Indidn and National Forest Serviee timber have
built their mills to meet the sustained yield quantities of the Tribes and Nation-
al Forests results in two major problems. One, if the timber is not harvested
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this year; it is nearly impossible to make up
the difference in the succeeding

years owing to the restricted mill capacities. Two, the location of the mills

and size of the mills eliminate true competition
between the mills on the stump-

age sales from reservation and Fbrest Service lands.

Tribal Employment

Owing to the drop in tinber income, the Tribes have been reguirfd to cur-

tail,essential services.

on MOnday, January 18, 1982, thirty-five tribally funded programs, as well'

As the Colville Business Cotiscil, went on a four-day, 32-hour work week. Under

the new work week, the tribal offices and services are shut on Fridays. lqss

than ten programa will operrte on flexitime schedules to provide service in

areas such as law and order, wildlife management, emergency services, health serv-

ices, tribal enterprises, convale.,snt center'and the Pasdhal Sherban Indian'

School. This action will reduce the Tribes' budget by one-half of a million

dollars this fiscal year.

An additional savings of thousands of dollars resulted when the tribal ad- ,

miiiistration closed its doors for two weeks during the Christmas holidays. Trib-

al employees were off-duty for eight working days during the two weeks and re-

ceived holiday pay for Christmas and New Year's.

A oomparison of the first pay period in February for 1981 with 1982 shows

a decline of 247 tribal employees and a 31% pa}.:oll reduction: -

Date NuMber of Employees Taal Cbsa

1981 February PP 46
1983 February PP 46

686 $411,6C0.00

439 $283,800.00

Moreover, the Tribes have lost a substantial nuMber of jobs, not only ih
foresty, but also in the mining industry. On January 29, 1982, the Mbunt Taman

mining project laid otf most of their work force of 120 people. These figures

will show tip in the State's February unemployement rates. The Mount Tblman'Pro-

ject, if the economy were sound, would have
been employins BOO to 1200 people at

this time. However, when the national economy hit the long, downward trend,

Amax cancelled the Mount Tolman Project. Most of the 120 people laid off by

MOunt Tolman were tribal members.

The Tribes' unemployment rate is astronomical. The State keeps records of

unemployment by oounty, so there is no state figure for unemployment for the

Colville Reservation. Okanogan and Ferry counties, where the Colville Reserva-

tion is located, had a 22.3% unemployment rate for Deoanber 1981 uhich climbed

to 25.1% in January 1982. One of every four people are looking f,r jobs in the

two counties. In January 1983 the average unemployment for Okanogan and Ferry

counties was 13.8%. The State predicts that the 25.1% figure will increar,

again in February and March of 1982. It ahould be added that the manner in which

the State reports unarployment rates disguises
the true rate of unemployment.

a
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The Bureau of Indian Affairs Labor Force data reflects the true rate. This

data shows that in 1981 only 865 Colvilles living on or near the reservation
are employed out of a total of 3,342 employable adults, for a 26% rate of emr
ployment. That mans that 2,477 of 3,342 -- or 74% -- are unemployed and most
of these are looking for jobs. The 1982 Labor Force will be calculated during

the last week of ("larch 1982.

Tribal credit Program

The Tribal Credit Program is operating ender severe restrictions at this
time. OriginAlly, the Tribes allocated $2.0 million for new loans in FY 1982;
however, in the first round of tribal cutbacks in NoveMtv.lr 1981, these new funds

were cancelled. The program will operate on its own funds (revolving monies)
Until further notice. No new major loans, such as loans for homes and land,
are being made, so that the few dollars available can be diverted to emergency
loans to needy families.

.
As of December 31, 1980, the Tribal Credit Program totalled $17.0 million,

'includdng 1,395 individual loans. At that tine, there were 78 loans delinquent,
valued at $148,000. In Deccrber 31, 1981, the Credit Program grew to $20.7 ndl-
Um, with 1,495 loans active. The delinquent loans climbed to 580, an increase%

from 6% to 39% in one year. The value of the delinquency at the end of 1981 is
$560,000 -- a startling omount, which basically leaves no funds revolving in thq
Credit Program for this year.

. .

The market value of homes appears to be decreasing this last year. Three

hores were repessessed last year and muld not be'sold at the appiaised value.
Sales'were made by either decreasing the fair-market value or decreasing the
interest on the balance of the loan. In alltheLe situations, the Tribes lost

money on these transactions.

Tribal Housing

The Colville Tribss has completed 480 HUD housing units on the Colville Re-
servation over the past seven years. The economic recession is affecting the
Tribal HUD Program in two major ways. First, the number of rent/loan delin-
quencies have nearly doubl'd in the past year. From December 1980 to CecEmber
1981, the number of delinquent loans/rents rose from 21 to 164, or a loss of
tribal rental income to the Tribal Housing Authority of nearly.$25,000 per month.
Secondly, due to the large number of unemployed Colville members who occupy Hup .

homes, the occupants have asked for a reevaluation of their nonthly rent. As

each occupant's inoome changes on an annual basis, the rental is adjusted accord-

ingly. In most-cases this past year, the average rental costs have been-decreased.
Loss of rental income owing to these revaluations has decreased the tribal rent
income by $3,446 per month.

The Colville Tribes has constructed a municipal sewer sysfIlm that serves the
town of Nespelem, the Colville Agency and tribal headquazters. A cooperative

agreement has been drawn up b, deen the Tribes and the town of Nespelem to manage

the oommunity sewer system. A oomparison of December 1980 figures with December
1981 is as follows:
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Average Value of

1 Hook-Ups Delinquent Accounts Value of Deliguency Each Delinquency

,

1980 151 79 92,074.15

1981 170 86 $2,590.75 $30.13

Each hook-up costs 96.50 per month.
There are no.changes in rates during this

particular year.

PUblic Assistance

, The Colville Tribes reavested
various assistance figures from the Department

of Social & Health Services of the State of Washington. Ih Okanogan County, all

applications for all categories of
assistance are as follows:

1980 1981

January 218 193

February 256 147

march 177 --

April 205 114

May 138 102

June -- 116

July 259 168

August 221 98

September -- 209

October 157 346

November -- 139

Decotber 210 187

Theee figures disguise the hmpact
of the recession on the county or reser-

vation. Discussions with the Department of Social 6 Health Services reveal that

the eligibility requirements
for all programs have been tightened periOdically.

The State of WaShington is
facing one of its most difficult years financially;

It has been mandatory for the
Department to decrease case

loads, because it has

fewer funds available.

A more responsive index bp the
impact of the recession may be found in the

food stamp program. The local DSHS Administrator
reports the following figures

4lowing the increase in applications for food stamps:

Flood Stamp Applications

Okanogan County

June, July 1979
June, July 1980
June, 'July 1981

775 Applications
835 Applications + 81

1063 Applications +271

Tribal Courts

The effect of the current
economic slim, on the Colville Tribal Court has

been two-fold.
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Firctly, comparing thealcohol'crinfes handled bY the 9ourt,in'1980 with
those crimes handled 19p14 there has been an increase.) In 1980, 25% of
the crimes chargedwere ciines in which being under the influence of,alcOhol
was an element ofthe,crime. In 1981, 31% of the crimes were alcohol crimes --
an increase of 6%.

Because aloCholism is affected by many socio-economic factors,it is pre,
dictable that the current recession would cauSe an increase in alcohol oon-
sumpticn and a corresponding incrlase in the number of alcohol crimes.

Secondly, the Court has been giving the defendants &re lime_ to pay their
fines. The requests usually come 'during senteqping. The judge used to,give
them from two weeks to 90 days, but now it is not tnusual for defendants to
plea d. for more time. Currently, it is'not unusuAl flow the defendants tO to,
given from 60 daYs to four months to pay their fines.

Fixpuests for fine extensions also occur.after sentencing but before the
fine is due. There has beep an'Incr in post-&vntencing requests, with de-,
fondants pleadirxj for mre time to lete the paynents on their fines. Or-
dinarily, these requests are gr as long as some amount of payment is
being received,.

In conclusion, ithe .curfent arnomicslurrp has affected the Colville Tribal:
Court in that it has created an increase in the numberof alcohol crines charged
in the court, and it has created aq'increase ig both lee nar,Mbet and length of
extensions for payment of fines. .;

gi
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Before the
Senate Select Committeelbn Indian Affairs

March 1, 19_82

s,

MEMBERS,OF THE SELECT' COMMITTEE:

Thank you for the oppo'rtunity to express the deep concerns

of Eastern Indian tres, organitations, and people about

President Aonald 'Reagan's proposed budget for.:fiscal year 1983 to

the U.S. Coni4ess. The budget calls for major cuts in domestic

"disCretionary prograMs," which include many of the only direct :

services available and df vital ing4talice-io all American Indians.

The'Indian Information Project.is an advocacy, information-

4
sharing, and outreach service to all Eastern Indian tribes and

organizations (not,on Federal reservations)..east of theottississippi,.

River. Our office works witll 110 of these gimps. ixt me state,
4. I

Mr. Chairman, that our people are the most neglected and ltgally

misunderstood Indian people in this nation. Although the east

was discovered long before the west and eastern fndian tribes, and

our people were here ts greet ynd assist the first colonists to

adjust to their new homes, after.colonial
history wi'ts made, our

'people were overlooke4 by the Federal palicymakers. The daily

existence for our Indian people east of the Mississippi River has
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beep tough, but we have survived. This historic oversight was corrected

to a degree in the 1930s when a number of Eastern Indians were brought

under the Bureau of Indian Affairs, and then even more so during the

decadessof the 1960s and 1970s when tribal organizations became eligible

to 'participate in the community services, education, manpower and employ-

ment training, housing, energy and, to a limited degree, health manpower

training programs. The decade of the 1970s saw a Presidential mandate to

the Departmenl of Health, Education, and Welfare (now Department of Health

and Human Services) to serve urban and rtfral Indian people through the

Administ ation of Native Americans. That initiative plus new authorities

in education, CETA, health manpower training, and legal services gave Eastern

Indian tribal and urban organizations needed reOburces to successfully tack:e

the ;problems of their people.

The Lumbee Regional Development Association, Inc., has a service popu-

lation of 35,000 stata-recognized rural Indians in 4obeson and adjoining

counties, North Carolina. Fifty percent Of these people are at poverty

level and the average grade avel is 8.5. Our unemployment rate in the

county is 20 percent as compared to 5.6 percent for the state. Out of 100

counties in North Carolina, Robeson County ranks fifth pine area. Let me

illustrate the tribe's accomplishments in 1981:

CETA Title III

. ,.,Participants in classroom training - 222

. On the Job Training - 450 trainees
1

. Work Experience 7 188 trainees

. Public Service Employment - 584 trainees

f4

ve
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The agency placed 232 of its trainezr in the private sector and

310 additional trainees were placed in unsubsidird jobs full:time

after termination. Although this record is excellent, the Adminis-

tration proposes to defund totally, groups like the Lumbees.

o Education

Talent search which helps our students move into technical

schools, colleges, and universities served 1,057 students

in 1981, 77 percent of whom were Indians, and prevented

788 from dropping out; 402 were placed in post secondary

institutions.

Adult education has been in existence since 1977 in ihe

community and 591.adults have received their GED's.

Pre-school program has been in existence since 1973 and

has served 745 students since its inception. This pro-

gram has been a "God-send" for our youngsters, since state-

recognized and non-reservation Indians are not fundedby

Headstart.

Center for the Arts, which is a community-Inzied performing

and visual arts program, was funded in 1960 and has served

200 students.

All of these education programs, which have given these Lumbee

students.an even chance, will be lost if the Title rv, Indian

Education Act Program is transferred to the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

o Health Manpower grants scholarships to Lumbee students

interested in pursing health careers. We have 3 dentists; 2
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veterinarians, 7 pharmacists, 1 psychologist, 2 health care

administrators, and 13 doctors. Of these Lumbees, 12 graduated

in the last three years.

Obviously, this is an area where the Lumbees have made great strides.

All of the4e statistics illustrate clearly how well our people are

using the equal opportunities of the last decade; Even with these

remarkable accomplishments, 50 percent of our people are at a

poverty level and our average grade level is 8.5. JUnemployment.is

20 percent among the Lumbees and 5.6 percent in the State of North

Carolina as a whole.

Let me highlight for a moment what the President's budget would do

to the Eastern Indian tribes, organizations, and communities:

Department of Education

The President proposes to abolish the Department of Education in 1983

and replace it with a Foundation for Education Assistance responsible for

block grants and consolidated aid for state and local educational agenOes,

stuaont loans and grants, and other educational functions. All Indian,

groups have participated in Title I, ESEA, as a source for remedial basic

education, improved curriculum, and hone and school liaison. The proposed

cut from $3.1 to $1.9 billion would cause a loss of all the'critical skills'

teachers in both the public schools and the Bureau of Indian Affairs schools.

Student loans and grants have been the only source of undergraduate financial

assistance for the 600 Eastern American Indian students in higher education.

-Nithout such assistance, it appears to us that 500 of these students could

not gain the skills available at technical schools and colleges, because

they could not enroll.

11.
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Another part of the President's proposal is to transfer the Depart-

ment of Education's assistance programs funded under Title IV of the Indian

Education Act to the Department of the Interior, Bureau of Indian Affairs.

This program would be cut by $26.7 million. If such a transfer takes place,

all urban, rural, and other American Indians not under the jurisdiction of

the Bureau of Indian Affairs will lose these programs. Indeed, all the

Indian children attending publit schools (300,000) would be in jeopdy of

losing these services. The critical elements of parent involvement with

the local educational agency, Indian professional scholarships for lawyers,

doctors, and business majors will be lost, as well as the pilot R and D pro-

jects in curriculum and adult education. This one act would do irreparable

damage to the positive education achievements of the past decade.

Department of Health and Human Services .

The Administration for Native Americans is the major agency in this

Department charged with promoting Indian self-sufficiency and self-determina-

tion. It has been helpful to urban and rural Indians not living on Federal

reservations, by fundi.g tribal organizations, administrative capability,

social service, and recognition grants. This agency is targeted for an 18

percent cut next year, which would put their budget at $23 million. The

Financial Assistance grants are to be cut by $4.3 million next year; this

would reduce Indian projects from 179 to l3S.1There is no doubt in my mind

that urban and rural Indians not living on Federal reservations would receive

the largest share of these cuts. This agency under its present leadership

has steadily moved into supporting tribal governments on Federal reservations,

instead of maintaining ite original initiative
to serve urban and rural Indians

not living on Federal reservations.
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Indian Health Service funds the Health Manpower Services Program,

under the Indian Health Care Improvement Act, which grants scholarships to

Indians in the health professions and those pursuing Master's of Public

Health at Schools of Public Health - University Of California, Berkeley;

Hawaii; North Carolina; and Oklahola. These schools provide our only

source of trained Indian man and woman power in the health field. We

strongly urge that these programs be continued and funded at their current

FY.82 level of $240,000.

Department of Labor.

Much progress has been made under the Comprehensive Employment

Training Act which is expiring. Our people understand and appreciate the

Adieinistration's concern with waste, fraud, and more cooperation with the

private sector. Yet, it is important to realize that the technical assis-

tance grants which could have been of primary assistance to all Indian

Irantees were never funded. This meant that many of our programs were not

as effective as they could have been. We urge this Select COmmittee to

look closely at any new legislation proposed for this area to ensure that

urban and rural non:reservation Indians are included and that technical

assistance is incorporated into any new proposals.

The Indian Information Project is mtremely concerned about the

draft Administrat,ion bill circulated for comment late last week. That pro-

poSal would serve only the "Federally recognized" tribes and completely

leave out urban and rural Indian tribes and organizations. Our project

endorsed the statement by the Indian and Native American CETA Coalition

and filed a letter stating this.

95-922 0 - 82 - 8
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It is our understanding that the President's budget requests $30

to $50 million for Special Target Programs. American Indians would be

included in this category. It is not clear how much would be earmarked

for American Indians,-and if the indicators we have seen hold true, urban

and rural Indians would not be included.

Legxl_Services Corporation

The President proposes zero funding for the Legal Services Corpora-

tion. Funds from this Corporation would be combined with human services

block grants to the states.' No mandate would be given to the states regard-
,

ing whether or not to fund Legal Services. The funding level in FY'82 was

$241 million. Our project recommends continuing this level for FY'83.

The Legal Services Corporations have been a lifesaver for many Indians,

minorities, and people at the lower socio-economic level of our society.

For Eastern Indians, the Legal Service Corporations have just expanded into

rural areas in the last three years. Prior to that, the majority of our

people had no means of accessing the judicial system for settling disputes,

particularly civil ones, and, thus, many were denied any justice at all.

In the case of my own tribe, the Lumbees, the Lumbee River Legal Services

Corporation has assisted in ensuring justice in cases of Gerrymanding,

voting rights, and employee discrimination in industry. In addition, this

group is aiding all the North Carolina Tribes in their quest for legal

recognition. If entities like the Lumbee River Legal Services Corporation

are defunded, the cause of justice for America's minorities and socio-

economic deprived will become rhetoric.
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Conclusions

Although our project speaks directly about the needs of Eastern

Indian tribes and organizations east of.the Mississippi River, let me

state our support for all the programs serving Indian people. All. Indian

people are at a developmental and transitional stage in our nation's his-

tory. All of our tribes and organizations are striving for self-sufficiency

and self-determination. This last decade has seen increased trained Indian

men and womenpower, planning and concrete evidence of increased opportuni-

ties in the various Indian tribes and communities.

All of us are concerned about the economic recovery of our nation.

That recovery cannot occur if people who are being trained for employment

(semi-skilled, skilled, and professional) are moved from potential employees

\
to the unemployed and underemployable rolls.

It is impeyative, Mr. Chairman, that the positive development of

Indian tribes, organizations, and communities continue so that our people

can move into the category of self-sustaining. I urge you to recommend

to the Budget and Appropriations Committee& a continuation of these vital

Indian programs at least at the minimum level of FY,82 and, where possible,

an increase to reflect the costs of inflation.

Mr. Chairman, our people support, our President when it is possible

to do so; however, in this instance the President's proposal would devas-

tate the important developments which occurred for all Indians in the last

decade. The President's proposed budget would be most harmful to.Indian

pere (tribes and organizations) who live east of the Mississippi River.

We urge this Committee to be the spearhead in fighting for justice and

equity fOr all American Indians.

Thank you.
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(I would like to submit for the Record, a chart indicating how our

people, the Eastern Indians, fared under the initial round of block grants,

a map which indicates where the Indian tribes and organizations with which

the Indian Information Project works live and, finally, our letter of sup-

port for the Indian and Na;ive American CETA Coalition's statement concern-

ing the new proposed CET,. legislation.) Thank you.
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INDIAN INFORMATION PROJECT
A COMPOWIT 0/ WNW AMININAL WAILOIDIPANOT ARSOCIATION, WC.

3902 immeutive Are
D-12 Tyler Daildliat
Alexandria, VA 22305

703-549-3302

February 23, 192

The Honorable Raymond Donovan
Secretary of Labor
Department of Labor
Washington, D.C.

Dear Secretary Donovan:

The'Indian Information Project is strongly opposed to the

exclusion of non-reservation (urban and Rural Indians) in the Adminis-
tration's "proposed" draft legislation to renl,ce CETA.

Opr cffice and constituents fully endorse the position stated
by the Indian and Native American CETA Coalition in their letter
to you of February 23, 1982.

We urgently request that the Administration correct this situa-

tion immedtately.

Thanks for your cooperation and assistance.

cc: Mr. William Kacvinsky

Note this letter was hand delivered.

LL

Sincerely,

Helen M. Scheirbeek
Project Advisor
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Exhibit IV.

Indian and Native American CETA Coalition

February 23, 1982

Mr. William J. Kacvinsicy
Acting Administrator
Cdfice of National Prcgrams,r
US Department of Labor
Ham 6402, Patrick Henry Wilding
601 D Street, N. W.
Washiugton, D. C. 20213

Dear Mr. Kacvinsky:

The bill which the reparbnent of Labor has drafted to replace the
Comprehensive Employment and Training Act is canpletely and totally
unacceptable to Indian and Native American organizations now participating
in the CEPA programs.

As drafted, this bill is a direct attempt to destroy Indian and
Native American'programs. It would:

1. Give the Department of Labor the ability to completely
defund Indian programs at any time. This is the first bill
proposed since the beginning ct CETA which does not contain
a rminbnum funding floor for Indian programs.

2. Terminate DOL-funded services for every Indian and Native
Ameriein worker not permanently residing on a reservation
or in a native Alaskan village.

3. Cripple shatever few Indian Irograns survive the other
provisions of the bill hy saddling them with all the re-
strictions on program activities and operations intended
for state goverment-run programs. Meet of these restric-
tions are inappropriate for the labor market conditicms
affecting Indian workers.

We once again urge the Labor Department to use the attached language,
suggested by the Indian and Native American CETA Coalition, as the wording
for the Indian and Native American provisions of an Administration bill.
This language is based on positions taken by Indian and Native American

Inf9rmation and Coordination Office: 1000 Wisconsin Avenue, Northwest, Washington. D.C. 20007 (202) 3384101

ii::; .
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grantees. It is identical in nearly all respects to the provisions of the
bill sponsored by Senator Quayle (S. 2036).

Funding. Formula Issue

The introductory languageAo Part B of Title II ct the draft bill
gives the Secretary absolute and unrestricted authority to divide all
funds available under the Part among am of the grcups listed, in any way
the Secretary wishes. There is no requireset that a single cent be
provided for Indian programs. Since CETA was enacted in 1973, Indimh
program have always teen guaranteed a minimun amount of support through
percentage-based funding formulas contained in the authorization legisla-
tion itself. The fact that this draft bill does not contatn any mintann
funding formula can only be interpreted as a move to canpletely deny
services to all Indian and Native American workers despite their problem
as the most severely disadvantaged persons in the entire U. S. labor
force. .

_Indian program must te guaranteed a share of the total funding
available for all programs under the bill stich is not less thah the
proportion of fundS currently allocated to Indian prcgrams under CETA.
The Quayle bill cOntains such a guarantee.

The Termination .2 1; All Off-Reservation Programs

The language of Section 221 of the draft bill limits funding to
tribes on federal and state reservations and to Alaskan native villages.
This would deny Services to the vast majority of sorkers who are members
ct federal and state recognized tribes, bince met Indian workers find it
necessary, at-some point to search for work in off-reservation canunities.
Ieeffect, the bill says that an Indian worker iho goes teyond the reserva-
tion line in seardh of work cannot be aided in that search by an Indian
organization located there and familiar with his or her needs.

The bill autcaatically terminates all services to members of tribes
wto have never received or teen denied or been terminated from federal ,
recognition. It even deniet services to members of tribes that have
federal recognition tut have had all their land taken from them. In

effect, the draft bill sets the Labor Department up as the judge of who is
an Indian and Mho isn't. 'This role does not,belong to the Labor Depart-
ment. It belongs only to the tribes whose soWereign pcsers give them the
right to detennine their own membership.",

The wordi of the bill pgaces many of the services now prcmided to
native Alaskan rs in jeopardy. It suggests that prcgrans can only
serve workers in ,..!..ized native Alaskan villages Such language could
destroy the effective service delivery mechanism which the established
native Alaskrn regional nonprofit corporations haNe created and used to

12
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deliver employment and training services uniquely suited to the unique
status of native Alaskan people.

The wording of the bill would automatically terminate services to all
native Hawaiians, a peOple who have suffered from the destruction of their
indigenous governmental institutions:the seizure of their land and the
impoverishment of their economic well-being in many ways that parallel the

history of Indian people.

We have attached a lemgthier description of the reasons why the
present nationwide character of Iadian and Native American program should
be maintained thrcugh mntinuing the direct funding of Indian and Native
American organizations serving off-reservation workers.

Imposition of Inapmpriate Restrictions

Section 221(e) of the draft bill limits the programs and activities
which Indian grantees can Cond3mt exclusively to those permitted to
non-Indian recipients under the language of Sections 112-and 113. This

would, among other things, prohibit any fonn of wage or allowance payment
to Indian participants, restrict administrative costs for every Indian
grantee to 15% and restrict the amount of supportive services to 10%.

Whatever the justification may be for such restrictions in non-Indian
programs, they will, if flatly applied to Indian programmt"destroy the
effectiveness of services to mast Indian workers. Under these restric -

tionfs, Indian workers needing skill tvaining could not get it because of
the flat prohibition on allowance payMents and the limitation on suppor-
tive services for those who must be trained in a residential facility
because of the lack of training facilities near the trainee's hcme. Under

these restrictions, Indian workers with limited or sporadic work histories
could not acquire work habits and work records through work experience
activities. On-the-job training in the private sector, which would be
practically the only permissible activity, cannot be conducted on many
reservations where private sector employers &re virtually non-existent.

The present language of Section 302(f) of CETA, continued unchanged
in the Quayle bill, would permit the tailoring of Indian programs and
services to meet the actual labor market needs in Indian communities.
This is the only'Sensible approach to the very*severe and diverse needs
which Indian workers have in successfully finding and retaining
unsubsidized employment.

In addition to the Problems already described, other aspects of the
draft bill would also seriously damage Indian and Native American
programs. For instance:

The draft bill contains no provisions for forward funding.
Indian programs have suffered the most from the inability
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of the Congresei te.appropriate employment and training
funds in a timely manner and the inability.of the Labor--
Department-to exi;aditiously obligate such funds after they

are apprtpriated. 'At the beginning of this Fical Year,
most Indian grantees were forced to totally suspend or
drastically curtail their cperaticos bmcouse of the lack cd
funding. Ibe General Accounting Office found that the lack
of fotward funding aas a very seriais problem in the
Department's administration of Indiar programs. Ibe
authorization hir forward funding mast be retained and-must
be implemented. -

* Section 203(b) of the draft bill implies that Indian
recipienrs must conduct the audits of their own programs.
Ibis is contrary to past DOL practice, in which the
Department retains CPA firms, using non-program funds, to
ccoduct audits of Indian programs. Pew, if any, Indian
recipients receive enough administrative funds under their
DOL grants toLpsy for such audits. Ihe current practice of
DCL-contracted audits should be contained for all Indian
grantees who prefer such an arrangement.

* . Ihe authorization leleas in the draft bill represent
another substantial ieduction in employment and training
funds. Ihe funding Atts that have occurred during-the last
yeanhave devastated many Indian camanities. Ibese cuts
wpre impcsed without warning, without any thought oi their
consequences and without any alternative approaches being
offered to meet the needs of Indian workers. Ihe Labor
Department itself har not even examined the effects of

these cuts. Any further reductions in employment program
supPort seeps to use to represent the'abrogation of the
federal trust responsibility to Indian peopae vhich even
the draft till itself proposes to maintain.

Once again se urge the Labor Department if> replaoe all the Indian

provisions in the draft bill with the suggested language attached to this

letter. Ibis language would preserve the stability, ccatinuity, nation-
wide character and flexibility of the Indian and Native American programs
which have done so moh to improve the eoonomic well-being cd Indian and
Native American workers and ocmhunities over the last ten years.

Sincerely

Lonnie Racehorse
Cbordinator
Legislative Mak Force

Attachments
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FRIED, FRANI, HARRIS, 8ERIVER & KARPELIKAN
.1.0111.11.1.1.1LS .11.1 COOP111.

SUITE 1000,

600 NEW HAMPSHIRE AVEMUE. N. W.

WASHINGTON. 0 C. 20037

12021342-3500
CANCE."STENIC WASHINGTON"

TELEX 11192406

February 25, 1982

The Honorable William S. Cohen
Chairman
Selecttgommittee on Indian Affairs
The Unfted States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Attention: Betty Jo Hunt, Esquire

Dear Senator Cohen:

Fain, FRANZ', rA11111113..

SIEMER & JAEORSOX

01[141M0416
10114

11111,MM

ISMS MY MO

SINSOSta*MSASIOSS

*SOW.
SUS NISH

WHIlt ISINCCT SUSSES IS

202-342-3589

9047-001

I understand from your staff that I am scheduled to testify

at the Select Committee's oversight hearing on the F.Y. 1983 BIA

and IHS budget request next Monday, Maibh 1st. As I have to be
out of town on Monday, I am transmitting herewith copies of my

testimony before the Senate Appropriations Subcommittee on behalf

of the Metlakatla Indian Community,and request that it be
included in the record of the oversight hearing and that the matters

covered therein be reviewed by your Committee with thy,Bureau or
Indian Affairs and the Indian Health Servibe.

.%

In addition, I request that the enclosed letter to Senator

McClure on behalf of our client, the Oglala Sioux Tribal Public
Safety Commission, also be included in the record. The matter

of the detention of mentally ill Indians without appropriate Care
and treatment in tribal jails is, of course, one of concern to the

Select Committee, as well as to the Appropriations Committee. I

would be glad to discuss this question further with the Committee

staff at its convenience.

Encl.

1 2
IRS

Sincerely,

'G. Bobo Dean

Is
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METLAICATLA IND/AN COMMUNITY

Statement of S. Bobo Dean, Esquire, at Harings-of
the Senate Appropriations Subcommittee on Interior
and Related Agencies on the Bureau of Indian Affairs
and the Indian Health Service Budget Requests for

Fiscal Year 1983

February 25, 1,82

My name is S. Bobo Dean. I am an attorney with Fried, Frank, Harris,
Shriver and Eampelman and have been authorized to submit the following

statement on the proposed Bureau of /ndian Affairs and Ihdian Health Service

budgets for F.T. 1983 by our client, the Metlakatla Indian Community.

First, the Community notes that the proposed Bureau of Indian Affairs

funding level has been reduced by $16,000,000 to reflect the reorganization

of the Bureau's administrative structure.
The Community is pleased that

the reorganization provides that services to the Annette Islands Indian
Reservation will be provided by the Portland Regional Center, rather than

through the Alaska Native Field Office. This action-iS in response-to-the

request of the Metlakaila Community Council and is consistent with the

Community's status as the only qatutory Indian reservation remaining in

Alaska and with its exclusion by the Congress from participation in the

benefits provided by the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act.

ft is the judgment of the Metlakatla Council that services in suchA

areas as law enforcement, forestry, and fisheries can be more efficiently
provided by the Portland Office, which services many other Indian reser-

vations, than by an Alaska office concerned prinarilytwith the implemen-

tation of the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act in non-reservation areas.

However, the Community recommends that some of the savings effected

by the reorganization of the Bureau should be used to strengthen Bureau

services at the reservation level. For example, in the area of natural

resource development, the proposed BSA budget includes for the operation

of the Tamgas Creek Fish Hatchery only
$200,000 although the Bureau knows

full well that effective hatchery operations require 6300,000.

The Tamgas Creek Fish Hatchery is federally-owned and is operated

by the Community under contract with the Bureau. To the extent that

costs exceed the funds provided by the Bureau for the operation of this

federal hatchery, the success of the hatchery program will be jeopardized.

As recently concluded scientific studies have demonstrated, the hatchery

operation has benefitted the non-Indian fishery in Southeast Alaska, as

well as Metlakatla fiahermen.

In the area of 9cial services the Bureau has entirely eliminated the

general assistance prbgram at Metlakatla which was operated by the Com-

munity under contract pursuant to Public Law 93-638. The termination of

this program on the reservation of the Metlakatla Indians simply:because
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it is being phased out in non-reservation Alaska communities is incon-

sistent with Congress' exclusion of Metlakatla from the Alaska Native

Claims Settlement. The Community's understanding of the federal policy

of Indian self-determination as proposed by the President in 1980 was

that tribal administration of Bureau programs would not lead to the elimi-

nation of federal financial support. In social services it has meant just

that.

We ask that your Subcommittee require the Bureau to continue the

general assistance program on the Annette Island Indian Reservation. Now

tgat the Community's rate of unemployment has reached 58 percent due to

the depression in the timber industry and the curtailment of the programs

under Comprehensive Employment and Training, the need for general assis-

tance for families with young children is even more acute than in the past.

In fact, the applications for such
assistance have doubled with the past

year. As the Metlakatla social services director, Elinor Booth puts it:

"It is impossible to counsel some one on an empty stomach; basic neces-

sities must come first."

The Community also provides law enforcement services on the Reserva-

tion under contract with the Bureau of Indian Affairs. Its current

$185,000 funding level covers only three-fourths of the cost of reserva-

tion law enforcement activities. While the Bureau has repeatedly stated
that it recognizes the need for a substantial increase in funds for law

and order on Indian reservations,the F.Y. 1983 request will provide only

a modest five percent cost of living increase and some offset for the

elimination of CETA funds. Only $40,000 nationwide is requested for

"new jurisdiction or projects." We understand that the Bureau can fully

justify a major increase in the level of funding due to an increase in

law enforcement needs related to alcohol and drug abuse and other illegal
on-reservation non-Indian activity on many reservations throughout the

country. I am authorized by the Miccosukee Tribe of Indians of Florida

to include its support of additional
law enforcement funding for the

Bureau in this statement. .

We note that the Bureau proposes an increase of $1,485,000 in its

forestry program. The Community has already contracted the Bureau's very

small forestry activity on the Reservation. The management of the

Community's timber resources is vital to the tribal economy, and the

Bureau has a special responsibility
in the development of trust resources.

Despite the Community's continuing
effort to obtain a more reasonable

degree of support from the Bureau
in forestry activities, the budget was

cut from $31,500 in F.Y. 1981 to $29,500 in F.Y. 1982.

In addition, we understand that the-Interior Department is threatening

to revoke the five-year management
plan under which the funds derived from

the 10 percent timber administration
fee are being Used to supplement the

forestry program on the Reservation. If this action is taken, the

orderly management of the Community's
timber resources which is now

under way will be completely disrupted.
We have requested, on behalf

of the Community, that the Department
consult with us prior to taking an

1
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official position on this matter, and our request 41as been refused. We
ask that your Subcommittee review this matter with the Secretary of the
Interior and urge that any proposed change in the handling of the timber
fee funds should be carefully considered as to its impact on the orderly
development of tribal resources and the.Federal Government's trust
responsibilities.

The Community strongi'y supports the Administretion's request for an

Il

inc eeeee in the DIA scholarship program, but'the increase is ne

e
nearly

enough to meet the need. The existing level of scholeXib4P s admin-
istered by the Community under a 638 contract is not ApArtsk to pro-
vide adequately for Metlakatla youngsters who are, or shotild be,attend-
ing college. The Bureau reports a need for twice the proposed level of

scholarship funds, partly to provide assistance to the 34,000 Indian
students who need it and partly to offset,for those 17,000 Indian students
now being assisted, the impact of inflation and the reduction in assis-

tance from the Department of'Education.
...

Under contract with the Indian Health Service Metlakatla also admin-

isters a community health program; including emergency medical assiv-
tance, health education and related activites. The budget reductions
imposed by the Indian Health Service in F.Y. 1981 have already cut the
level of funding for this program from $80,000 to $52,000. The proposed
elimination of the Community Health Representative program in F.Y. 1982
will abolish IBS funding for health education activities on the Reserver
tion.

By the way, we have requested a written explanation from the Indian
Health Service relating the cuts in Metlakatla's 638 contract program
this.year to the Congressionally approved 1982 funding level of the
Indian Health Service. See attached IHS Memorandum, dated January 21,

1182. While INS has promised to provide such an explanation, we have

not received it. Indeed, IHS has informed the Community that in F.Y.
1982 it may be necessary for Metlakatla to contribute funds from its

638 contract health program to sustain the operation of,the IHS-operated,

Reservation clinic.

Our review of the IHS bUdget request for hospitals and clinics
suggests that -- once adjustments are made for Such earmarked funds as
new facilities and quity health care -- the apparent increase in the

funding level for F.Y. 1983 will translate, for on-going hospital and

clinic programs into a real decrease -- Just as has been the case in F.Y.

1982. For tribes which are dependent, as Metlakatla is, on CHR funds,

of course, the complete elimination of this program will leave skeletal

tribal health activity.

I am authorized to state that'the Miccosukee Tribe of Indians of

Florida, the Bristol Bay Area Health Corporation, the Norton Sound Health

Corporation, and the Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians join in the con-

cern which I have expressed at the proposed elimination of the cHR program

samd, as well, at the decreased funding levels which IRS has allotted for
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hospitals and clinic and similar health programs in F.Y. 1982, On

behalf of these tribal organizations, all of which are providing health

semtces for their people under IHS contracts, we respectfully request

that "ysur Subcommittee determine, in
consultation with IHS, why the

F.Y. 1982 budget increases approved by the Congress have translated into
budget decreases and whether the proposed F.Y. 1983 budget actually pro-

vides for an increase or a decrease in such areas as hospitals and clinics,

dental services, mental health, alcoholism and contract care.

When tribal organizations have elected to utilize the opportunities

to administer HIP, and IHS services to their members, tisey are guaranteed

not less than the Secretarial funding level -- what the Government would
have had to operate the program -- by section 106 of Public Law 93-638.

Thst level, however, is established by the Congress. Only the Congress

can determine whether tribal administration of health services will, or

will not, lead to a deterioration or elimination of federal financial

support for these programs. The Indian tribes and tribal organizations
twwhich I am speaking, as well as other tribes across the United States,

have relied on the representations of the President of the United States

and the congress that such support will be maintained so that Indian
self-determination does not translate into the termination of federal

services. I request that your Subcommittee review

(1) the elimination of general assistance at Metlakatla,

(2) the proposed elimination of the CHF program, and

(3) the general levels of funding in other HIk and IHS programs
noted above in the perspective of these representations.

Thank you.

Pttachmeht.

1

4
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ELECTRONIC MAIL

AGENCY-DHHS/Indian Health Service
Date Prepared: 01/21/82

ACCOUNTING CLASSIFICATION Number of Pages:
7520390

NAME: Jim Dunnick Phone No.: 443-1118

TO: All Area/Program Office Directors

SUBJECT: FY 1982 Obligational Authority Thru March 31, 1982

As you are aware, you have been isaued obligational authority for this
year through January 31, 1982 at a level that represents a 10% reduction
of your fiscal year 1981 recurring base levels. Also, for your
information, the appropriation has been signed; however, the Act has not
been printed and ia therefore unavailable for review.

Based on previous budget information provided to you, you were informed-
that some program reductions would have to be ade this year. In view oT
this, Headquarters is currently identifying some specific items that can
be reduced which would result in a smaller eduction that would have to
be absorbed by the Area/Program.

Since IHS haa not received an approved apportionment, and based on
information currently available, MINS has developed a basia for Issuing
obligational authority for period ending 3/31/82. Attached are
percentages of reductiona from the FY 1981 recurring base by sub-activity
for which the obligational authority will be based on. Therefore, you
ahould take your FY 1981 recurring base, reduce by percentage listed, And
divide in half (Table attached). Obligational authority will then be
issued upon receipt of this table by Headquarters, Financial Management
Branch. Pay Act requirementa will be absorbed within this authority.

For Urban Programs, you are to seperately requeat obligational authority
by apecifio Urban projekt and for only the specified time period (thru
3/31/82). The amount requested must reflect a reduction of 8.3% of the
FY 1981 level of funding. In addition, as a further clarification to our
memorandum dated January 11, 1982 concerning the availability of funds
for FY 1982, no Urban projects oun be eliminated without the approval of
the.Office of the Director, Indian Health Se"rvice.

If you have any specific questions, contact Jim Dunnick or Howareloach
on FTS 443-1118.

95-922 0 - 82 -

Joseph N. Exendine, Dr. P.H.
Acting Director
Indian Health Service



ATTACHMENT

(Area/Program Offioe)

(Date)

, compution oe Obligational Authority

FY 1981 Percent Amount Revised Obligational

Recurring of of 1981 Authority

Ease Reduction Reduction Rerima_assour Requested 11

Clinical Servioes:
Hospital and Clinics

5%.

Dental
4%

Mental. Health
4%

Alcoholism
4%

M A R
4%

6..,

Contract Care
4%

I.D
cp

Subtotal

Preventive Health:
Sanitation

10%

PHN
4%

HE
4%

CHR
21%

Subtotal

Program Management
8%

TOTAL

A/ Reflects 1/2 of Revised FY 1981 Recurring Base.
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9215-018
The Honorable James A. McClure
Chairman
Subcommittee on Interior
Committee on Appropriations
United States Senate
Washingtont D.C. 20510

Dear Senator McClure:

Re: Oglala Sioux Tribal Public Safety
Commission - Incarceration of Mental

Wealth Patients

We have been requested by our client, the Oglala Sioux Tribal
Public Safety commission, to bring to your attention an extremely
serious problem on the Pine Ridge Reservntion. We understand from
the Bureau of Indian Affairs that similar conditions exist on many
other reservations throughout the united States. The problem raises
significant issues not only for the administration of law enforce-
ment on Indian roservationg but in the area of fundamental human
rights as well.

Essentially, the problem is the routine.incarceration of
Indians with severe mental health problems in tribal jails without
the provision of adequate treatment. During the month of January
1982 six such individuals were held for periods from one to 26
days (for-a total of 61 days) in detention facilities on the Pine
Ridge Reservation operated by our client, the Oglala Sioux Tribal
Public Safety Commission, under a contract with the Bureau of
Indian Affairs, pursuant to Public LaW 93-638. A number of these
indimiduals had previously been committed to mental institutions
but were subsequently released and returned to the Reservation
community. The individuals then ngaged in behavior leading to
tribal court orders which require the Public Safety Commission to
hold them. A numbet of these cases have involved violent behavior
resulting in injury tb tribal officers.

-
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Representatives of the Commission net yesterday in

Washington, D.C. with representatives of the Bureau of Indian

Affair', the Federal Bureau of Prisons, the Federal Bureau of

Investigation, the Criminal Division of the U.S. Department of
Justice, Indian Health Service and the Office of General Counsel.

Wealth and NUMMI Services Administration, to explore solutions

to this problem.

While all of the agencies involved expressed their concern

and both the JUstice Department and the Bureau of Indian. Affairs

confirmed that similar copditions exist on many other reservations,

no solutions developed from the meeting.

Essentially, the problem appears to be that neither the Indian

.Bealth Service nor the Bureau of Indian,Affairs is adequately funded

to provide for the, custodial care needed for some of these indivi-

duals in the reservatiOn community,"although
both agencies recog-

nise that the support of such care may Ian within their respective

responsibilities. Our client's contract with the Bureau of Indian '

Affairs does not provide financial support for the custody, care

and treatment of such individuals.

We are writing to yoli on the instructions Of our client to-

ask that you riview this matter with the Bureau of Indiin Affairs

and the Indian Health Service and that you attempt' to address the

needs of these individuals for
appropriate treatment and care in

your consideration of the Administration's budget request for F.Y.

1983.

I am enclosing herewith a
NM4ds Assessment prepared in

August 1981 which provides
additional backgrOund information to

this problem as it relates to the Pine Ridge Reservation. / under-

.
stand that the Bureau of Indian

Affairs Division of Law Enforcement

Services can provide you with
additional information on the extent

of this problem on other reservations.

I request that this letter be included in the record of the

hearing_on the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the Indian Health

Service's F.Y. 1983 budget request held by your Subcommittee on

February 24.

Encl.

C:2
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DIVISION OF LAW
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U.S. Domingo. of Justice

Federal Priam System

Eugene F. Suarez, Sr.
Chief, Division of Law
Inforcement*Services

Bureau of Indian Affairs
U.S. Department of the Interior
Washington, D.C. 20245

Dear W. Suarez:

Waallsogron. QC. 103.11

January 19, 1982

This letter is in response to your inquiry of November 24, 1981 to Mr. Carlson.
'

You seek information regarding the possibility of contracting with the Bureau
of Prisons for the detention in our facilities of offenders sentenced by tribal

courts to serve periods in custody in excess of 180 days. Reservation
detention facilities are described as inadequate for the detention of these
longer term offenders.

It is our opinion that the Bureau of Prisons does not have the necessary
authority to contract with Indian tribes or the Bureau of Indian Affairs. The
Bureau of Prisons' sole authority to contract for the detention of offenders is
found at 18 U.S.C. §5003. The section authorizes the Bureau of Prisons to
"... contract with the proper officjals of a State or Territory ..." 18 U.S.C.
§5003(a). Specifidally, "state" is defined at §5003(d) as ".., any State,
Territory, or possession of the United States, and the Canal Zone." It is our
understanding that Indian tribes, in their status as semi-dependtnt sovereign
nations, do not fall into this definition of state or territory. Similarly, we
have authority to take as federal prisoners only those convicted of offenses
against the United States. 18 U.S.r,. §4042. It is our understanding that
Congress has recognized tribal jurisdiction in these,cases we are talking
about, and they are not prosecuted by the United States for crimes against the
United States.

Therefore, it appears that an amendment to 18 U.S.C. §5003(d) would be required
in order for the Bureau of Prisons tm coniract for the detention of offenders
sentenced by tribal courts. The Bureau of Prisons would have no objection to
such an amendment. The Congress is currently considering a revision of the
Criminal Code, including 18 U.S.C. §5003. It might be appropriate to seek such
an amendment as part of this package. You may be aware of additional options,
which we would certainly be willing to consider. We would be happy to arrange
a meeting to discust this matter, as you suggest. Please contact Doris Pige in
my office (724-3062) should you wish additional information or a meeting.

Sincerely,

Clair A. Cripe
General Counsel

a
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Law Inforeedent Services
Code 450

Norma* Carless Director
Federal bureau et Prisons

U S Department of Justice

10th and Coestitution Avenue Si

Weshiseten D'e 20530

November 24 1961

boar Nr. Cartoon

The Doreen of Iodise Affairs operates 61 detention idcilitiee in ceetert with

Indian tribe. se isms Aare Federal/tribal juriedistio. *nista. The

lasilitiee are desigsed to detain aunt term offeadere sad Lech A. redeems te

detain lees term effeaders. I. fact, the 1961 Indian Civil Rights Act, pro-

'ditto seetencee et wore them ISO days I. custody. laservation doggie have

fowled It me ry to detain fee mere than the prescribed ISO days comae

/meetly, ffenders sr. ...tooted C. coesecutive terms it multiple offenses

occur.

We wish to explore the roseibility of the 5 f Iodide Affiirs. or

individual Indian t-ibee. coatrecting with the bureau of Prisons to detain

individeals wh are sentenced te serve load terse instead of detainiag them

I. local facilities

If the Sureau.of Prisons can contract for long term offeadorcesatenced by

reservatiee courts plea.s adolop as to the procedure. involved for the bureau

ef Indian Affair. er the isdividual,tribee to avail thenaelves of tbis service

Ma wederstand dust we world reimburse the bureau of Prisons tor costs involved.

If the Suream of Prisms is not authorised to detain S uuuuu er tribal prisoners,

would legialatioe be required to permit incarceration in *urea, of Prises

facilities sod. would the $ f Primate upport this tyie of legislation?

Since these i must be resolved, we 'meld appreciate as pportunity to

meet and discuss these i with the appropriate members of your staff.

Mash you for your assistance and cooperatioe I. this natter.

Since el

a I

cz.z-
sr '

ief Division of Lew
lefercemeat Serviced

cc Surname Chios Nailroosi 400

ITS pla 11/20/61 D NOV I SI 5-6 Its.
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CO;MNITY SUPPORT PROGRAM NEEDS ASSESSM.ENT
.

PINE RIDGE INDIAN HEALTH SERVICE
MENTAL HEALTH/SOCIAL SERVICE UNIT

AUGUST 1981
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I. Int.oductiOn

Indian Health Seriice staff from tha Pine Pid;:e rental Haalth/Social

S:.rvices Unit identified potential Co-mnity Su;nport Program (CSP) clicnts

and conducted a needs assess!..ent in preparation for CSP i4ementation on

the reserntion. The population i.as idnD:ified from active and' ihactive

_Mental Health/Social Services cases and from key informants. The South

Dakota Definition of the Target Fooulation vas used to define the CSP target

J;.polation (South CAota CSP target population definition Attach:lent Fl).

The neds asseswent ws carried out during the month of August utilizing

the CSP client identific,ilion instru-,ent (Attach-lent F2). 'The rajor objectives

of the study mtere to:
.

1) Determirle the edproxiTate size of the target population residing on

the Pine Ri4e Reservation and identify potential CSP clients;

2) Identify existing on-reservation service providers and,jarget,popul'ation

utilization patterns; and

3)
Identify'gaps in existing services and major service rieeds within the

context of the ten essential Co-.1munity Support Program colponents.

The needs 'assessment study re'flects a basic assu7nption that those clients

identified through active and inactive service files and through key informants

are representative of the on-reservation target ppulation. The identified

population does not represent The entire on-reservation chronically rehtally

ill population.

V
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Data Prec(djre
11

Eight (E) Lorkers from the Irian tealth S:rvice Mental llth 0..nter

%.ere asked to provide a list of all those Lho.Oght u.se services fur the

chronically mentally ill. The Scy.,th p2kota Definition of the Taroet Pcu-

lation Was. used. These workers subT.itted lists representating all districts

of tne reservation and they were then'revic.:ed foe duplicatjon. The list

at this potnt contained 99 cases. These cases were listed on a needs

assessment instr4ment and redistriboted to the workers who were nost farAliar

with the case. Forms were completed from personal incoledge, Mental Fealth

case records, Public Feelth Service medical records end tontact with district

co-munity'h.:alth representatives or prirary provider agencies. Nine .(9)

.cases were eliminated. Two '(2) cases were age 17 and did not mzet age .

cr:teria. Information en seven (7) others'was too sparse to inOude.

final cronp contained 90 cases.

111. LiPdin.9E N = 90

A. Delographic information

kqe.

Male 18-29 21 Female 18-29 17

30-49 18 30-49 16

50 and (1.* 9 50 and Over 9

rtig 42

Marital Status Employed

4

' Married 12

Single
Unknown

-

Education in_xears

Yes 4

No 86

Commonity of idence

Less than 8 32 1) Procup Manderson, Pocky Ford,

Greater than 8, Less than 10 7 W:dinee :nee, Sharps - 14

10-12 39 2) Kyle, Potato Creek - 20

Greater than 12 1 3) martin, Allen. Eatesland - 11

Uninown 11 4) Pine Ridge, Oglale,
Slim Sottes - 38

'5) 1:erblee - 6

,16) Other - 1 --

1 3 6

e.
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1 (alone) 2
2 14

Over 2 62

Unknoini 2

Diagnosis *

Major psyciatric illness
51

OBS
15

Physical gindicapp, including seizure disorders 22

Mental retardation
10

Social isolation
10

Alcoholism
10

Other
1

None
9

Currently Receiving Medication for Mental 'Illness

Yes 45

No 45

Kman Services Center Admission Inforration

Number of Numaniervices Center Admissions

0 54
11

5

2 7

3 6

4 4

5 3

6 ' 2

10 and Over 3

'Most Recent Nyman
Servicestenter Admission

....-*.-
Less them 12 months

Ti

.....
.2-24 months ,

i 16

ers")

6

fveriulmo s'''aces Cente Admissions 54

nknown
1

* represents both primary and secondary diagnosis

13,

f'



C. Provider Irj10-7?tion

Pririry_Provider

Human Services Center** 6
Department of Social Services

1

Public Health Service Hospital 6
Public Health Nurse

1

Veteradil Administration
1

Mental Health/Social Services Unit 62
Bureau of Indian Affairs

1

Community Health Representative 6
Other 3

Additional provider information will be su7Jerized in the folloding section.

n. Service-Utilization and Prov:ders

the follow4i section presents a s..:77.ary of service utilization

and provider inforrtion. This section is descriptive and will attempt

to illustr.ate Ovat services are provided to the chronically rnta11y

ill popUlation and what agi:ncies are providing the service. S:..1fice

utilization'inforration was obtained in areas that relate directly

the ten essential CSP components (see Definition and Guidelines for

Counity Support Systems,-Attachment *3).. The information will be

presented under major service area headings.

Housing.

Fifty-two (52) individuals identified live in a house or apartment

provided by self, family or friend. The majority of these individuals

live with family or friends. Only twelve (12) identified individuals

lived alone, fourteen (14) are liying in a two (2),member household,

'while sixty-two (62) individuals live in households with three (3) or

more individuals.

Other on-reservation housing providers include Housing and Urban

Development, Departrent of Social Services, Veterans-Administration End

nursing homes. These providers serve a total of eight (8) indivi.loals.

" represents client presently in the He-En Services Center expected to
be discharged in the rr future

1 3
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The ruainder of the identified population's living sit.,ation Les etther sntrun

or they are receiving
off-resersation S,rvices in the. Human Services Center,

transitional facilities, etc.

Education and Employment Services

On-reservation service providers for basic education, vocational evaluation,

vocational training,.and vocational placement include the local cw7munity c011ece,

secondary schools and vocational rehabilitation. Nine individuals,are receiving

basic education services and twenty-three
(23) individu'als are receiving or haqb

received in the recent past vocational services. Three (3) individuals are

reported as having received vocational
evaluations Lharees the remaining t,.enty

(20) individuals are receiving either
jcb seeking skills training or are being

subsidized in employment. Three (3) indiciduals have quasi-sheltered employment,..,-

situetions.provided by employers.

Support in Basic Living Needs

A large number of the identified
population'is receiving support in basic

living including clothing, food,
and income maintenance from family and friends.

Twenty-five (25) are provided clothing,
twenty-two (22) receive-meals and nine (9)

receive income maintenance from family and friends.

Fifty (50) individuals utilize
food stamps, however, it is interesting to

note that fourteen (14) of these
individuais are reported as receiving benefits

-

indirectly through family or friends.

Twenty (20) individuals receive
income maintenance support from major entitle-

.

ment programs including the Bureau of Indian Affairs, Supplemental Security Income,

and ae Veterans
Administration...Fifteen (15) of.these twenty (20) individuals

receive Supplemental Security Income.

Providers reported under the major category
of Support in Basic Living

in the order of numbers served include the following: 1) family and friends.

2) Oepartment of Social Services, 3) Supplemental Security Income, 4) Veterans

kministration, 5) Bureau of Indian Af:airs, and 7) meals to elderly.

1 3 J

f'
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Recreation and Socialization Services

Recreation and Socialization Services inclwd,d str..7..:ured d:ytime,

evening and weekend activities. NO providers for these services exist

on the reservation.

Community Living Skills DeveloFent'

Comounity living skills cilveloent includtd programs and services

to help clients increase basic skills in household, rana3em.ent, perscnal

hygiene, money management and co7-.unication skills. The prirary on-.

reservation service provider is Mental Health/Social Services. Again,

a significant number of individuals are reported as receiving assist::nce

from family and friends.

The service providers in order of significance in the delivery

of these strvices are as follows: fa7,ily friends, rmtal H:alth/Scial

Services, Public id1th i:ursing, Department of Social Services,' cc -. unity

health representative and Veterans Administration.

calp

Medical care, including dental and eye care, is provided Primarily by the

Public Health Service Hospital in Pine Ridge. Seventy-one (71) individgals,

are reported as having medical services provided by Public Health Service.'

Other service providers include the Veterans Administration, Public H?alth

Nursing, and comrmnity hospitals. Dental and eye care are essentially

provided by the same providers reported above with the exceptton that ,

one individual is reported as receiving eye care from a Private physician.

Mental Helath Services

Mental Health Services utilfzation information was gathered on

mental health evaluations, therapy, partial care, medication ranage-eni,

individual followw, and crisis assist:once. The flental Health/Social

Services Unit at Pine Ridge is the primary service provider. The

Veterans Administration provides a very'rkor role and of cojrse the
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Human Services Center is providing mental health service to the 4divid.:els

identified in the study receiving services at that facilily. The following

number of individuals identified by category are currently receiving

mental health servicei.

Mental Health EvalUation 42

Therapy 39

Partial Care Services 0

Medication ManageTent 41

Individual Followup 46

Crisis Assistance 54

Trankportation

Utilization of transportation data was collected in the follo,,ing

categories: 1) personal car, 2) volunteer driver, 3) bus system,

and 4) transportation by agency. Twenty-four (24) individuals have

access to personal cars, five (5) individuals are-routinely provided

transportation by a voluntcer driver, miscellaneous agencies provide

transportation routinely to seven (7) individuals. There is no organized

transportation systel on the reservation.

Legal Needs

These services are provided primarily by South Dakota Legal Services.

Mental Health/Social Services is reported as currently assisting two (2)

individuals in appeal procedures for entitlements. Eighteen (18) indi-

viduals acie being assisted in either appeal for entitlement, small claims

or consumer protection procedures by Legalqtervices.

E. Identified Need

Expressed in terms of the nunber of .individuals perceived as being

in need, but not receiving services within each service category.

Alternative Housing

House or Apartment 11

Sub&idized Rental Housing 14

Subsidized Rental Housing 18

with Onsite Support
Adult Foster H.z.me 14

Nursing Home 6

Vansitional Living Facility 7

1 ,1
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EducelipnjulLgEplpint Services

Basic Education 30
Vocational Evaluation 40
Vocational Training 41

Job Seeking skills Training 28
Sheltered Employment 37

Support in Basic Living N.,..eds

Clothing 26
Food Stamps/Subsidized Meals 19
Income Maintene.nce Support 21

Recreation and Socialization Services

Structured Daytime Activities 73
Structured Evening Activities 69
Structured Weekend Activities 72

Cc.c.munity Living Skills Develont Services

Basic'Household Management 33
Personal Hygiene 36
Money Manage7ent 42
Co7munication 27

Medical Care

General Medical Care 12

Dental Care 7

Eye Care 9

Homemaker Services 10

Mental Health Evaluation 13

Therapy 15
Medication Management 8

Individual Followup 11

Crisis Assistance 9

Transportation

Volunteer Driver 6

Bus System 24

Transportation Provided by Agency 23

Legal Needs

Assistance in Appeal Procedures . 24

Small Claims 1

Consumer Protection 12

4 .7,
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Implications for CSP blplementation on the Pine Ridce F:servation

Identification pf the Tercet Population

The ninety (90) individuals
identified in this needs a55e557;ent represent

core group for whom services can be planned.' H....tver. the chronically

mentally ill population identified in
this initial study can only be considl,red

a Sample of the entire population. For the purposes of CSP implementation,

mechanisms need to be developed for
ongoing identification of the target

populations and for ongoing tracking of the population and population needs.

Finally, mechanisms for
liaisOn services between the Human Services Center

and i.he on-resenation service
provider would need to be improved to facilitate

ongoing identification of the.target-population.'

psychosocial Rehabilitation Services

Alternative housing is a major need reflected in the data. It wojld

seem as if housing is on a make do basis with little or no specialized

supportive living environ:-..-mts available.
Families and friends do seem

to play a major role in
providing housing, however, the

indication of the

need for alternative housing
(74% of the population is reported as needing

alternative housing arrangements)
would raise questions concerning the

adequacy of many of the family living arrangements. Housing with support,

including adult foster care
situations, are most often sited as a need..

Implementation efforts would need to focus on this problem, however, major

obstacles are foreseen.
Increased development of adult foster care providers

ind efforts to increise support
to families would seem to be realistic goals.

Partial care services (daycare,
etc.) are not available on the reser-

vation. Structured daytime and evening
recreational and secialization

activities are nonexistent. Other services generally
provided within the

framework of partial care, i.e.
rom:unity living skill development, etc.

are provided by a number of service providers on an individual basis.
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.
oti..-es staff do prtvide the bulk of these services

to the identified population. The dtvelcl.ment of partial care services

would seem to be essential ingredients in developing CSP services on the .

reservation. Programming would ted to be directed towards a predominantly

young, single and mixed (male, fcrale) population. The population tould

seem to be large enough to support such a program and from the perspective

of present overall reservation services and service utilization partial

care may, in fact, represent a more cost e'fficient service modality not to

mention offering more specific and epropriate programming for the ctronically

mentally ill population,

Provide Twenty-four Hour Q4ick Resoonse Crisis Assistanee Including the

Availability of a Sheltered Crisis Assistance Environ7.ent .

Mental Health/Social Service staff provide crisis intervention services.

Fifty-two (52) of the nirety (90) idsntified clients have received crisis

assistance services provided by genial Health/Social Services staff in the

month preceding the needs assessment. It seams evident that.a significant

proportion of staff time is devoted to crisis assistance. 'There are no

specific mechanisms worked out to provide a short-terM sheltered envirorrent,

however, access to the Public Health Service Hospital and a women's "Crisis

Center" is available under certain circumstances. In terms of CSP implemen-

tation, a gradual reduction in the need for crisis assistance might be

expected as CMI specific services were more fully developed. However,

an all out effort mould need to be made to develop cooperative agreements

and service arrangements to 'assist members of the target population to

work through periodic crises within the community where possible. Ongoing

psychiatric coverage and monitoring is absolutely essential along with

an adecuate continuum of care developed within the community as implied

in the basic premise of a Co;cunity Support Program.

95-922 0 - 82 - 10
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i_n basic Living Needs Inclmdinq Transportation and tecalJbe

Ine iv.ntified population is receiring a wide array Of su;.port in

basic living needs. Additionally, support in obtaining these basic entitle-

ments is in evidence. The data collected concerning support in basic Hymn;

needs does nonetheless imply an underlying question. Simply, why are a

number of the identified population not receiving entitlements for basic

support? In terms of CSP implementation the identified target population

needs to be systematically revieaed for eligibility for basic entitlements

and where appropriate application for entitlements vigorously pursued and

advocated. Initial CSP impleMentation efforts would need to focus on

ensuring accessability to entitlements by all of the identified chronically

mentally ill population. A major goal woUld be to irpact the quality of

life by assisting members of the population in securing assistance in

basic living. This would presume an advocacy role on the part of the

service provider and necessitate close links with legal service providers.

Trarsportation to services represents a major obstacle in the present

on-reservation service delivery system. In reviewing the data concerning

the geographic distribution of the identified population it is obvious that

transportation problems and, as a result, service accessability will present

serious obstacles to the development of community support services. In

specific terms of CSP implementation, bOwever, the problems presented.by

the lack of available transportation need to be studied further.

Medical and Mental Health Care

Medical and men'tal health care are provided by Public Health Service/

Indian Health Service either through the Public Health ServicelHospital

(medical care) or through the Human Se4ices Agency (Manta] Health/Social

Services Unit). By in large the data would suggest that the target
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population does have 4ccess to both rental health and radical care. Hol-:ever,

again one could have to specifically ash the question, whyare the few

individuals listed as needing either mental health or cedical services

not receiving the same?

Finally, continuing psychiatric coverage as instituted recently throJgh

the Pine Ridge Service Unit is an absolute necessity for developing an on-

reservation Community Support Program.

V. Conclusion

Community Support Program implementation on the.Pine Ridge Reservation

if it is to be successful will need to encompass and irvolve a wide range

of diverse groups including service providers, tribal government, local

communities, cOncerned community, rembars, and families and friends of the

chronically mentally ill population. A significant number of potential

CSP cli,.nts have been identified and rajor nEeds have been deeined. The

tasks outlired for CSP implementation (each one representing formidable

problems) will need to be addressed in a cooperative and coordinated fashion.

The need for community involvement and cooperative planning cannot be over-

stressed in future CSP implementation. The data indicates that a large

number of the chronically mentally .ill population currently resides with

family and friends. This family support and involvement seems to be a

significant factor illustrated.thro4hout the data. The involvement 'of

family and provisions for appropriate backup support to fatilies of the

mentally disabled cannot be overlooked.

Finally, it is evident that the Human Services Agency (rental Health

Social Services Unit) has taken the primary responsibility for the identified

population. Mental Health/Social Services staff are primary providers for

the majority of the chronically rectally ill population living on the.

reservation. With this fact in mind, initial implementation efforts need

to be closely coordinated and planned cithriblic MealTh Service/Indian Health

Service staff. Initial efforts would need to focus on refining the iden-

tific.tiOn process, developing co7:.unity'support, encoaraging ccuiUty

participation and developing needed resources.
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DIFIAITICN Cr TARGET ,IPJLATIO::

"The Co-runity Support Program will focus solely on improving opportunities
and services for one particular client croJp. serely rentally disabled
edults, aces 16 and up, whose primary disabilifevy is emotional. behavioral;

on psychosocial: rather than develoorental (mental retardetion) or orcanic,
and for whom (long-term). 24-hour nursing care is inappropriate.

Typioally, these individuals will display some of the following diagnostic

syrptoms: thought disorder, hallucinations, delusions, disorientation, in-
appropriate affect, and/dr severely disturbed interpersonal relationships. .

rore specifically, the (client) must fulfill portions of both criteria listed

as follows:

(1) Severe rental Disability

The individual's severe and persistent-Fictional, behavioral, or psychosocial

disorder has result-el-A at least one or the follc,iing:

a. one cr mare haspitalizations or alternative hcme stays in the

last six months.

-b. a single episode of hospitalization since 1975 of at.least six

months duration,
c. maintained with medication for et least one year,

d. participation in a day-care progra'n for at least six months, and

e. freqzent uLscheduled crisis contazta with tha center for more

than two ronths.

/2) Impaired Role Functionina

The individual's severe and persistent erotional, behavioral, or psychosocial

disorder has resulted in at least three of the following:

a. is employed with markedly limited job skills and/or a poor

work history,
b. is employed in a sheltered setting,

c. is unable to perform basic household management tasks without

assistance,
d. exhibits inappropriate social behavior which results in concern

by the com,wnity and/or requests for intervention by mental
health or judicial/legal systems,

e. is unable to procure appropriate public sopport services without

assistance,
-f. requires public financial assistance for owt-of-hospital

maintenance,

g-
lacks social support systems in tne natural environment (no
close friends, lives alone, isolative),

h. is in constant or cyclical turmoil with family or social system,

and
i. is a noncompliant recipient of mental health services Oen clear

need for such is evident.

1 .1
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COYMUNITV SUPPORT PROGRAM

CLIENT IDOEIFICATION INSTRUMENT

N.1$4 Date

Address

birthdate Ago _Sex
--171517ii)

0401 Edutation in Veers Status

Dalt isf last M.S.C. Admission
Number of Mins.

Medication Tot N. Date of lett M.R.C. Contact

County of Residence length of Residency

family Sise (in clieet household) Employed Vet Ho

Diagnosis

Primary Service Provider Case Manager Yos N.

indieate by A Skillman itrVICO floods and utilisation of services by clients.
intormatlu.nill Wt described ly USC 81 appropriate rude. P1 e4S0

lhat ISv 1h:0611.11W VII I ie. CalClories shuuld be viewed indegondently

d e.10, other. In all cases MAL WIWI Is checked. a provider codo should

iillad in under Providers.
Bilia% ETRYIAra

"%Pe. $Ciings

.nin or Apartment ......

.411d1/00 Rental Housing

s,Alio :Lola! Reusing with Support

or,o0J Onsite

lull insier 110A1

Alt Ihaut.1 111.111 WWI COS Center

opOILISO41 baying Facility

iris

sit Education (Including GEO)
asitieal rvalwaLien

.4114.141 15,1111,69
tsAltitol Stills Tra

.thn-Jrn. Training

SUPPORT IR BASIC LteING 11121

Clothing
Food Stamps
Meals from Provider(
Income Maintenance Support

RECREATIOM Ap SOCIALIZATIOR SERWC(1

Structured Daytime Activities
Structured Evening Activities
Structured Weekend Activities

COMUNITY (AVM SCUS OEVROPMEMT

Basic Household Manageeent
Personal Hygiene
Mondy Management
Communicetien

PRVSIpl, ANO ACOICAL NEEDS

General Medical Care (routine)
.

Dental Care (routino)
Eye Care (routine)
flommoker Services

MERTALlyAlju

Evaluation

r'llooRY
Partial Care
Medication flunagemeet
Individual fulloirup Care

Crisis AssISCance

TRARSPORTATIOM

PerSonal Car
volununr Driver
00s. System
jransponatlAn Pravfied bY AteACY

Assistance in Appeal Procedures
(tn obtain benefits)

/
Soil cioins court
ceneumer Protection

1TE:
Instructions in filling this out are on the back of this page.
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COWUNITV WPM: PROCRAM
C1.10f lOWIFICATIQh Ihl,Thu:SCHT

InSTnoCTInsS

Self evulana to,'
nate Ih,lihimeht filled out

Soli es014114 toe/

:o. o.o. MO Instrument Comfl old
iialeffemale
;14lIvo Aseele4n, Black, Caucasionu,other

Total na.mser of years twisted Chighschool graduate 12,

,ol I Ao gra6nate 16. etc.liii g.sAias Parried, never married, divorced, widowed, Separated
hai.ts.tot Self enplane tory

....Total-modeler of ad.uisSion4 tO 11.S.C, '

thclolv noosychlatric medic ',Lions
- 0.ac of last recorded contact with 14.11.C.

II,.1

- legal residence
In years. 0 to 6 months 0:6 months to 1.1/2

I /04i; 'etc,

- Total newbar In ellent household, include nonrclated adults
iamily

[boo yes sr milayetI etmiuctitively.hal (-lime or morL
eelmaly 0o4TIO5ISs- OSI1 III

Jrj eruv.t.arr That provider which has the Sltt contact with
1. AY:as 0.741reet service

rthauer SO enplane tory

1? Pla.s - duos the client have an Immediate need for the sp4ifc service?
....dote need IS nenna 4S a need at the time the needs assessment Is

ur An ismediately foreSeeable need (dee month from date of
..aalettun) based ed the cost manager's Or primary therapist's Judgment.

Um:: the client presently utilize the tfiecifIc service or fit
c spathe cauvory at the tbuo the assessment Is cumuletedl Unless

1;cci preseat utilliation will be ddfined AS utilisation

.turring illthin A tymbfeasio or one vonth prior to the dete of completion

the needs aSSuSSment to the date of completion,

Avtders Provider codes should he filled in clincerning each specific
..i....c.:7-4esvider cedes arc as fellows:

Self, family, friends '

Private P0

' haaan,Service Center
30411.4nt of Social Services

soeuts
sh.bi wee: 1 ties

health professional

0.. ..: nadlta Services

11 Clergy
12 nursing homes

13 CosownIty hospital

14 Veterans AdministeatIon
16 Supplemental Security

Income

16 Social Security Disability
17 Aejusiment Training Center
10 II:nlal let Ith Ccutrr

300 601.1

4. - Ascertains ATIn0 tiving.arrangedent, ipriOats Musing nee
'and In. Sates current previier of these services util

e. filuea1pn"sLid Cmplprlept SeLyIrts. Ascertains present eaucatssnal or
Cliloyniede sgvices oti11701, hio4O414(0 educational or vocational %rat
Imp nuedsl and Indicates service provider fe those s e iii cus

f. Amur( Inla.sle_livIng. Ascertains the ImMegiole ims ic need: In lIvi

the pre'sent utilitatioa if ouch services, end Identifies service yruvi

for thole dervIces utilised.

g, Itenrolionmul Snciplioappo In eich ayea identifies present

lyncliato needs, and post, for these services ot ii 'lee.

h, netolOpnent Identifies Inmediati still devell

ment-needs, present, utYrfairon, md Service lirseldep fir Viust semi
utilitod.

PPX11$11 andlitdief) . Identifies humiliate needs. inelealei nlil
!1?2,3a.n. last G mun'ths, and iduntfies service roviders fur these .sers

. .

-1)

J kruipl ppalth Identifies lemediate Mental health needs. present gull
1.ii7n, ind cer'ilc providers fer those services- otIlicce.

k. Transollatipp. - Identifies immediate transportation needs. Preivni hti
. lidn, and kuviders fir these services utilited.

1. Weil Sarlite Identifies iamediete need for legal services, Indicates
utiltaition in past 6 montht, inn reviders for those services et 1 I iced

.

j 13 ZA
C /4 AL

7. '3

e-distak, /el .4-I.'" c 16.1
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NATIONAL URBAN INDIAN COUNCIL
teas souet 8.4iwre &ft 525 Denver, Colorado 10222 (302) 75$-1550

February 26, 1942
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"....HAVING SERVED AS GOVERNOR OF THE STATE WHICH

HAS SOME OF THE LARGEST URBAN INDIAN COMMUNITIES IN

THE U.S., I AM AWARE OF THE UNIQUE NATURE OF THEIR

SITUATION AND OF THE FACT THAT THEIR PROBLEMS HAVE

BEEN LARGELY IGNORED IN THE PAST, THE SITUATION OF

THE URBAN INDIANS, THE OFF-RESERVATION RURAL INDIAN

COMMUNITIES, AND THE TRIBES NOT RECOGNIZED BY THE

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT MUST BE LOOKED INTO WITH THE

GOAL OF ESTABLISHING WAYS AND MEANS OF SECURING

BETTER OPPORTUNITIES FOR THEM."
RONALD REAGO1
SEPTEMBER, JAO

151.1RING THE F.Y."82 BUDGET PROCESS, THE PRECEEDING STATEMENT

PROVIDED SOME SOLACE TO OFF-RESERVATION COMMUNITIfS. IT GAVE

US HOPE THAT, AS MR. REAGAN INDICATED, THE ADMINISTRATION HAP

SOME UNDERSTANDING OF OUR CONCERNS AND WOULD SINCERELY ATTEMPT

TO FIND REALISTIC SOLUTIONS TO OUR PROBLEMS. HOWEVER, A SIMPLE

ANALYSIS OF. THE F.Y. '83 BUDGET CLEARLY ILLUSTRATES THAT THIS

ADMINISTRATION IS ATTEMPTING TO NULLIFY THE SACRED TRUST

RESPONSIBLITY OF THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT FOR INDIAN PEOPLES

VIA FINANCIAL ABROGATION,

AMERICAN INDIAN AND ALASKA NATIVE PEOPLE RESIDING IN OFF-

RESERVATION'RURAL AND URBAN AREAS HAVE SUFFERED GREATLY SINCE THE

ON SET OF "NEW FEDERALISM". NOT ONLY HAVE SEVERE BUDGET REDUCTIONS

PLACED UNDUE HARDSHIP ON THE PROGRAMS DESIGNED TO ASSIST THIS

POPULATION, BUT THE FINANCIAL LIMITATION IMPOSED UPON RESERVATION

BASED PROGRAMS (SUCH AS THE ELIMINATION OF CETA PUBLIC SERVICE

EMPLOYMENT) HAS INITIATED YET ANOTHER WAVE QF URBAN INDIAN MIGRATION,

SINCE THE ADMINISTRATION IS RELUCTANT TO COME TO TERMS WITH OFF-

RESERVATION AMERICAN INDIAN AND ALASKA NATIVE PEOPLE; WE MUST,

ONCE AGAIN, LOOK TO THE CONGRESS TO SAFEGUARD OUR SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC

WELL BEING.

1
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ALMINISTRATION FOR NATIVE AMERICANS - D.N-H-S,

ONE OF THE BEST DESIGNED PROGRAMS WHICH HAS HAD A SIGNIFICANT

POSITIVE iMPACT UPON OFF-RESERVATION AMERICAN INDIAN AND ALASKA

NATIVE COMMUNITIES IS THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES,

ADMINISTRATION FOR NATIVE AMERICANS, LAST YEAR THIS CONGRESS,

RECOGNIZING THE VALUE OF THE PROGRAM, REAUTHORIZED THE ANA

LEGISLATION. THE ORIGINAL LEVEL REQUESTED FOR FUNDING ANA PROGRAMS

IN 1982 WAS $33.8 MILLION, THIS FIGURE HAD REMAINED RELATIVELY

UNCHANGED SINCE 1978 WHILE INFLATION CONSTANLY ERODED THE IMPACT

OF THESE DOLLARS. HOWEVER, THE ADMINISTRATION SAW FIT TO

REDUCE ANA'S BUDGET BY 18% LEAVING $28 MILLION. THIS INITIAL

REDUCTION NOT ONLY DECIMA--D ANA''S RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT (R & D)

AND TRAINING AND TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE (T & TA) COMPONENTS, BUT

AS A RESULT OF THE AGENCY'S INTERNAL BELT-TIGHTENING, HAS LEFT

NUMEROUS TRIBAL AND OFF-rESERVATION COMMUNITIES WITHOUT ANA'S

FLEXIBLE AND INNOVATIVE FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE.

THIS YEAR THE ADMINISTRATION HAS PROPOSED AN ADDITIONAL

REDUCTION OF $4.718 MILLION, OR APPROXIMATELY 19%, ANA HAS CHOSE

TO REALIZE THESE F.Y.'83 BUDGETARY CONSTRAINTS VIA ADDITIONAL CUTS IN

R & D AND T & TA; HOWEVER, THE MAJORITY OF THE REDUCTION ($4.318

MILLION) WILL COME OUT OF ITS FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE ALLOCATION.

ANA INTENDS TO REDUCE THE NUMBER OF GRANTEES IT FUNDS BY:

ELIMINATING 19 FEDERALLY RECOGNIZED TRIBAL GRANTEES

ELIMINATING 12 URBAN GRANTEES

ELIMINATING 5 NON-FEDERALLY RECOGNIZED TRIBAL GRANTEES

ELIMINATING 2 ALASKA NATIVE ENTITIES

ELIMINATING 2 RURAL GRANTEES
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ELIMINATING 2 INTER-TRIBAL CONSORT1AS

ELIMINATING 1 OFF-RESERVATION CONSORTIA

ELIMINATING 1 SPECIAL PROGRAM

IF THIS'CONGRESS IS COMMITTED TO PROMOTING SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC

SELF-SUFFICIENCY FOR AMERICAN INDIAN AND ALASKA NATIVE PEOPLE,

THEN IT CANNOT STAND IDLy BY WHILE THE INTEGRITY AND EFFECTIVENESS

OF THE ONE FEDERAL PROGRAM THAT ATTEMPTS TO ACHIEVE THIS IS.

COMPROMISED. THE'NATIONAL URBAN INDIAN COUNCIL AND ITS MPMBERSHIP

IS VFHFMFNTIY OPPORFD Tn ANY ADDITIONAI NITS IN_ANA'S RHDGFT,

AND ST11(111E-HY 1111GFR THF RFNATF SFIFfT rOMMITTFF ON INDIAN AFFAIRR

TO AGRFSSIVFIY ADOCATF THF RFSTORATION nF ANA'S RHDGFT Tn ItR

1959 RFCOMMFMDFD IFVFI nF $33.5 millInN.

PROGRAMS DOL

PROGRAMS SPONSORED BY THE U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR'S

(DOL) OFFICE OF INDIAN AND NATIVE AMERICAN PROGRAMS, (OINAp)

HAVE GREATLY EASED THE DISPROFORTIONATELY HIGH RATES OF UNEMPLOYMENT

(CURRENTLY APPROACHING 75%) AMONGST AMERICAN INDIAN AND ALASKA NATIVE

PEOPLE ON AND OFF THE RESERVATION, THE
ANTICIPATED SUPPORT FOR THE

PROGRAMS OPERATED BY DOL ARE CURRENTLY SOMEWHAT HAZY AS A RESULT OF

THE PENDING REAUTHORIZATION OF THE COMPREHENSIVE EMPLOYMENT AND

TRAINING ACT (CETA). THIS LEGISLATION GOVERNS THE MEANS AND METHODS

OF EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING SERVICES FOR INDIAN PEOPLE AND IS VITAL TO

THEIR ECONOMIES,

CURRENTLY THERE ARE THREE MEASURES WHICH HAVE BEEN INTRODUCED

BY CONGRESS TO PROVIDE FOR THE EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING NEEDS OF

THIS COUNTRY. THE BETTER LEGISLATION OF THE THREE IS 5.2035,

THE "TRAINING FOR JOBS ACT", WHICH WAS INTRODUCED IN THE SENATE

ON FEBRUARY 2, 1982, THIS BILL WOULD PROVIDE THE NECESSARY

I 5
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RESOURCES AND LATITUDE TO DEAL WITH THE EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING OF

AMERICAA INDIANS AND.ALASKA NATIVES. THE HOUSE VERSIONS, H.R. 5320,

THE "COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIP FOR EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING ACT" AND

H.R. 5461, THE "PRODUCTIVITY AND HUMAN INVESTMENT ACT", LIKE THEIR

SENATE COUNTERPART, REPRESENT GOOD LEGISLATION: HOWEVER, THEY WOULD

NOT SUPPORT INDIAN EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING PROGRAMS AT ADEQUATE LEVELS.

CONSEQUENTLY, THEY WOULD BE LESS LIKELY TO RECEIVE THE SUPPORT OF

NUIC AND ITS MEMBERSHIP.

THE ADMINISTRATION THROUGH DOL HAS ALSO DRAFTED A MEASURE WITH

WHICH IT PROPOSES TO REPLACE CETA. THE BILL, ENTITLED THE "JOB TRAINING

ACT OF 1982" CANNOT BE CONSIDERED A SERIOUS ATTEMPT AT DEALING WITH THE

EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING NEEDS OF THE NATION AS A WHOLE, NOR ITS

AMERICAN INDIAN AND ALASKA NATIVE CITIZENS, IF PASSED, THIS MEASURE

.1 I, Ilts . !I I I I ti
POPULATION. IT WOULD PROVIDE LIMITED SERVICES ONLY TO TRIBES LOCATED

ON FEDERAL AND STATE RESERVATIONS, IGNORING THE NEEDS OF THE 50% 4.

INDIANS RESIDING OFF THE RESERVATION. FURTHER, THIS MEASURE WOULD ONLY

ALLOW FOR ON-THE-JOB-TRAINING (OJT) ACTIVITIES TO BE CONDUCTED BY

RESERVATION BASED TRIBES. (A RATHER LUDICROUS PROPOSAL WHEN ONE

CONSIDERS THE CURRENT STATE OF RESERVATION ECONOMIES). FINALLY, THE

MEASUAE IS FUNDED AT LEVELS WHICH ARE WOEFULLY INADEQUATE TO EFFECTIVELY

DEAL WITH THE GROWING RANKS OF THE UNEMPLOYED. MILLIONS OF AMERICANS

ARE UNEMPLOYED BECAUSE OF THE STATE OF THE ECONOMY. THE ADMINISTRATION

OF THESE PROGRAMS TO THE GENERAL POPULATION MAY BE THE RESPONSIBILITY

OF THE STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, BUT SOUND POLICIES MUST BE INITIATED

AT THE FEDERAL LEVEL. CONSEQUENTLY, THE NATIONAL URBAN INDIAN

COUNCIL STRONGLY OPPOSES THF "JOB TRAINING ACT OF 1982". AND URGES

THE MEMBERS OF THE SENATE SFLECT COMMITTFF ON INDIAN AFFAIRS TO JOIN

IN THIS OPPOSITION.

1 5 i
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DEP-11tRIERI-11E-HOUSINCLANUIROUBELOBEta.

THE AMERICAN INDIAN AND ALASKA NATIVE PROGRAMS SPONSORED BY THE

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT ARE NOT AVAILABLE

TO OFF-RESERVATION COMMUNITIES, AND THEREFORE NUIC HAS NO COMMENT

ON THEIR PROPOSED FUNDING LEVELS FOR F.Y.'83. HOWEVER, THERE ARE

TWO HUD PROGRAMS WHICH SOME OFF-RESERVATION GROUPS HAVE HAD SUCCESS

IN ACCESSING, THE COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT BLOCK GRANT (CDBG), AND THE

URBAN DEVELOPMENT ACTION GRANT (UDAG) PROGRAMS. THROUGH A COOPERATIVE

AGREEMENT WITH THE NATIONAL URBAN INDIAN COUNCIL, HUD IS ATTEMPTING

TO INCREASE THE PARTICIPATION OF OFF-RESERVATION GROUPS IN THESE

TWO PROGRAMS. AS A RESULT OF THIS EFFORT, ORGANIZATIONS ASSISTED

WILL HAVE BETTER WORKING RELATIONSHIPS WITH CITIES IN WHICH THEY

ARE LOCATED, AND WILL HAVE THE OPPORTUNITY TO TAP HERETOFORE UNDER

UTILIZED RESOURCES.

THE CDBG AND UDAG PROGRAMS OFFER OFF-RESERVATION COMMUNITIES

A FLEXIBLE SOURCE OF SUPPORT FOR THEIR COMMUNITY AND ECONOMIC

DEVELOPMENT NEEDS. THEREFORE, IfIEMIERIALIIREOLINDINLCENCIL,

IS SUPPORTIVE TO THF ADMINISTRATIONS BUDGETARY REQUESTS FOR THE

Lae_ AND UDAG PROGRAMS.

INDIAN EDUCATION PROGRAMS -

AS IT RELATES TO BUDGET ISSUES AFFECTING INDIAN EDUCATION, IBE

NATIOPAL URBAN INDIAN COUNCII ENDORSES AND SUPPORTS THE POSITION OF .

THE NATIONAI ADVISORY COUNCIL ON INDIAN EDUCATION AS PRFSFNTED IN

THEIR TESTIMONY AT THESE HEARINGS, AND WRGES THE MEMBERS OF THE

SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON INDIAN ,FFAIRS TO ADOPT THEIR RECOMMENDATIONS.


